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The present dissertation addresses problems related to robot learning from demonstra¬
tion. It presents the building of a connectionist architecture, which provides the robot
with the necessary cognitive and behavioural mechanisms for learning a synthetic lan¬
guage taught by an external teacher agent. This thesis considers three main issues:
1) learning of spatio-temporal invariance in a dynamic noisy environment, 2) symbol
grounding of a robot's actions and perceptions, 3) development of a common symbolic
representation of the world by heterogeneous agents.
We build our approach on the assumption that grounding of symbolic communication
creates constraints not only on the cognitive capabilities of the agent but also and espe¬
cially on its behavioural capacities. Behavioural skills, such as imitation, which allow
the agent to co-ordinate its actionn to that of the teacher agent, are required aside to
general cognitive abilities of associativity, in order to constrain the agent's attention
to making relevant perceptions, onto which it grounds the teacher agent's symbolic
expression. In addition, the agent should be provided with the cognitive capacity for
extracting spatial and temporal invariance in the continuous flow of its perceptions.
Based on this requirement, we develop a connectionist architecture for learning time
series. The model is a Dynamical Recurrent Associative Memory Architecture, called
DRAMA. It is a fully connected recurrent neural network using Hebbian update rules.
Learning is dynamic and unsupervised. The performance of the architecture is ana¬
lysed theoretically, through numerical simulations and through physical and simulated
robotic experiments. Training of the network is computationally fast and inexpensive,
which allows its implementation for real time computation and on-line learning in a
inexpensive hardware system. Robotic experiments are carried out with different learn¬
ing tasks involving recognition of spatial and temporal invariance, namely landmark
recognition and prediction of perception-action sequence in maze travelling.
The architecture is applied to experiments on robot learning by imitation. A learner
robot is taught by a teacher agent, a human instructor and another robot, a vocabulary
to describe its perceptions and actions. The experiments are based on an imitative
strategy, whereby the learner robot reproduces the teacher's actions. While imitating
the teacher's movements, the learner robot makes similar proprio and exteroceptions
to those of the teacher. The learner robot grounds the teacher's words onto the set of
common perceptions they share. We carry out experiments in simulated and physical
environments, using different robotic set-ups, increasing gradually the complexity of
the task. In a first set of experiments, we study transmission of a vocabulary to
designate actions and perception of a robot. Further, we carry out simulation studies,
in which we investigate transmission and use of the vocabulary among a group of
robotic agents. In a third set of experiments, we investigate learning sequences of the
robot's perceptions, while wandering in a physically constrained environment. Finally,
we present the implementation of DRAMA in Robota, a doll-like robot, which can
imitate the arms and head movements of a human instructor. Through this imitative
game, Robota is taught to perform and label dance patterns. Further, Robota is taught
a basic language, including a lexicon and syntactical rules for the combination of words
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Research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) aims at building artificial agents which show
similar cognitive and behavioural capabilities to those of natural 'intelligent' agents.
This thesis contributes to research in Al-based robotics, which studies the building of
autonomous mobile agents, commonly called robots. The present work attempts to
integrate three directions of research taken recently by this field, namely the building
of adaptive learning agents, the study of social collaborative agents, the development of
agents capable of understanding human language. The aim of this thesis is three-fold:
• To design a general connectionist architecture for learning spatio-temporal regu¬
larities and time series in an autonomous robot.
• To investigate a method, based on imitation, for the transmission of a language
and of motor skills, action sequences, between heterogeneous agents.
• To build robotic agents capable of learning a synthetic language and action se¬
quences taught by another agent, either a human or another robot.
We follow a synthetic approach and develop a connectionist model, the DRAMA archi¬
tecture, which provides the robot with the necessary cognitive and behavioural skills
for learning a basic synthetic language. We distinguish between behavioural and cog¬
nitive capabilities. The agent's behaviour relates to the dynamic interaction of the
agent with its environment, as observed by an external agent, while the agent's cog¬
nition is an internal process, which results in the agent's actions. The term language,
used above, refers to any communication system which shows similar characteristics
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
to that of natural language, that is, the use of symbols to convey meaning and the
use of syntactic rules, which define the semantics behind the order of combinations of
symbols. In section 3.1, we define formally the terminology common to Linguistics and
Psychology, which we use in this thesis.
We implement and verify the model in different robotic experiments, in which a robot
is taught a synthetic proto-language. The language consists of a lexicon and of combin¬
ations ofwords of the lexicon, which form English proto-sentences1. The teaching scen¬
ario is based on an imitative strategy, whereby the robot replicates the teacher agent's
movements. Through this imitative teaching approach, teacher and learner agents are
lead to share similar proprio- and exteroceptions2. The learner agent grounds its un¬
derstanding of the teacher's words, which describe the teacher's current observations,
upon its own perceptions, which are similar to those of the teacher. Learning of the
robot is unsupervised and results from the self-organisation of the robot's connectionist
architecture.
The first section of this chapter gives a brief introduction to the research areas behind
this work. The second section points out the main issues tackled by this work and
briefly summarises our approach to solving these. The third section of this chapter
gives a short summary of the contents of each chapter of the thesis.
1.1 Recent trends in robotics
Recent trends in AI robotics follow an anti-objectivism approach to the design of the
robot's controller, which emphasizes the robot's unique4 and subjective perception of
the world, as an effect of its individual physical structure. This position contrasts
with the objectivisP approach, followed by so called Good old fashioned AI (GOFAI)
1 Proto means that the sentences do not fulfil all the requirements of the English grammar, see section
11.3.2.
2 The terms proprio- and exteroception relate to internal and external perceptions of the agent re¬
spectively.
3 My labelling.
4 Uniqueness refers here to the idea that each physical agent differs from another agent, no matter
how similar the two agents are, and that, thus, its interaction with and perception of the world is
different from that of any other agent.
5 My labelling.
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[Brooks & Stein 94] or classical AI [Pfeifer 96], which views the robot as a computa¬
tional machine, independent from its physical support, that relies on an abstract and
objective6 model of the world. In the objectivist approach, the robot's behaviour is en¬
tirely determined by its perceptions and how these are interpreted relative to its world
model. The robot's computation consists of the manipulation of abstract entities,
symbols, which represent intrinsic properties of the world.
This approach's assumption of the existence of a unique and global representation of
the world received three main criticisms. First, it was pointed out that there is, in fact,
more than one possible representation of a same phenomena, i.e the same phenomena
can be described in different ways, and thus, some representations might be more
appropriate than others for solving the particular task. Second, "the world is only
partially knowable" [Verschure & Pfeifer 92], i.e. each agent can only build a partial
and thus subjective representation of the world. Third, the world is dynamic and thus
failure of making the correct representation, which remains consistent with changes in
the agent's perception of the world, can lead to a significant degradation of the robot's
behaviour. This is referred to as the frame problem [Hayes 84]. The classical approach
has also been criticised for not considering two main issues. The first one is the symbol
grounding problem [Harnad 90], which refers to the question of how the symbols or
the representations of the world acquire their meaning for the computational agent
(see section 3.2 for more explanations). The second one is how the agent's actions
affect its environment and reflect back to its perceptions. This refers to the notions of
situatedness and embodiment introduced by [Brooks 91b] (see section 1.1.1).
In reaction to the classical approach, behaviour-based systems were developed as a
paradigm for the design of the robot's control system. This started with Brooks's
subsumption architecture [Brooks 89]. The control of behaviour-based systems is dis¬
tributed over several modules which directly connect sensors to actuators and the
overall behaviour emerges from the interaction of the different modules. In contrast to
knowledge-based architectures of classical AI, behaviour-based systems do not rely on
a global model of the environment [Brooks 91a], but they rather use "the world as its
own model" [Brooks 91b]. This proved to make the system more robust to variation in
6 Objective means here that the model would reflect general and intrinsic properties of the world,
which are true and observable for all agents, independently of the type of agent.
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the environmental dynamics [Brooks & Stein 94, Brooks 97].
The anti-objectivist approach views the 'perception-to-action' process as a con¬
tinuum. It stresses the bidirectionality of the process, as opposed to an objectiv-
ist approach which views it as an uni-directional process, from perception to action.
[Pfeifer & Scheier 94] point out the importance and possible precedence of the action
to perception link on the opposite direction and speak of a sensory-motor coordination
[Pfeifer & Scheier 98, Pfeifer 95]. This position is illustrated by a number of robotic
experiments (carried out by the authors ([Pfeifer & Scheier 98], [Pfeifer 95]) and by
other people, see [Pfeifer 95]), in which the robot's behaviour is entirely controlled
through the combination of sensor-actuator correlations (most of these works used a
connectionist model for the robot's controller). Such an approach considers then not
only the influence of the environment on the agent, but also the influence the agent
has on its environment. The robot's behaviour is no longer intrinsically defined in the
controller but rather emerges from the coupling between the robot's internal dynamic
and that of the environment [Dautenhahn 97b, Verschure & Pfeifer 92].
Such an account of the robot's behaviour has similarities with the enactivist posi¬
tion, first introduced by Maturana [Maturana & Varela 80], which describes a living
system in terms of the structural coupling of its cellular and molecular components
(autopoiesis) and of its interaction with its environmental medium: "the behaviour
of a living system is not something that the living system does, not something that
the medium specifies of its own, the behaviour arises and takes place in the relation
living system/medium" [Maturana et al. 95]. In an anti-objectivist approach, there is
no longer a single objective world description, based on universal conceptual represent¬
ations. Rather, the world is the result of a continuum of interactions between different
agents and each agent can only build a subjective representation of the world, based
on its own history of interactions. The implication that this philosophical position has
on the building of the robot's controller is described in the following.
1.1.1 Situated embodied robots
Robots have a dynamical and interactive relationship with their environment and with
other agents in this environment. To encapsulate this idea, R. Brooks introduced the
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notions of embodied and situated robots [Brooks 91b], Embodiment relates to the fact
that robots have a body, that is they occupy a physical space and consequently affect
the environmental dynamics, and that they have sensors, which provide them with
a perception of the state of their environment and, to some extent, of other agents
in this environment. "The robots have bodies and experience the world directly -
their actions are part of a dynamics with the world and have immediate feedback on
their own sensations" ([Brooks 91b], p.571, original emphasis). Situatedness accounts
for the fact that the robots' behaviour is spatially and temporally constrained by the
dynamic interaction the robots have with their environment. Robots are provided
with actuators, which allow them to act onto their environment. Their actions are
directed by internal processing of their sensor perceptions, which are acted upon by
the environment. "The robots are situated in the world - they do not deal with abstract
description, but with the here and now of the world directly influencing the behaviour
of the system" ([Brooks 91b], p.571, original emphasis). In this perspective, the robot
does not rely on an abstract predefined model of the world, but rather on a subjective
model of the world, whose conceptual representation is grounded onto the robot's
physical perceptions of the world (the embodiment notion, emphasized in the robot
grounds regress [Brooks 91b]) and represents the particular mode of interaction the
robot has with its environment (the situatedness notion, summarised in the world is
its own best model [Brooks 91b]).
Note that the analogy between the enactivist position and the notion of embodiment
of artificial or natural agents, which we mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, has
been discussed first by Varela [Varela et al. 93]. In this text, Varela stresses the phys¬
ical aspects of the term embodiment relative to the agent's sensor-motor coordination:
"By using the term embodied, we mean to highlight two points: first, that cognition
depends upon the kinds of experience that come from having a body with various
sensorimotor capacities, and second, that these individual sensorimotor capacities are
themselves embedded in a more encompassing biological, psychological and cultural
context" [Varela et al. 93]. While this point of view was primarily meant to natural
agents, it could as well apply to artificial ones, such as robots.
The emphasis given to the physics of the robots leads to the idea that the beha-
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viour of embodied situated agents is determined by both their 'brain' (controller)
and their body, and by the interaction of these with the environmental dynamics.
Therefore, building robotic agents requires careful design of the robot's body and con¬
troller [Brooks & Stein 94], such as to take advantage of the dynamical interaction
the robot makes with its environment [Hallam & Malcolm 94]. Following this line
of thought, a number of works showed how complex behaviour, such as collecting,
recognising and tracking objects ([Mataric 94a], [Parker 94b], [Pfeifer & Scheier 98],
[Steels 94a], [Webb 95]), could be reduced to a set of simple sensor-motor coordin¬
ation behaviours. In a knowledge-based approach, solving these tasks might have
required building a map of the environment and some sort of planning system in
the first case and complex sensor processing module in the second. While these
works were still limited in the cognitive complexity achieved, people ([Brooks 97],
[Brooks et al. 98b] [Dautenhahn 96], [Mataric 97d], [Pfeifer 98]) discuss how the ap¬
proach could scale up to the design of high-level cognitive processes, as observed in
high primates and humans (see sections 1.1.3 and 2.2.2). Current work in this dir¬
ection studies the building of a humanoid robot, showing a range of behaviours sim¬
ilar to that of humans ([Breazeal & Scassellati 98, Brooks et al. 98a, Scassellati 98],
[Kuniyoshi 94, Berthouze & Kuniyoshi 98]).
The work of this thesis is in line with the anti-objectivist approach. We address the
symbol grounding problem in a robot. We consider both the cognitive and behavioural
skills behind a robot's learning of a language. In particular, we point out the import¬
ance of movement co-ordination between the communicative agents, for the agents to
share a common perceptual context, onto which they can ground a common under¬
standing of the language. Movement imitation is, in our experiments, the means by
which we create a coupling between the two agents. It results from mutual phototaxis
behaviours, whose implementation required a specific design of the robots' bodies, i.e.,
positioning of light emitters and detectors, and controllers, i.e., recognition of spe¬
cific light intensity and frequency. Situatedness is achieved by using a connectionist
model for the robot's controller, in which the agent's behaviour results from multiple
correlations across the robot's sensors and actuators.
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1.1.2 Adaptive learning robots
7
Closely related to the idea that the robot's behaviour is partly determined by the
environmental dynamics, is the idea that the robot learns from its interaction with
the environment. If the environmental dynamics is to change, then the robot's in¬
ternal processing should also change such as to conserve the right coupling between
the robot and its environment. The robot adapts its internal dynamics by updating
its internal computational structure, such as to produce the 'correct' response for the
particular task, that is, to perform the correct action given a particular perception.
The process leading to the update of the robot's internal structure is called a learn¬
ing process, in analogy with the biological term which relates to the human brain's
internal transformation (synaptic growth, strengthening and pruning), simultaneous
to human development of behavioural and cognitive skills. Through the update of its
internal processing structure, the robot learns the novel regularities which characterise
the dynamics of its environment, i.e. it learns to correctly predict its perceptions. It
also learns the correlation between its actions and their result on the environment and
updates its structure in order to produce the actions with the most desirable perceptual
consequences.
The robot learning process contributes to the dynamical coupling the robot has with
its environment. These characteristics make robot learning fundamentally different
from machine7 learning. Learning results in an internal transformation of the robot's
controller, which further changes the robot's behaviour. Consequently the robot en¬
gages in a different mode of interaction with its environment, from which it can make
new experiences leading to further learning. From learning regularities in its percep¬
tual experience, the robot can construct a model of the world, which is a model of the
dynamics of its perceptions in correlation to its actions, and a model of its body, which
is of its internal dynamics and structure.
The construction of a model of its own body is fundamental to the idea of embodiment
[Dautenhahn 95, Dautenhahn 97b, Berthouze & Itakura 98]. As noted by Dautenhahn
[Dautenhahn 97b], it is not sufficient for a control program to be running on a hard-
7 The term machine, here, relates to asensorial standing computational devices, by opposition to
robot, which are mobile and have sensors.
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ware platform to say that the robot is embodied. For a robot to be embodied, it
has to have a concept of body, which it dynamically constructs upon its perceptual
experience during its running time. Moreover, the agent's concept of its body is fun¬
damental to its development of a model of the world, as it constructs its conceptual
representation by reference to its own dynamics (subjective perception). Dautenhahn
points out the similarity of this approach to Rosenfield's [Rosenfield 93] notion of auto¬
biographical memory, which refers to the self-referential aspect of human memory and
to the dynamical process of remembering in humans: "It is not that my memories
exist as stored images in my brain, conscious or unconscious; the act of memory is
one of my relating to myself, or to others, or to past experiences, or to previously
perceived stimuli. This is the very essence of memory: its self-referential base, its self-
consciousness, ever evolving and ever changing, intrinsically dynamic and subjective."
([Rosenfield 93], p.8, taken from [Dautenhahn 95], p.10). By analogy to the notion
of autobiographical memory, Dautenhahn develops the concept of an autobiographical
agent to encapsulate the subjective and dynamical aspects of learning and remem¬
bering of an artificial (robotic) agent: "An autobiographic agent ..[is]., an embodied
agent which dynamically reconstructs its individual 'history' (autobiography) during
its life-time" [Dautenhahn 96]. The agent's history is the agent's subjective account
of its behaviour. Constructing the agent's history is to give meaning to the agent's
perceptual information by interpreting it in the frame of a temporal relationship with
the agent's actions. Therefore, an agent builds a meaningful (to the agent) conceptual
representation of the world, by extracting temporal regularities in its perception-action
loop.
Forming conceptual representations of the agent's perceptions underlies learning of
a language, as the words of the language are a symbolic representation of concepts.
The work of this thesis is based on the assumption that the processes behind the
formation of concepts are the same as those allowing the symbol-concept mapping.
Forming concepts is for the agent to extract invariances in the continuous flow of
its perceptions, whereby the repetitive observation of a specific combination of sensor
stimuli is interpreted as the representation of a given physical phenomena. We say that
the so perceived combination of sensor stimuli represents the agent's concept of the
phenomena. On the other hand, learning the symbol-concept mapping is for the agent
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to associate its perception of another agent's physical signal (the symbol) with other
perceptions, which are a representation of the concept meant by the signal. Therefore,
the processes leading to the formation of concepts and of the symbol-concept mapping
result both from an associative mechanism across multiple sensor-actuator modalities.
The above assumption is in agreement with a description of a robot's learning mech¬
anism as a dynamical process, through which the robot builds a subjective model of
the world, as discussed in previous sections of this chapter. In our approach, the
robot builds a model of the world, by forming concepts grounded onto its proprio-
and exteroception of varying sensor stimuli. In addition, through external teaching, it
learns a symbolic representation of the concepts, which is similar to that of another
homogeneous (similar robot) or heterogeneous agent (human).
1.1.3 Social robotics
While research in learning robotics is concerned with the robot interaction with its
environment in general, research in social robotics focuses on the robot's interaction
with other agents, e.g. humans or other robots. We here define briefly which research
directions we include under the social robotics label. We define the expression in more
detail in section 2.2.
Research in social robotics studies the design of social skills for robots. One research
direction in this area is concerned with the study of organised groups of robots. This
relates to research in collective robotics. Works in collective robotics are divided into
two main groups, depending on whether they use explicit (i.e. defined by design)
communication and collaboration or not [Mataric 94a]. The first group is generally
referred to as research in collaborative or cooperative robotics. A second research dir¬
ection taken by research in social robotics is, what we call, socially intelligent robotics.
We define briefly this expression in the following paragraphs and refer to section 2.2.2
for a more complete definition. The work described in this thesis contributes to re¬
search in socially intelligent robotics. A short review of research in collective robotics
is given in section 2.2.1. There, we point out aspects of these works which are relevant
to this thesis, such as the study of the importance of explicit communication for the
performance of a group of robots.
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Socially intelligent robotics is concerned with the building of robots capable of engaging
in complex social interactions, similar to that observed in high primates, with humans
or with other robots. While research on collaborative robotics takes inspiration from
ethological studies of insect societies, research in socially intelligent robotics takes in¬
spiration from psychological and ethological studies of social intelligence and social
learning in primates. Social intelligence is an ill-defined concept [Hemelrijk 95], which
relates generally to cognitive and behavioural skills which animals (usually high prim¬
ates) acquire and use through their social interactions with conspecific agents. Social
learning or social learning theory aims to define the cognitive and behavioural compet¬
ences by which an agent learns from its interactions with conspecific agents (the notions
of social learning and social intelligence are further defined in section 3.1). Examples of
social learning can be found in the animal kingdom, and especially in primate societies,
whereby, for instance, one agent learns new skills by the observation and imitation of
another agent's behaviour. Imitation capabilities have been studied, e.g., in macaques
(see the well known example of the Japanese macaques of Koshima Island whose habit
of washing potatoes developed from the observation and imitation of the individual
finding of one macaque [Kawamura 63]), in parrots and mynah birds for reproducing
songs [Nottebohm 76] and of course in human babies (e.g [Bandura 61, Meltzoff 90])
and in primates in general [Galef 88, Heyes 96, Whiten & Ham 92].
Psychologists, ethologists and roboticists find a common interest in the study of
high-level social skills for robots, which can be used for gaining a better under¬
standing of the mechanisms behind similar skills in animals ([Brooks et al. 98b],
[Dautenhahn 97a], [Mataric 97d]) or for improving the robot's performance in
interaction with humans or robots ([Berthouze & Itakura 98], [Dautenhahn 95],
[Klingspor et al. 97], [Kuniyoshi 94], [Mataric 97a], [Pfeifer 98]). Examples of so¬
cial skills which are currently investigated through human-robot or robot-robot ex¬
periments are, e.g., imitative behaviour ([Bakker & Kuniyoshi 96], [Cooke et al. 97],
[Demiris & Mataric 98], [Demiris et al. 97], [Kuniyoshi 95], [Scassellati 98]), and,
in particular, imitation used for learning in experiments on robot learning by
demonstration ([Hayes & Demiris 94], [Gaussier et al. 98b], [Kuniyoshi & Inoue 94],
[Mataric 94b], [Scassellati 98], [Schaal 97]). People study also the development and
use of symbolic communication through robotic experiments on learning of a lexicon
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([Steels & Vogt 97], [Yanco & Stein 93]) and on learning of locations in an office en¬
vironment ([Tatsuno 96], [Torrance 92b]) and the use of body communication through
facial expressions of emotion [Breazeal & Scassellati 98].
Of the above mentioned studies, most relevant to us are the works on robot learn¬
ing by imitation and on robot learning of a language. We refer to the latter stud¬
ies in the next section. In the works on robot learning by imitation, people de¬
veloped complex algorithms, often based on neurological studies ([Hayes & Demiris 94],
[Mataric 94b], [Scassellati 98]), to produce the sensor-motor mapping which res¬
ults in the robot reproducing the movements demonstrated by a human instructor.
In these studies, the robot's imitative behaviour is used to teach the robot com¬
plex motor skills, by the robot first observing and then repeating the movements
of the arms ([Kuniyoshi & Inoue 94],[Mataric 94b], [Schaal 97]) and of the head
([Demiris et al. 97], [Scassellati 98]) of a human demonstrator. In the work of this
thesis, we study how imitation skills can be used for teaching a robot a synthetic
proto-language. Using the learner agent's imitative behaviour, namely following the
other agent8 or mirroring the other agent's movement, the teacher agent leads the
robot through situations in which the robot can perceive the stimuli, to which the
teacher refers symbolically by emitting specific signals (in the experiments, the signals
are transmitted either by radio or by pressing keys on a keyboard). The robot can
then attach the teacher's signals to its perception of other distinctive sensor stimuli,
therefore giving meaning to the signals in terms of its own sensor perceptions.
1.1.4 Communicative robots
Communication skills are fundamental to human society. They play an essential role
for the transmission of knowledge across generations and are at the basis of social
relationships between individuals [Lock 78]. Humans do not communicate only with
each other. They also address verbally or through gesture their pets and other famil¬
iar animals, which they expect to show some degree of understanding of their talk¬
ing, such as obedience to orders, responding to their name. Similarly, a minimum of
8
Following behaviour is an implicit means of imitation, as when the first robot follows the second
robot, it replicates the second robot's movements (moving, stopping, turning) in the plane.
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communicative capabilities must be expected from artificial agents, such as robots,
which are expected to share several aspects of human daily life (e.g. vacuum cleaner,
food/money distributors, autonomous toys) [Dautenhahn 97a, Dautenhahn 95]. For
instance, human-robot interaction might be facilitated if the robot might be able to
learn and remember its different users' preferences. Such ideas are currently imple¬
mented in the Internet domain, by defining user preference sensitive search engines
(e.g. 'softbots' or situated computer interfaces [Lueg & Pfeifer 97]), and are discussed
in research on robot entertainment [Blumberg et al. 96, Fujita & Kitano 98, Maes 95].
Communicating with a robot has at least two advantages. The robot could explain
its behaviour, which would make the task of its programmer easier in case of failure
and would make the robot more trustable for its user. The robot could be commanded
verbally, which makes it a more natural way (requiring no training) of interacting with
the machine than by using a remote control button. It could also be taught by its
user or programmer, e.g. teaching new vocabulary to be attached to new observations.
While the robot could be provided with a built-in communication protocol, it would
however show more adaptability towards the task and environment in which it is to
be used, if it was able to learn the language. If the robot could learn the meaning
of each word of the language and the language's specific syntax, the robot would not
be restricted to be used only in specific domains or a specific country. Driven by
these considerations, we develop, in this thesis, a cognitive model which allows a robot
to learn a syntactical proto-language. The language is composed of a lexicon, whose
items/words can be combined to form ordered sequences of words, which satisfy basic
rules of the English grammar.
1.2 Scope and content of this thesis
This thesis addresses issues related to robot teaching by demonstration. We study how
to teach a robot a language to describe concepts related to its perception of the world.
The robot is taught either by a human or by another robot. The studied problem
amounts to tackling the two following issues: 1) how to solve the symbol grounding
problem, that is grounding arbitrary signals onto the agent's perceptions; 2) how to
develop a similar symbolic representation of the world by two functionally different
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agents.
Inspired by psychological and linguistic studies of the development of symbolic com¬
munication in children, we determine a number of key features for the cognitive and
behavioural mechanisms of our agent. We require the agent to possess associative cap¬
abilities for spatio-temporal association across multiple sensor-actuator modalities and
behavioural skills for coordinating its actions with that of a second agent.
We develop a learning architecture, DRAMA (Dynamical Recurrent Associative Memory
Architecture), made of a connectionist model, which allows learning of spatial regular¬
ities and time series. We design a control system which is composed of event detector
modules for segmenting the sensor-actuator information and the DRAMA associat¬
ive module. Important characteristics of DRAMA are its robustness when faced with
highly variable, noisy, data and its fast time of computation (for processing and re¬
trieval of the data), which make the architecture very suitable for robotic implementa¬
tion. We implement the architecture in several robotic experiments, to allow learning
of spatio-temporal regularities in a robot's perceptions. In the experiments, DRAMA
provides direct, on-line, control of the robot's learning (signal-perception association)
and behaviour (retrieval of perception-action association).
We carry out experiments in simulated and physical environments, using different
robotic set-ups, increasing gradually the complexity of the task. In a first set of exper¬
iments, we study transmission of a vocabulary to designate actions and perception of
a robot. The robot is taught either by a second robot or by a human instructor. The
experiments consist of the robot learning to attach arbitrary signals, symbols, onto
different sets of its proprio- and exteroceptions. Through this teaching process, the
robot builds a symbolic representation of concepts of the world which is similar to that
of the teacher agent. Further, we carry out simulation studies, in which we investigate
transmission and use of the vocabulary among a group of robotic agents. In a third set
of experiments, we investigate learning sequences of the robot's perceptions while wan¬
dering in a physically constrained environment (series of corridors). We then present
the implementation of DRAMA in Robota, a doll-like robot, which can imitate the arm
and head movements of a human instructor. Through this imitative scenario, Robota
is taught to perform and label dance patterns. Further, Robota is taught a synthetic
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proto-language, composed of a lexicon and combinations of words of the lexicon, to
describe its interaction with the teacher.
1.2.1 Contribution
The work of this thesis does not follow directly from any previous studies of robotics.
Indeed, little work has yet been done in teaching a physical robot a synthetic form of
communication. Closest works are those of Yanco and Stein [Yanco & Stein 93] and
Vogt and Steels [Steels & Vogt 97], in which a robot learns a lexicon to describe sets of
actions and perceptions respectively (these works are described in section 2.3.1). The
present study differs from those works in several aspects:
• The learning and behavioural capacities of the robots result from a single cog¬
nitive architecture; it is a connectionist model which has general ability for ex¬
tracting spatio-temporal regularities in a dynamic environment. It is used, in the
experiments, for other learning tasks in addition to that of learning the language,
which involve learning time series of perception-action. Thus, our model is more
general than the compared studies, which used a learning mechanism, designed
specifically for the particular language task.
• We carry out a wide range of experiments, using different robotic set-ups, which
allows us to investigate the generality of the method relative to different exper¬
imental contexts. In particular, we show that it can be applied to both human-
robot and robot-robot communication, without restriction on the robot's mor¬
phology (shape and sensors). In the experiments, we use vehicle-like robots and
a doll-shaped robot. In contrast, the above mentioned studies implemented their
model in a single robotic set-up, using vehicle based robots.
• The language which the robot is taught is not restricted only to a lexicon, where
each word of the lexicon relates to a single specific perception, as in the two
compared studies. Because of the general property of the robot's architecture
for learning time series, the robot can be taught combinations of words of the
lexicon to label combinations and sequences of perceptions. Therefore, our model
suggests its application to learning a complete language, composed of a lexicon
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and syntactical rules for combining the terms of the lexicon.
• Finally, based on psychological studies of the development of communication in
children, we stress the importance of a behavioural co-ordination between the
communicative agents, in addition to the above mentioned learning skills, for the
good transmission of the language. This behavioural co-ordination is achieved,
in our experiments, through movement imitation.
The role of behavioural skills in the development of a language has been neglected
by most studies of computational linguistics (and in particular by the two above
mentioned works). In this aspect, our work brings a novel contribution to current
research in those areas, addressing the symbol grounding problem (see section 3.2)
from a behaviourist by opposition to a pure cognitivist point of view, for which
the notions of embodiment and situatedness are key issues for symbolic cognition.
Finally, note that the work of this thesis differs from research in computational lin¬
guistics, which investigates different hypotheses for the development of a language. We
do not address the question of why a language might develop, but how it can develop,
that is, how it can be learned and transmitted. In other words, we address the ques¬
tion of how different agents can develop a common understanding of a language, and,
in particular, how one agent can achieve an interpretation of a set of symbols similar
to that of a second heterogeneous (functionally and physically different) agent. The
heterogeneity of the communicative agents is an aspect which is often neglected in
linguistic studies.
1.3 Thesis Plan
This thesis is divided into fourteen chapters. The second chapter of this thesis gives
an overview of the literature background to this work. It is a brief introduction to the
psychological and linguistic theories behind our approach to learning a symbolic com¬
munication system. Chapter 3 presents the hypothesis at the basis of this work and
compare these to approaches of related works in robotics and computational linguist¬
ics. Chapters 4 and 5 give a formal mathematical description and theoretical analysis
of the performance of the connectionist architecture, DRAMA, which we develop to
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control the learning process and behaviour of the robot. A brief review of related con-
nectionist models is given in the second section of chapter 4. However, reading of these
chapters requires one to be familiar with mathematical notations and to have some
background knowledge of connectionist architectures. Chapters 6 to 11 report on the
implementation of the DRAMA architecture in different robotic set-ups for different
experimental studies. Chapter 6 gives a brief overview of the scenario of each experi¬
ment reported in chapters seven to eleven. Chapter 7 reports on four experiments in
which a mobile robot is taught by a teacher robot and a human instructor a vocabulary
to describe its perceptions and actions. Chapter 8 describes experiments, in which we
study scaling up of the teaching method to transmit a vocabulary among a group of
robots. Chapter 9 presents three case studies, in which the robot or its user benefits
from the robot's understanding of a vocabulary, as it facilitates the interaction between
the two agents. Chapter 10 presents an experiment on learning time series of a robot's
perceptions, when travelling in a series of corridors. Chapter 11 describes experiments
with a doll-like robot, called Robota. Through an imitation game, whereby the robot
mirrors arm and head movements of a human, the robot is taught to perform and label
sequences of actions. Further, Robota is taught a set of English proto-sentences to
describe its interaction with the teacher. Finally, we present a set of tests, carried out
with children of 5 and 6 years old, in which the children taught the robot simple words
and combinations of movements.
Chapter 12 summarises and discusses the achievements of the work presented in the
previous chapters. The reader can find there an overview of the work reported in this
thesis and a discussion of its contribution to current research on related topics. It
also presents some possible directions of research following from this work. Chapter 13
gives a brief summary of the main results of the thesis. In appendix D, we give a list
of the publications, which reported on different parts of this work.
Chapter 2
Background work
This chapter makes a short review of related work in research areas most closely re¬
lated to the work of this thesis, namely research in Learning Robotics, Social Robotics
and Linguistics. In the first section, we describe different learning algorithms which
have been implemented in robotic experiments, mentioning in particular connectionist
models, as we use one in this work. In the second section, we present different ap¬
proaches to studying social behaviour in robots, either as part of a group of multiple
robots (collaborative robotics) or as part of human-robot interaction. In the third
section, we present linguistic studies, which model the development and processing of
natural (human) language. We describe first work in Computational Linguistics, which
study, through computer simulations, scenarios for the evolution of language, and then
work in Natural Language Processing, which develop algorithms for producing and un¬
derstanding natural language by a computer. The last section of this chapter briefly
summarises the main aspects of each of these works which are directly relevant to our
research. In chapter 3, we present our approach and compare it to the works presented
here.
2.1 Learning robotics
Research on learning robotics is concerned with the development and implementation
of learning algorithms for the control of robots. A learning algorithm is a program
which has the ability to learn from a set of examples. Learning algorithms can be
distinguished by the type of learning they can perform (e.g. pattern memorisation,
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pattern classification and generalisation), and the type of algorithm at the basis of
their computation. A learning algorithm consists of optimising sets of parameters
internal to the program (the robot's controller or other type of program), such that
the program computes the desired function (memory, classifier, etc.) onto the set
of training patterns. Mobile Robotics uses three main types of learning algorithm
which are Reinforcement Learning (RL), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), also called
connectionist models, and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). Note that artificial neural
networks are more than just learning algorithms. They are computational models
whose computational capabilities are exploited in a large domain of application (see
section 2.1.2). In robotics, there are used as control system for directing the robot's
behaviour and the robot's learning.
2.1.1 Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is based on the idea that the robot receives rewards (feedback
signal [Wyatt 97]), which are negative or positive scalar values, based on its perform¬
ance. Depending on the reward, the agent reinforces (positive reward) or decreases
(negative reward) its confidence on the correctness of its current behaviour. The re¬
wards are given by an external coach or by an evaluation function (reinforcement
function [Wyatt 97]) internal to the robot's controller. Most methods relies on a pre¬
defined model of the world (Markov model), which is described as a fixed set of discrete
possible states for the agent's sensor-actuator. A Markov model represents the robot's
behaviour as a series of transitions across a finite set of sensor-actuator states; the pos¬
sible transitions from a state to another are predetermined. RL relies on the Markov
assumption, that the next state is entirely determined by the current state of the model.
This turns out to be an important limitation in robotics, as the robot has only access
to a limited number of state variables (given its limited sensor perceptions), which
are often not sufficient to distinguish between two sensory similar situations. Similar
situations could however be distinguished if one would have access to the history of
states preceding the current one. Hidden Markov Models were developed to cope with
this problem, where hidden parameters are used to encapsulate all the information
of the previous steps. These algorithms have been used very successfully in Natural
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Language Processing research (see section 2.3.2), but have not been applied frequently
to robotics. Another limitation of RL lies in its relying on a predefined representation
of the world (Markov model), which can lead to important degradation of the robot's
behaviour, if the representation is not consistent with change in the environmental
dynamics (see discussion of section 1.1).
The robot adapts its behaviour by varying the probability function (its policy), which
determine the transition between each of the sensor-actuator states. The learning al¬
gorithm converges to the behaviour which maximises the reinforcement, i.e. the sum
of rewards over time. Important is the fact that the robot receives usually a reward
after several time steps and has thus to extrapolate which of its choices of actions
during the previous time steps was correct or incorrect (the extrapolation over time is
known as the credit assignment problem). An important characteristic of RL methods
compared to EA and most ANN is that it is based on dynamic computation, which is
sufficiently inexpensive to allow computation to be performed on-line (on-line learning)
and on-board of the robot. Learning is however quite slow [Wyatt 97], which makes
the model not reliable in the face of fast and important change in the environmental
dynamics. On-line learning relates to the fact that the robot adapts its behaviour dy¬
namically while running and collecting data. This is a fundamental characteristic for
making the robot really adaptive and robust in its daily functioning. RL Algorithms
have been applied to several robotic learning tasks, mostly based on action selection,
that is, devising the correct action to be performed for a given perceptual context,
e.g. for navigation [Gaussier et al. 98c, Mataric 94a], object manipulation (foraging,
box/ball pushing) [Asada et al. 97], [Mataric 97c], [Wyatt et al. 98], robots commu¬
nication [Mataric 97b, Yanco & Stein 93].
Finally, note that there exist several variations of the reinforcement learning algorithm,
of which we presented here the general ideas. A review of these is beyond the scope
of this thesis and the knowledge of the present author. The reader can refer, e.g., to
Sutton [Sutton & Barto 98] and Wyatt [Wyatt 97, Wyatt 98] for a good review of the
field.
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2.1.2 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), also called connectionist models, are simplified mod¬
els of the human brain processing, whose functioning is based on parallel computation
of networks of neurons. An ANN consists of a network of neurons or units, which
implement mathematical functions. The way the units are combined in the network
determines the overall mathematical function which is computed by the network. A
network is usually composed of a set of input and output units linked by uni- or bi¬
directional connections between each unit. Each connection is associated with a weight
which determines the strength of connectivity between the units linked by this con¬
nection. The activity or value of an output unit is equal to the result of its activation
function on the sum of activity of the input units multiplied by the corresponding
connection weight.
There exist several types of ANN which differ both in their internal functioning and
their computational properties, e.g associative memory, topographical map, pattern
recognisers, etc. For an extended list of these, the reader can refer to [Arbib 95]. In
section 4.2, we describe in more detail some of these models, whose properties are
relevant to our problem, namely the associative memory models, and in particular
Hebbian networks and the Willshaw Net, and the recurrent neural network models.
Connectionist models have been shown theoretically to have general computational
properties; for instance, feed forward networks (which have only one direction of con¬
nectivity from input to output units) with one hidden layer (this corresponds to a
layer of units between the input and output units) and recurrent neural networks (feed
forward networks with backwards connections from output units to some or all input
and hidden units) are capable of computing any continuous function [Pineda 87]. For
this reason, they have been applied to diverse domains (e.g. particle physics, financial
market, medical diagnosis) for data classification .
Connectionist models are used in robotics, e.g., to determine the robot's behaviour,
by defining a mapping between the network inputs, which correspond to the robot's
sensor measurements, and the network outputs, which determine the robot's actuator
activity. The mapping between input and output units in the network determines the
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correlation between perceptions and actions of the robot, which further determines the
robot's behaviour. Learning corresponds to updating the network connectivity, such
as to represent the desired sensor-actuator correlations.
Connectionist models have been used for many different learning tasks in mo¬
bile robotics, for example, to develop basic navigation behaviours such as obstacle
avoidance [Hallam et al. 92, Salomon 98] or phototaxis behaviour [Lee et al. 96],
for guided navigation based on landmark recognition [Gaussier & Zrehen 95,
Harris & Recce 97, Zrehen 95] and on prediction of sequences of the robot's
action-perception [Nehmzow 98, Tani & Fukumura 95], and for object manipulation
[Pfeifer & Scheier 98]. These methods were shown to generalise well, given a relatively
small set of data, and to be able to separate relevant data from significant amounts of
noisy (randomly variable) data. These characteristics make connectionist models par¬
ticularly relevant to robot learning, since a robot can access only a small, and, thus,
often biased, amount of data (if one wants to keep the time needed to collect data reas¬
onable) and has to cope with an important amount of irrelevant data (noise). However,
ANNs rely often on heavy and time consuming computations, exceptions being Hebbian
networks as used by [Pfeifer & Scheier 98, Hallam et al. 92, Walker et al. 93], which
prevents their implementation for on-line (and on-board) learning of a robot. In this
case, training of the network is done off-line, using data which the robot has collected
in a first travel through the environment. In this thesis, we develop a connectionist
model which has more computational power than usual Hebbian networks, as it allows
learning of time series (similarly to recurrent neural networks), while being sufficiently
computationally inexpensive to allow on-line learning of a robot (by contrast to other
recurrent neural networks which have to be trained off-line). See chapters 4, 5 and 12
for a detailed description of this model and a discussion of the model property relative
to other connectionist models.
2.1.3 Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are another method used to design the structure and
parameters of a robot's controller. They differ from RL and ANN models basically in
the fact that they are not used as part of the robot's controller. The learning process
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occurs within a population of agents and on the time scale of several generations
of agents rather than on one agent's life time. The algorithm updates the agent's
controller structure as a function of the agent's performance during a 'life-time' period.
The principle of EA is based on an analogy to the Darwinian model of evolution by
natural selection. The controllers of the robots are described by chromosomes, one
for each robot. The evolutionary algorithm generates new solutions for the robots'
controllers, by breeding the chromosomes, using biologically equivalent processes of
cross-over and mutation. The elements of the chromosomes can either encode the
parameters of the controller, in which case the technique is called a Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [Holland 75], or rules which determine the controller structure, a technique called
Genetic Programming (GP) [Koza 92]. Chromosomes are ranked depending on their
performance, or rather on the performance of the function or system they represent
on the assigned task, which is evaluated through a fitness function. The chromosomes
with maximal performance are bred and the resulting chromosomes replace the less well
performing ones in the set. Because the principle at the basis of EAs is not domain
specific, EAs are very general optimisation techniques, which have been successfully
applied to diverse domains such as Economics, Engineering and Artificial Intelligence.
In robotics, EAs have been used to develop robot controllers to produce, e.g., ba¬
sic behaviours of obstacle avoidance and phototaxis as part of navigation tasks
[Miglino et al. 95, Lee et al. 96, Perkins & Hayes 97, Wilson et al. 97], as part of col¬
lective tasks [Nolfi 97b, Nolfi 97a], or as part of competitive tasks, prey-predator
game, [Floreano et al. 98]. Particularly interesting is their implementation for design¬
ing complex ANN structures, which might prove too difficult to be developed
by hand. For instance, GA and GP have been used to develop complex recur¬
rent neural network structures, which result in a hierarchical behaviour controller
[Angeline et al. 94, Wilson et al. 97], and for locomotion controllers, using structure
of non linear time dependent neurons [Beer & Gallagher 92, Yamauchi & Beer 94,
Ijspeert et al. 98, Kodjabachian & Meyer 98].
Because of the wide range of successful applications of EAs and the lack of mathem¬
atical analysis of their performance, EAs appear somewhat as "wonder boxes", which
have none or few limitations on the complexity of the problem they could solve. How-
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ever, in practice, it appears that the chance that a GA or GP produces a relevant
solution relies on a good design of the fitness function, that is the evaluation function
of the robot's behaviour, and a good choice of the encoding of the solution (chro¬
mosome representation). Choosing these parameters correctly depends on having a
particularly good idea of the form and characteristic of the desired controller, which
would sometimes be enough to design a first, non optimal version by hand.
2.2 Social Robotics
The term 'social' has appeared recently in several robotics papers,
see, e.g., [Asoh et al. 97], [Breazeal & Scassellati 98], [Brooks et al. 98a],
[Canamero & Van deVelde 97], [Dautenhahn 98], [Dautenhahn 95], [Kuniyoshi 94],
[Mataric 97a], [Pfeifer 96], [Scassellati 98]. However, its use has been quite diverse
and has seldom been explicitly defined. For the purpose of this thesis, we define
the expression social robotics to refer generally to research in robotics, which studies
systems showing some form of social behaviour. We follow the definition of the term
social, given by the 1995 Oxford dictionary [Oxford 95]: "1) relating to society or its
organisation; 2) cooperative; practising the division of labour; 3) concerned with the
mutual relations of human beings or of classes of human beings". We define social
robotics as referring to the following lines of research:
• Collective robotics, which is the study of multi-agent systems, characterised by
self-organisation and emergent functionality [Steels 94b], insect-like agents (their
behaviour and level of cognition) and stigmergic communication [Beckers et al. 94,
Mataric 94a].
• Cooperative or collaborative robotics1, which studies multi-agent systems engaged
in collaborative or cooperative behaviour. Cooperative robotics is a sub-field of
collective robotics [Uny Cao et al. 95].
• Socially intelligent robotics, which is concerned with the building of robots cap¬
able of engaging in complex social interactions, similar to that observed in high
1 We did not find in the literature an explicit distinction made between collaborative robotics and
cooperative robotics.
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primates, with humans or with other robots.
In the rest of this section, we describe briefly some research directions followed by stud¬
ies in cooperative robotics and socially intelligent robotics, pointing out their relevance
to this thesis.
2.2.1 Cooperative robotics
Cooperative or collaborative robotics studies systems of multiple robots, which in¬
teract cooperatively. Cooperative behaviour refers to "a subclass of collective be¬
haviour that is characterised by cooperation" [Uny Cao et al. 95]. It is "a form of
interaction generally based on communication" [Mataric 95], "a joint collaborative
behaviour, which is directed toward some goal in which there is a common interest
or reward" [Barnes & Gray 91]. Multi-agents systems can be cooperative by design,
in which case "the two or more robots are aware of each other's existence, and can
sense and recognise each other directly or through communication", or it can entail
"implicit cooperation, in which the robots usually do not recognise each other but
merely coexist and indirectly cooperate by having identical or at least compatible goals"
([Mataric 94a] p.37). Surveys of work in this field can be found in ([Uny Cao et al. 95],
[Mataric 95, Mataric 94a], [Parker 94b]).
Research on collaborative robotics takes inspiration from studies of insect societies,
e.g. ants, bees and other eusocial insects, which are composed of agents capable of
simple behaviour but which in a group can accomplish quite sophisticated tasks, e.g.
nest building and foraging [Wilson 71]. People study the emergence of complex group
behaviour from multiple robot systems, in which each robot is only capable of simple
behaviours, e.g., obstacle avoidance, wall following, phototaxis. All these systems im¬
plement group behaviour, following a particular control architecture, e.g., the SWARM
architecture [Beny 88], which consists of a distributed system with a large number of
autonomous agents, the CEBOT [Fukuda & Kawauchi 93] system, which refers to a
decentralised hierarchical architecture inspired by cellular organisation of biological
entities, the ALLIANCE architecture [Parker 98], which describes a system made of a
group of heterogeneous agents, all controlled by a behaviour-based architecture.
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Group behaviours which have been studied through robotic experiments are, for
instance, flocking behaviour (collective locomotion) ([Arnaud 97], [Mataric 94a],
[Vaughan et al. 98]), collaborative transportation [Bay 95, Johnson & Bay 95] or
manipulation of objects [Asada et al. 97, Martinoli et al. 97], collective manip¬
ulation [Steels 94a] or grouping of objects, involving sorting the objects
[Melhuish et al. 98, Pfeifer & Scheier 98] and then grouping the objects by either
pushing ([Wyatt et al. 98], [Parker 94b]) or holding them ([Martinoli &; Mondada 95],
[Mataric 94a]). Also, interesting to mention is the recent application of multiple robot
systems for simulating popular games or entertainment activities, such as the soccer
game [Kitano 98] and dance/theater performances [Werger 98].
There is also an engineering motivation behind research on collaborative robotics,
where people investigate whether it is more efficient to distribute the area of expertise
needed for performing a complicated task between several robots rather than designing
a unique multiple expert robot. There are several issues underlying the success of the
collaborative task, when performed by a group of robots. To achieve robust and efficient
coordination of the group relies on a good choice for the basic behaviours which the
robots are provided with, such as to get a good tradeoff between competing and collab¬
orative behaviours [Mataric 94a, Parker 94b]. The number of robots used for the task is
crucial; too many robots can lead to more destructive than constructive interactions, as
was shown for box-pushing tasks and foraging tasks [Martinoli et al. 97, Parker 94b].
This last issue can be compensated, by introducing heterogeneity (for the behaviours
or bodies) among the robots [Parker 94b]. People also investigate the use of learning
techniques to optimise the agents' behavioural parameters, such as to obtain maximal
efficiency for the performance of the group of agent, using, e.g., reinforcement learn¬
ing techniques [Mataric 97c], task oriented action selection mechanism [Parker 98] or
genetic algorithms [Floreano et al. 98, Steels 94b],
Of particular interest to us are studies which showed that using explicit symbolic
communication could improve the performance of a group of robots in a collaborative
task. For instance, in Steels's experiment [Steels 94a], the life duration of a group of
robots is improved when the robots can communicate with each other. Using explicit
predefined radio signals, they can inform each other of the current energy level of their
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battery. As a result, one robot can leave the recharging station, while its battery has
not been completely recharged in order to allow another robot to recharge its battery
before it dies out. L. Parker [Parker 94a] compares the performance of a group of robots
in a puck-collecting task when the robots can or cannot use explicit communication
to report on their current achievement. She shows that communication is a factor
which improves the performance of the group, when the cost of redundancy of actions
is important. Redundancy results from having homogeneous robots, that is, robots
capable of the same tasks. A tradeoff has to be found between diminishing redundancy
(using heterogeneous agents) and keeping the system reliable (by duplicating the agents
performing the same tasks), which can be balanced by using explicit communication.
Mataric et al. [Mataric 97b] shows how the hidden state problem (namely the problem
of not having access to all the information necessary to perform the task) and the
Credit assignment problem of the reinforcement learning paradigm can be lowered by
using direct communication between the collaborative agents to transmit sensing and
reinforcement information.
2.2.2 Socially intelligent robotics
We introduce the expression Socially intelligent robotics2 to refer to recent trends in
robotics, which investigate the design of robots capable of engaging in high-level so¬
cial interactions with humans (or with other robots). In contrast to collective robotics,
which studies insect like behaviours, socially intelligent robotics is concerned with com¬
plex social interactions, similar to those observed in primate societies. The work in this
area often bases its design principle on studies of social intelligence and social learning
in animals (see section 3.1 for definition), which are concerned with the understand¬
ing of the cognitive and behavioural skills behind these high-level social skills. Issues
investigated are the means of communicating symbolically, the ability for learning by
observation or by imitation, the need for social rules.
The use of explicit, symbolic communication is an important means of interaction
2 The expression socially intelligent robotics was inspired by the title of the workshop on 'Socially
Situated Intelligence', organised by B. Edmonds and K. Dautenhahn, held as part of the Fifth
International Conference of The Society for Adaptive Behaviour, SAB'98, in Zurich (CH), August
17-21.
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between a human and a robot. Communication can, e.g., be used for teaching or
commanding the robot [Crangle & Suppes 94, Klingspor et al. 97]. The recently de¬
veloped speech processors, which are algorithms (and hardware) capable of understand¬
ing and producing natural language, have been used to communicate with a robot for
different applications. A number of works report on teaching a robot names for loc¬
ations in an office environment, while the communication protocol is either built-in
[Asoh et al. 97, Tatsuno 96], or is learned by the robot as part of the landmark learn¬
ing task [Henis & Levinson 95, Torrance 92b], Particularly relevant to the work of this
thesis are studies on building learning capabilities for the robot which could allow it to
develop its understanding of the language. We describe these further in section 2.3.1
of this chapter.
Inspired by studies on learning by imitation in primates (see section 1.1.3), people have
developed methods based on imitative skills to allow robot teaching by demonstration.
Imitation is an interesting means for guiding the robot's attention. It can thus be
used more generally to guide the robot through situations about which it could be
taught. For instance, the imitation interaction leads imitators and imitated agents to
make similar proprioceptions (e.g. of movement, inclination, energy consumption) and
similar exteroceptions, as they share simultaneously the same physical space. Thus,
the robot's ability of imitating the actions of another agent can be used to teach the
robot new motor skills by having it observing and then imitating the actions of that
of a demonstrator [Demiris et al. 97, Cooke et al. 97, Kuniyoshi & Inoue 94], From
a programming point of view, this amounts to solving at least three problems: 1)
how to get the agent to observe the example, that is how to constrain the agent's
attention to observing only the relevant stimuli [Scassellati 98], 2) how to get the
agent to reproduce the observed action pattern, which amounts to defining a mapping
process from the agent's sensor (visual) stimuli (observation of the other actions) to
the agent's actuators [Cooke et al. 97, Demiris & Mataric 98, Mataric 94b], 3) what
to learn from the reproduction/imitation process, e.g. learning action sequence pat¬
terns ([Hayes & Demiris 94], [Mataric 94b], [Kuniyoshi 95], [Schaal 97]) or patterns of
perception-action sequence [Demiris & Hayes 96, Dautenhahn 95, Gaussier et al. 98b].
An important part of this research is directly inspired by physiological models
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of primates' cognitive processes related to similar skills. For instance, Demiris
[Demiris 98, Demiris & Hayes 96] develops his model of imitation from studies of imit¬
ation games in human babies [Meltzoff 90] and in primates [Whiten & Ham 92], Scas-
selatti [Scassellati 98] inspires his model of visual attentional mechanisms from psy¬
chological and neurophysiological studies of humans and primates. Kuniyoshi et al.
[Bakker & Kuniyoshi 96] conduct a vast project which attempts to reproduce Piaget's
model of infant development. Brooks et al. [Brooks et al. 98a] develop a humanoid
robot which would show cognitive and behavioural skills similar to that of a human.
They input a lot of effort to building each cognitive and behavioural module, following
biological and psychological models of the corresponding skills in primates and humans.
Finally, interesting to mention are also the works which study the design of emotions,
as built-in behaviours or drives underlying the robot's control processes. The aim
behind these studies is two-fold: to understand the dynamic behind human emotions
better and to use emotions as a schema for guiding the robot's autonomy of decision
([Canamero & Van deVelde 97], [Pfeifer 94]). Particularly interesting to us are the
works which develop robots capable of showing facial [Breazeal & Scassellati 98] or
behavioural ([Fujita & Kitano 98], [Zrehen et al. 98]) expressions of emotions, which
they use as a means to engage in body communication with humans.
2.3 Linguistics
Linguistics is the study of human language. While there exist and have existed nu¬
merous languages spoken by humans, interestingly, they all seem to share common
features. These are the use of symbols and of syntactic rules. Symbols are arbitrary
signals, which are used to transmit concepts, that is, abstract representations of the
world. A syntax consists of a set of rules which assign a functionality (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, etc.) to the symbols depending on their meaning and which determine the
order in which to combine the symbols, depending on the symbols functionality and
the meaning one wants to transmit. These features seem to be unique to human lan¬
guage and to have no equivalent in other animals' communication systems3. For these
3 This is a very controversial subject. For instance, people argue that some type of apes might be
capable of simple forms of language. Their argumentation is based, e.g., on the successful experiment
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reasons, the study of human language seeks to bring insight into the particularity of
human cognition in contrast to that of other animals. Note that the term language
refers generally only to human language (see section 3.1 for a definition of the Linguistic
terminology, which we use in this chapter and in the rest of the thesis).
This section presents two main trends of research in this field which are related to
the topic of this thesis. These are researches on Evolutionary linguistics, which study
the means of development and transmission of language across a population of agents,
and research on Natural Language Processing which develops tools for the processing
of human speech.
2.3.1 Evolutionary linguistics
Evolutionary linguistics is the study of language viewed as a complex adaptive system.
Among the issues addressed by this field are the questions of how languages arise, how
they change over time, and how they can be learned. Language is seen as the product
of local interactions between language users from which the global characteristics of
the language emerge by selectionist mechanisms. Language is not created by some
central agent; it is an emergent phenomenon that arises spontaneously [Steels 96b].
Computational linguistics is the study, through computer simulations, of the develop¬
ment of synthetic languages. These works study different aspects of a language's evolu¬
tion. For instance, they formulate and investigate different hypotheses for the evolution
of symbolic communication and then of language. Several scenarios for the evolution of
language have been devised by theoretical linguists, which are based on physiological
studies of the central nervous system (e.g. [Deacon 97, Pinker 94]) or on sociological
studies of primates and human societies (e.g. [Aitchison 96, Dunbar 93]). Some of these
have been implemented through computational studies (e.g. [Arita & Koyama 98,
Kirby & Hurford 97b, MacLennan 91, Di Paulo 98, Steels 96b]). In this aspect, par¬
ticularly interesting is the work of Bart de Boer [deBoer 97], who investigates through
simulations the hypothesis that the development of language might be constrained
of Savage-Rumbaugh [Savage-Rumbaugh 93] at teaching chimpanzees a basic lexicon and the studies
of whales complicated songs [AAS 83] and birds duets [McFarland & Steels 97], For some insight
into this debate, see [Bickerton 90, Deacon 97, Wilson 80].
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by the physics of the vocal tract. Using a model of the human articulatory system,
he shows how a number of consonants and basic vowels can be produced which are
common to all languages.
A second important aspect of a language dynamic which has been studied at length by
computational linguistics is the language transformation (formation of dialects, transfer
of word meaning) over time. This can be the result either of an erroneous transmis¬
sion of the word meanings across generations of agents [Kirby & Hurford 97b] or of
a composition of meaning resulting from mixing the language definitions of different
populations of agents [Steels 97b].
Directly related to the evolution of a language is the study of its formation, as the
effect of a social agreement of two or more agents on using a common definition for
similar concepts. There are several issues underlying the understanding and use of
a language. A language is a means of transmission of concepts. For this, it uses
symbols, which are arbitrary signals which different agents have agreed to use in order
to represent similar concepts they have individually formed. From the perception and
understanding of the language to the reproduction of language, there are several key
steps, which can be enumerated as such: 1) segmentation of sound input into sound
strings (words recognition); 2) meaning extraction of the sound strings through the
creation of a lexicon4 (a lexicon is a set of meaningful symbols) 3) learning of a syntax
and a grammar, which means to recognise regularities behind the combination of terms
of the lexicon and to attach a meaning and a grammatical functionality to each term;
4) forming new combination of terms of the lexicon, using the syntactic rules, to convey
new meanings.
Numerous simulation studies have been done to model these diverse aspects of the
formation of language. For instance, people investigated how two agents can agree on
using a common lexicon [Arita & Koyama 98, Kirby & Hurford 97b, MacLennan 91,
Steels 96a], and further how they can categorise their perceptions (formation of con¬
cepts) in order to achieve coherence in their usage of the lexicon [Steels 97b, Steels 97a].
4
Being no linguists myself, I apologise if linguist people get confused by my using of their terminology
and my very simplified definition of it. My aim was not to redefine the linguistic terminology, but
to present a brief account of the main ideas behind research in this area, which might be biased by
my own view of the problem.
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All of these models are based on combinatorial analysis. That is, categorisation of
sensor perceptions into concepts and mapping between concepts and symbols res¬
ults from a process of statistical elimination among all possible meaning-object pairs,
where the most likely pairs, i.e. the most frequently observed, are chosen. The asso¬
ciative process was simulated, e.g as the input/output of an artificial neural network
[Kirby & Hurford 97a], as a matching process [Steels 96b] or as a probability function
[Oliphant & Batali 97]. Further, people investigated the development of syntax from
the learning of a lexicon [Kirby 98, Steels 98].
Grounding a vocabulary onto perceptions of physical agents
Of particular interest to us are the works of Yanco [Yanco & Stein 93, Yanco 94] and
Steels & Vogt [Steels & Vogt 97, Vogt 97] who studied the development of a shared
lexicon by autonomous mobile robots.
In H. Yanco's experiments, two (and sometimes three) robots develop a common vocab¬
ulary to designate their actions. The scenario of the experiment consists of achieving
coordination of movements between different agents. There is a leader agent and one
or two follower agents. The leader agent has access to external cues, radio signals
emitted by a human coach, which none of the follower agents can perceive. The task
of the leader agent is two-fold: it has 1) to learn which action to perform (spinning,
moving straight, turning left/right) for each signal and 2) to learn what (radio) signal
to send to the follower agent which designates the action to perform. The follower
agent has to learn to perform the correct actions for each of the leader's signals. It
is a supervised learning strategy based on reinforcement learning. The robots receive
reinforcement after each trial; they receive positive or negative reinforcement depend¬
ing on whether they have chosen to perform the correct action. The experiments are
carried out in simulation with two or three robots and in a physical set-up using two
mobile robots (Ernie and Bert), while varying the size of the vocabulary from two to
twenty words. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the experiments show that
the agents converge successfully to the same usage of the vocabulary in all cases and
that the number of steps to convergence increases exponentially (by a factor 10) with
the size of the vocabulary.
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In Steels & Vogt [Vogt 97]'s experiment, two mobile robots develop a common vocab¬
ulary to designate different objects in their environment, namely three boxes emitting
light at different frequency, and to name themselves (infra-red detection). The scenario
of the experiment consists of running a set of language games, as developed previously
by L. Steels in simulation [Steels 96b], One language game consists of having two
agents, a speaker and a listener agent. The speaker agent chooses a topic of conver¬
sation. It selects a feature out of a set which it can perceive, and a word out of a
predefined set to label the feature. The hearer agent interprets the speaker's word by
associating it with one of the features it has perceived. If the hearer has chosen the
same feature as that chosen by the teacher, the game ends up as a success; otherwise it
is a failure. The hearer agent keeps a record of the number of times a pair word-feature
has been selected, and, when it is its turn to speak, it chooses the word which has been
paired most frequently with the feature it wants to describe. The experiment is said
to be successful if the ratio of success over failure increases with successive playing of
the game and ends up with only successful games.
In the physical implementation of the language game, the speaker robot first 'points
verbally' (via radio communication) to one of the four visual quadrants, before speak¬
ing. This allows it to reduce the set of possible features among which the hearer
should discriminate, therefore speeding up the convergence process [Vogt 98]. The au¬
thors showed that they could obtain a maximal convergence of 90% success (ratio of
the number of successful games over total number of games) within 5000 games.
2.3.2 Natural language processing
Research in natural language processing (NLP) studies the development of systems
capable of interpreting and producing speech. It is a cross study between research in
Artificial Intelligence and research in Linguistics, as it uses mathematical tools of the
first in order to implement models of human processing of speech of the second. Its
aim is strongly linked to industrial applications in the telecommunication market, such
as the development of devices capable of translating verbal speech into written text
(and vice-versa) and of programs capable of dialoguing with a human user.
Constructing a program capable of interpreting and producing human verbal speech
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amounts to solving two main issues: 1) how to parse continuous sound input, such
as formed by human speech, in order to extract words and sentences and 2) how
to interpret the sentence, that is to understand the meaning behind the particular
combination of words. There are, of course, numerous issues related to these two
points, e.g. solving ambiguous meaning, integrating exceptions to grammatical rules,
etc., which we do not discuss here, as they are not directly relevant to our problem
(the interested reader can refer to [Mellish et al. 94, Ritchie 94]). Relevant to us is the
type of mathematical tools which are used for parsing and producing speech.
As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the principal characteristic of hu¬
man language is its syntax, that is, its particular way of combining symbols to form
sentences, whose meaning is determined by the particular ordering of the symbols.
Speech processing requires the ability to discriminate between significant and noisy
signals (word parsing) and the ability for processing recursion, that is, a short-term
memory for recording sequences and combinations of words. The tools used for this
purpose are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (see [Bengio 96b, Rabiner 89] for a re¬
view) and Neural Networks (NN), and in particular Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
(see [Giles 92] for a review). Examples of implementations of HMMs and NNs (or a
combination of the two), for learning regular syntactical and natural languages are, e.g.,
[Bengio 95, Morgan & Bourlard 90, Kolen 94, Pollack 87] respectively. In this thesis,
we develop a RNN model, which has similar properties of sequence processing as those
of other RNNs and of HMMs (see discussion in section 5.2.2) and implement it in a
robotic experiment, in which a robot is taught English proto-sentences to describe its
actions and perceptions (see chapter 11).
2.4 Summary
This chapter presented a brief review of related works in the robotics research domains,
which are concerned with the implementation of learning and social skills, and works
in the linguistic domain, which study the development of an agent's understanding of a
language. We presented three learning techniques used most often in robotics, namely
Reinforcement Learning (RL), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Evolutionary
Algorithms (EA). Of particular interest to us are ANNs, as they perform well in the
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face of noisy data and are thus very relevant for our robotic implementation. In this
thesis, we develop a connectionist model which allows learning of time series.
We presented two trends in Social Robotics: research on collaborative robotics, which
studies multiple robots systems, and research on socially intelligent robotics, which
investigates the design of robots capable of engaging in high-level social interactions
with humans or with other robots. Interesting to us is work on collaborative robotics,
which showed that the performance of a group of robots, engaged in a collective task,
could be improved by using explicit communication between the robots. Relevant
to the topic of the present study are researches in socially intelligent robotics, which
investigate the design of communicative and imitative skills for experiments on robot
teaching by demonstration. The work of this thesis contributes to research in socially
intelligent robotics.
We then mentioned two research areas in Linguistics, namely Evolutionary Linguist¬
ics, which simulates the dynamics of language formation and evolution, and Natural
Language Processing, which develops algorithms for processing and producing human
speech. Particularly relevant to us are the works in applied computational linguistics of
Yanco and Stein [Yanco & Stein 93] and Steels and Vogt [Steels & Vogt 97], who im¬
plemented learning of a lexicon by autonomous robots. We take insight from Natural
Language Processing studies on the capacity of mathematical algorithms, such as re¬
current neural networks, for sequence processing, which is a basic ability for producing
and understanding a language.
The work of this thesis is inspired by research in these different areas. In chapter 3
we describe our approach and compare it to related works in Robotics and Linguistics
which we presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3
Work hypotheses
This chapter presents the hypotheses underlying the work of this thesis. We study
how to teach a robot a synthetic language to describe its perception of the world. Key
issues which we address are 1) how to solve the symbol grounding problem, which is
grounding arbitrary signals (symbols) onto the agent's perceptions; 2) how to develop
a similar symbolic representation of the world by two functionally different agents.
Inspired by psychological and linguistic studies of the development of symbolic com¬
munication in human infants and primates societies, we determine here a number of
key features for the cognitive and behavioural mechanisms of our agent. We introduce
the ideas which brings us to making these assumptions in the second and third sections
of this chapter. In the fourth section, we contrast our approach to that of other works
in related areas. In the fifth and last section, we summarise the issues presented in the
previous sections and give a list of hypotheses on which we base our work. We begin
this chapter by a section in which we define the terminology we use throughout this
thesis.
3.1 Terminology
In order to avoid any terminological misunderstandings, we begin with a short defini¬
tion of key terms used in this chapter and in the rest of this manuscript.
Communication and symbols: The term communication refers generally to any
process of interactive exchange between at least two agents. One can distinguish
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between indirect communication, based on the observation of one agent's beha¬
viour, and direct communication, based on intentional information transmission
by one agent to another. Indirect communication is, e.g., the bird's interpretation
of its conspecific's flying behaviour, as meaning that a predator is approaching.
Direct communication is, for instance, the honey bees' waggle dance, which for¬
ager bees use to transmit to each other information about flowers' locations (see
e.g. [McFarland 93, Wilson 80] for a description of diverse communication sys¬
tems of animals). Symbolic communication refers to a form of communication
which transfers information from one agent to a second agent by means of sym¬
bolic signals. Symbolic signals or symbols are arbitrary physical signals which
have a meaning, that is, an interpretation, for an agent. A signal is said to be
symbolic when its being associated to a specific meaning is the result of a social
convention between two or more agents. Symbolic signals are to be distinguished
from iconic signals, which refer to signals whose meaning is derived from analogy
between the signal features and that of the object it designates (iconic signals
are, e.g., pictures, drawings, etc.), and indexical signals, which are linked to ob¬
jects through a causal relationship, such as a temporal precedence between the
signal and the observation of its referent (an indexical signal is, e.g., the smoke
before fire, the bending of trees by a windy day, etc.). We say that two agents
are communicating, once they have developed a similar interpretation of a set
of arbitrary signals in terms of their own sensor perceptions, that is, once they
have achieved a similar categorisation [Harnad 90] of sensor perceptions and have
successfully attached to them the same set of arbitrary signals.
Meaning: A symbolic signal is meaningful or has acquired meaning in our robotic
experiments, when it is has been assigned an interpretation in terms of the robot's
perceptions, that is, when it has been associated with specific states of the robot's
sensors and actuators.
Language: We use the term language to refer to any communication system which
shows similar characteristics to that of human language, that is, the use of sym¬
bols to convey meaning, syntactic rules for the combination of the symbols into
sentences and other grammatical rules for the semantics of the sentences.
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Proprio- and exteroceptive perception: We distinguish between proprioceptive
and exteroceptive perceptions of the robot. Following the definition of the Ox¬
ford dictionary [Oxford 95], proprioceptive relates to "stimuli produced and per¬
ceived within an organism, especially relating to the position and movement of
the body', while exteroceptive relates to "stimuli produced outside an organism'.
In the experiments, the proprioceptive perceptions of the robot are its percep¬
tion of movement (actuator state), of energy consumption (energy level sensor),
of inclination (tilt sensors) and of orientation (relative to a compass). The extero¬
ceptive perceptions are the robot's perception of light (produced by the second
robot), of infra-red (detection of objects), of touch through the bumpers on the
vehicle robots and the switches on the doll robot's body (object detection) and
of radio waves (means of communication with the robot).
Representation and concept: We use the term representation in two occasions: 1)
We speak of conceptual representation or concepts to refer to the robot's extrac¬
tion of spatio-temporal invariance in its sensor-actuator state space. This defini¬
tion is similar to Hamad's notion of categorical representation: "categorical rep¬
resentations [..] are learned and innate feature-detectors that pick out the invari¬
ant features ofobject and event categories from their sensory projections" [Harnad 90].
Concepts (to us) relate to categories built onto spatio-temporal features of the
robot's sensor measurements and actuator states. 2) We use the term repres¬
entation to refer to the functionality of the symbolic signals in our experiments,
where these signals label some of the robot's conceptual representations. This
definition is similar to Hamad's notion of symbolic representation: "Element¬
ary symbols are the names of these object and event categories, assigned on
the basis of their (non-symbolic) categorical representations. Symbolic repres¬
entations [are] grounded in these elementary symbols, [which] consist of symbol
strings describing category membership relations" [Harnad 90].
Sociality: We use the term social on several occasions, to describe the type of in¬
teractions the robots have with each other and with the human instructor. We
base our definition of social on that of the 1995 Oxford dictionary [Oxford 95]
and define the term social robotics to refer to research in robotics which studies
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systems capable of any kind of social skills (see section 2.2.2 for both definitions).
By social interaction, we refer to "1) an interaction involving at least two agents
exchanging information 2) an interaction which shows some degree of reciprocity
and bidirectionality between the participants and 3) an active involvement of both
participants in the interchange, bringing it different experiences and knowledge,
both qualitative and quantitative" (definition taken from [Garton 92]).
In section 1.1.3, we refer to the notions of social intelligence and social learning,
used in Psychology. The definition of social intelligence varies considerably in the
literature [Hemelrijk 95]. This is not very surprising, as the expression is made of
two terms, namely 'social' and 'intelligence', which are themselves very difficult
to define. The term was defined in the 1950-1970's, in order to encapsulate the
idea that social interactions might play an important role in the evolution and
development of primates' intelligence. Social intelligence or Machiavellian intel¬
ligence [Byrne & Whiten 88] relates to cognitive and behavioural skills which an
agent develops and uses to interact (in complex ways) with other agents. The
list of these skills varies from one author to the other, whether they are described
in terms of cognitive processes or behaviours. We retain the following three as¬
pects: 1) The ability for distinguishing between individual agents (recognition
of the self and of others) [Dautenhahn 97a, Dautenhahn 95] and of addressing
these individually [Edmonds 97]. 2) The ability for modelling other agents' beha¬
viours [Goody 95]1, used for predicting their actions [Edmonds 97] and for learn¬
ing from their observation ([Byrne & Whiten 88], [Dautenhahn 97a]). 3) The
recognition of rules, which structure the interaction of the agents ([Edmonds 97],
[Mugny &; Carugati 89]2). Point one above is strongly linked to the ability of
communicating symbolically, i.e. through a language [Goody 97]. Point two
1 "For social intelligence seeks to reach goals and solve problems by modelling and managing others'
reactions to our own actions. Social intelligence means that problem-solving schemata have a slot
for modelling the responses of a social Other" [Goody 95] p.207
2 For [Mugny & Carugati 89], social intelligence develops through social interaction. They report on
an attempt to measure the influence of social factors on the development of humans' intelligence is
made by measuring correlations between the results of adults to an IQ (Intelligent Quotient) test
and social and cultural differences between these people. For these studies, social intelligence relates
to possessing skills of "awareness of and respect for rules and social norms" ([Mugny & Carugati 89],
p.85), which the child develops through its diverse social interactions at school and elsewhere.
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leads to the ability for imitation ([Byrne & Whiten 88], [Humphrey 88]3), and
for social learning (see below). Social learning refers to the agent's ability for
learning from its interaction with other agents. It includes learning by observa¬
tion and learning by imitation (see below).
In section 2.2.2, we introduced the expression socially intelligent robotics to refer
to a new trends in robotics, which investigates the design of high-level social
skills for robots. These works often base their design principle on studies of social
intelligence and social learning in animals. Each of the three above mentioned
aspects of social intelligence have been partially and independently addressed
by works in AI. The ability for sophisticated means of communication among
agents, point one, has been addressed by studies of computational linguistics
(see section 2.3.1). Imitation and learning by imitation, point 2, have been used
as part of experiments on robot teaching by demonstration (section 2.2.2). The
use of social rules for the organisation of a group of agents, point 3, has been
studied through computational studies [Edmonds 97, Shoham & Tennenholtz 96]
and physical experiments with groups of robots (see the works in collaborative
robotics presented in section 2.2.1).
Imitation: The term imitation refers to a behaviour skill, which leads to "some
sort of similarity in behaviour among two or more individuals'[Davis 73]. In our
experiments, this skill consists of being able to replicate or mirror the actions of
another agent. We do not assume any form of intentionality behind the imitating
act. In our experiments, the agent is said to imitate another agent, as a result of
it following the other and thus implicitly replicating the other agent's movement
in the plane (chapters 7, 8 and 10), or, as result of it mirroring the agent's arm
and head movements (chapter 11). Note that the definition and usage of the term
'imitation' is controversial in the literature, see [Demiris 98, Hayes & Demiris 94]
for a discussion and review of position in this area.
We distinguish between learning to imitate and learning by imitation, where
the former relates to the learning process leading to an agent's development
3 "The social system serves the purpose [of teaching] in two ways: (i) by allowing a period of pro¬
longed dependence during which young animals, spared the need to fend for themselves, are free to
experiment and explore; and (ii) by bringing the young into contact with older, more experienced
members of the community from whom they can learn by imitation" [Humphrey 88] p.20.
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of imitative skills. In this thesis, we consider only situations in which the agent
learns new skills by imitation. In our experiments, the agent's imitative capability
is built-in, as a predefined wiring between specific sensors and actuators of the
robot.
Learning: The agent is said to learn when its internal computational structure is
shown to change under the effect of its integrating new information.
Cognitivism versus behaviour-based approach
In AI, cognitivism relates to the classical AI approach (see sections 1.1 and 3.2),
which views an intelligent system as a pure cognitive entity, independent of its
physical support. The system's behaviour is uniquely and entirely determined by
its computational capacities for manipulating symbols, which are abstract rep¬
resentations of the world. Following [Pfeifer 95]: "The cognitivism paradigm can
be very briefly characterised by the terms computation, representation and func-
tionalism [..] Cognition is viewed as symbol manipulation [where] computational
processes operate on representations, the symbol structures. [...] Functionalism
means [...] that thinking and other intelligent functions need not be carried out
by means of the same specified machinery in order to reflect the same kinds
of processes. In other words, the idea is that intelligence or cognition can be
studied at the level of algorithms or computational processes without having to
consider the underlying structure of the device on which the algorithm is per¬
formed. Briefly we can view cognition as computation" (the above citations are
all taken from [Pfeifer 95]). Applied to the design of a robot, this approach "re¬
duces AI to the problem of constructing a brain-in-a-box symbolic manipulator
which would act intelligently if given appropriate connection to a robot (or other
perceptuo-motor system)" [Brooks & Stein 94],
The Behaviour-based approach relates to the line of research introduced by Brooks's
subsumption architecture [Brooks 89]. It proposes a framework of control al¬
gorithm for a robot, which is based on decentralised control, without reliance on
a model of the world (see section 1.1). The Behaviour-based approach should
be distinguished from behaviourism, which refers to a school of psychology. For
general reference, behaviourism was introduced in the 1920's in rejection of intro-
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spectionism. It considers that only behaviour which can be observed and meas¬
ured by more than one person are relevant for psychological study [Gross 96].
In this thesis, we contrast cognitivist and behaviour-based approaches, for the
study of the symbol grounding problem as viewed by a robot (section 12.3.2).
During this discussion, we view the cognitivist approach as being concerned only
with the robot's computation capabilities, which it considers to be independent
of the physical support which carries out the computation (the robot's body,
sensors, actuators, etc) and of the physical world in which the computation is
carried out. By opposition, the behaviour-based approach gives a particular em¬
phasis to the robot's physics (embodiment) and the robot-environment coupling
(situatedness) and designs the robot's controller, such as to take advantage of
these aspects.
3.2 The symbol grounding problem
The first issue which is tackled by the work of this thesis is that of addressing the
so called symbol grounding problem. This notion was first introduced by Harnad
[Harnad 90] to rephrase the issue raised first by Searle in his famous 'Chinese room
argument'4 [Searle 80], into the question of "how is symbol meaning to be grounded
in something other than just more meaningless symbols?" [Harnad 90]. This position
is a criticism of the 'classical' AI approach, based on the Physical Symbol Systems
Hypothesis [Newell & Simon 76], which views the computation of an intelligent agent
as the manipulation of symbols, but does not give an explicit account of how the
symbols were to take meaning in the first place. By contrast, Harnad addresses spe¬
cifically this problem. He argues that "cognition cannot be just symbol manipulation"
and that "symbols have to be grounded into meaningful representations of the world"
[Harnad 90]. That is, the symbols become meaningful to the agent, only once they have
been grounded into the agent's physical and subjective perception of the environment.
4 In the 'Chinese room argument', Searle argues that correct manipulation of symbols, and, thus, of
concepts represented by the symbols, as demonstrated by a computer capable of speech processing,
was not sufficient to prove that the computer had grasped the meaning behind the symbols. Thus,
the computer could not be said to have a human equivalent understanding of its actions, namely of
the sentences it produced.
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In an attempt to describe the symbol grounding problem from the point of view of a
robot, Harnad writes [Harnad 93]: "grounding means sensorimotor grounding: Sym¬
bols must be grounded in the capacity to discriminate and identify the objects, events
and states of affairs that they stand for, from their sensory projections. A robot could
perform discrimination (same-different judgements and similarity judgements, which
are relative judgements on pairs of objects) using analogy processing and comparat¬
ors alone (superimposing analogy projections of objects), but identification requires
a mechanism for recognising categories of objects'. Further, Harnad stresses the idea
that "connectionism, with its general pattern learning capability, seems to be one nat¬
ural candidate [..] to find the invariant features of the sensory projection [and further]
to categorise and identify objects correctly'.
Our approach to the symbol grounding problem follows directly from Hamad's. A sym¬
bols is, in our experiments, a specific sensor input, either a radio input (see chapters
7,8,9 and 10) or a keyboard switch input (see chapter 11). Each symbol is attached
a meaning, by being correlated to a combination of other sensor inputs of the robot
(see chapters 7 and 8) or to sequences of sensor inputs (see chapters 10 and 11). We
use a connectionist architecture, which provides the robot with the necessary computa¬
tion ability for spatio-temporal associations of the symbol-meaning pairs. In agreement
with Deacon's suggestion [Deacon 97] that "the acquisition and use of symbols requires
considerable facility for conditional associative learning, including an efficient short-
term memory for sequences and combinations, and an ability to easily and rapidly
produce new combinations", we develop a Dynamical Recurrent Associative Memory
Architecture (DRAMA) which provides short-term memory of events, learning of tem¬
poral sequences and fast retrieval of the learned combinations by means of Hebbian
mutual associativity. Recent neurobiological studies support such a Hebbian approach
to account for the brain processing involved in discrimination and categorisation of
words (see [Pulvermuller 98] for a good review of these studies).
The power of symbolic communication over other forms of communication lies in the
fact that it allows transmission of abstract notions, i.e. of concepts. We say that an
agent has a conceptual representation of an object or a situation, once it has formed
an internal representation of it. In order for two agents to communicate, they must
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first be able to form the same concepts and then achieve the same mapping between
the symbols and the concepts to which they refer. Note that the question of whether
the formation of concepts precedes that of language, which relates to the question of
whether cognition, that is, the manipulation of concepts, can be separated from that
of language, is the subject of an old and on-going debate among philosophers and
linguists. A review of this is beyond the scope of the present manuscript, but the
interested reader can refer to [Bickerton 90, Chomsky 68, Jackendoff 93, Pinker 94] for
a first flavour of both sides of the argument.
Following R. Pfeifer's assumption that (taking the point of view of a robot) "all con¬
cepts must be grounded in sensory-motor coordination' [Pfeifer 98], grounding of con¬
cepts is to us the result of spatio-temporal associations across multiple sensor actuator
modalities of the robot. Grounding of concepts and grounding of symbols follow thus
from the same general associative process. This, again, is in agreement with Dea¬
con's suggestion that "symbolic processes and sensory-motor attentional process may
utilise the same neurological computations for different purposes" [Deacon 92], We
implement this idea, in our experiments, by using a single architecture (DRAMA) to
provide learning of both symbolic and conceptual representation, based on a general
spatio-temporal association. In addition, the manipulation of symbols and concepts
for remembering and prediction result from the same process, namely retrieval of the
associativity between sensor actuator inputs, as recorded in the DRAMA architecture.
Training and retrieval algorithms are run continuously during the experiments in or¬
der to generate the symbolic associations (e.g. radio input to other sensor-actuator
inputs) and other sensor-actuator associations and then to use these associations to
control the robot's movements (motor activity) and communication (transmission of
radio signals).
3.3 Social interaction and the development of language
Our discussion so far has been restricted to defining only prerequisites on our agent's
cognitive skills for it to develop its understanding of a language. In this section, we
define criteria for our agent's behavioural skills, which will allow a correct transmis¬
sion of the language when taught by a second heterogeneous (that is functionally and
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physically different) agent. Our assumptions are based on psychological studies of the
development of communication skills in children. We now summarise the key ideas
resulting from these studies and describe their influence on our work.
Social interactions are thought to be essential for the development of social intelli¬
gence, since it "is a fundamental vehicle for the dynamic transmission of cultural and
historical knowledge' [Garton 92], In particular, social interactions, which take the
form of a coordination between the child and its mother, are thought to be funda¬
mental precursors to the development of the child's linguistic competence: "Social
communication is fundamental to the development of language and cognition, per¬
mitting the establishment of a partnership within which communication takes place"
[Garton 92]. This partnership consists of being an active participant in a turn taking
game. The joint activity of the mother (or other child caretaker) and the child parti¬
cipates in the scaffolding process of learning a language. Scaffolding relates to a step
by step teaching process which directs the child's learning process. "This process is
local, task-directed and focuses the child's attention on relevant aspect of the task"
[Lock 78]. The child must first learn to communicate, that is, to correctly respond in a
turn taking game. This implies understanding the specificity of speech patterns (inter¬
rogative, imperative, declarative speech) and learning to produce the correct response.
The child's prelinguistic understanding of these communication patterns is described
by [Bremner & Gavin 97, Bremner &; Gavin 88], who observed that children develop
an ability for "synchrony of movements with adult speech patterns, imitation of facial
expressions and selective attention to aspects of speech" [Bremner & Gavin 88]. Fur¬
ther, the child develops the ability to synchronise its visual attention to that of the
mother, by following the mother's direction of gaze, and to produce vocalisations in
synchrony to the mother's speech.
The synchrony of activity between the child and mother results in their shared at¬
tention to specific visual and auditive patterns. The child develops his understand¬
ing of the mother's speech by associating a meaning to the mother's utterance in
terms of his visual perceptions. The importance of a "co-ordination of joint activ¬
ities involving mutual direction of attention" between the mother and child for the
grounding of the child's understanding of language was first pointed out by Bruner
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[Bruner & Watson 83] and then further expanded by diverse authors (see [Lock 78,
Harley 94]). This is summarised by Harley's writing that [Harley 94] "to be effective
early language learning must take place in a social setting .. [where] .. turn taking,
mutual gaze and pointing are social devices .. [used for] .. establishing a joint attention
[between speaker and listener] that creates a meaningful social setting necessary for
the development of language'.
Following these studies, we design behavioural skills for the robot, which allows it to
coordinate its behaviour with that of the teacher. Imitation, that is the action of rep¬
licating another agent's actions, results in coordinated (although delayed) activity with
that of the imitated agent. Imitation is an interesting means for guiding the robot's
attention, as it is an implicit means for guiding the robot's perceptions. While rep¬
licating another agent's movements, the imitator agent makes similar proprioceptions
(e.g. ofmovement, inclination, energy consumption) and similar exteroceptions to that
of the imitated agent, as both agents share simultaneously the same physical space.
In the experiments reported in chapter 7 and 8, we implemented imitation skills as a
following behaviour, provided by simple mutual phototaxis between the teacher/leader
robot and the learner/follower robot. In the experiments of chapter 11, we built a
mechanism, also based on phototaxis, for mirror imitation by a doll robot of arms
and head movements of a human demonstrator. In the experiments of chapter 10, we
designed environmental constraints, namely walls to form tight corridors, to constrain
the perception of the robot to that relevant to the teaching (constrain to measuring
only certain compass directions).
3.4 Our approach compared to others
This section compares our approach to related works in Computational Linguistics and
Robotics. The works we refer to have already been described in chapter 2 of this thesis.
In the text, we point to specific sections to which the reader can refer to have more
details about these works.
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3.4.1 Situatedness and embodiment
Recent studies of the development of communication have addressed the problem essen¬
tially from an evolutionary perspective, (1) either through theoretical models based on
physiological studies of the central nervous system (e.g. [Deacon 97, Pinker 94]) or on
sociological studies of primates and human societies (e.g. [Aitchison 96, Dunbar 93]),(2)
or through computational studies (e.g. [Arita & Koyama 98, Kirby & Hurford 97b,
MacLennan 91, Di Paulo 98, Steels 96b]), see section 2.3.1 for a more detailed descrip¬
tion of these works. For these studies, the symbol grounding problem is solved once the
necessary cognitive abilities have evolved. However, few of these studies considered the
influence of behavioural and social factors on the development of communication, ex¬
ceptions are [Dunbar 93, Di Paulo 98]. A common trend among the above mentioned
simulation studies is to give a very simplified physical description of the communic¬
ative agents and their environment. The communicative agents are described only in
terms of their cognitive (in contrast to behavioral) abilities that enable production and
reception of the communicative signals. These cognitive functions can be simulated
e.g. as the input/output of an artificial neural network [Kirby & Hurford 97b], as a
matching process [Steels 96b] or as a probability function [Oliphant & Batali 97]. The
agents in these simulations are disembodied, they do not occupy a physical space (they
have no body, no sensors or actuators, and generally occupy not more than a single
point in the space) and the result of their actions is atemporal (an action and its result
occur in one time step). But most importantly, each agent has a perfect and identical
perception of the environment features, based on an abstract model of the world.
By contrast, we take an approach, in which grounding of communication is a process
inherently situated and dependent on the agent's embodiment, that is, it is based on
the agent's individual world description which it constructs through its interactions
with the environment (see section 1.1.1 for an explanation of the words in italic). The
agent build its model of the world through the continuous update of the structure of
its connectionist architecture, its learning process. Such a view is in direct agreement
with Hamad's approach of the symbol grounding problem (section 3.2), who writes
[Harnad 93]: "even at such abstract cognitive heights, [referring to] the highest level of
abstraction of natural language when our interactions with objects are based only on
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the interactions between names and descriptions, [...] embodiment is never escaped, for
the power of names and propositions is completely parasitic on the meanings of those
names, and those must all eventually be grounded in the sensorimotor interactions
with the kinds of objects they designate, and the sensorimotor invariants on the basis
of which the names are assigned".
Embodiment and situatedness relate also to the fact that the robot behaviour is determ¬
ined by the interaction between the robot's own dynamic and that of the environment.
Optimal behaviour results from a coupling between the agent and its environment,
which requires careful design of the robot's body and controller, in order to take ad¬
vantage of the environmental dynamics (see discussion in section 1.1.1). Following this
line of thought, we build our robots, their hardware and software structure, such as to
take advantage of the environmental configuration. The robots are made of modular
components (LEGO and FisherTechnik); it is therefore easy to transform their shape
(change the height, width and form of the body), such as to make their travelling easier
in the environment. We can also easily add sensors and change their disposition to
provide the robot with more useful information. In particular, in several experiments
we use two robots, a teacher and learner robot, which have different shapes and sensor
capabilities according to their task. The hardware and software of the two robots was
designed such as to provide them with phototaxis capabilities. This resulted in the im¬
itative behaviour of the robots, which consisted of following another robot or mirroring
the arm and head movements of a human demonstrator, and in their co-ordination of
movements with that of the teacher, second robot or human.
3.4.2 Social interaction
In the computational linguistics studies we mentioned earlier [Arita & Koyama 98,
Kirby &; Hurford 97b, MacLennan 91, Di Paulo 98, Steels 96b], grounding of commu¬
nication is regarded as a computational problem that can be solved solely by means
of combinatorial analysis. For these authors, categorisation of sensor perceptions into
concepts results from a process of statistical elimination among all possible meaning-
object pairs, where the most likely pairs, i.e. the most frequently observed, are chosen.
However, combinatorial analysis alone is not always sufficient to discard all irrelevant
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information, as it is often difficult to present a sufficiently high number of relevant
pair-meaning examples compared to irrelevant ones [Deacon 97]. There are also nu¬
merous situations in which one feature does not appear (naturally) without another
one, e.g. the eyes, mouth, nose and other human facial features are bound to appear
together with the whole face. In this case, combinatorial analysis would fail to attach
two different concepts to the eyes and the face respectively, as there could be no ex¬
ample in which each of these features appears alone. Humans overcome this problem
by using attentional mechanisms provided either by the speaker/teacher (pointing, in¬
creasing the tone of voice, linguistic deixis) and by the listener/learner (focus of gaze
in the direction of the speaker's gaze or the direction pointed by the speaker's fin¬
ger). Attentional mechanisms act as a cognitive process which restrict the number
of observations before combinatorial analysis. However, there is more to this than
just a single cognitive process. There is an interactive process between the two com¬
municative agents, which requires a behavioural coordination between the two agents
(see discussion of section 3.3). Other works have implemented such attentional mech¬
anisms as processes distinct from the learning mechanisms, e.g. Steels and Vogt's
pointing strategy [Steels & Vogt 97] and Yanco and Stein's action-selection mechan¬
ism [Yanco & Stein 93] (see section 2.3.1 for a description of these works). By contrast,
we develop a single cognitive architecture which enables both associative learning, se¬
lective attention from parsing of continuous sensory information (see section 4.3.5 for
a description), and the creation of a mutual binding between the two agents by means
of mutual phototaxis (see sections 7.1.1 for a description of the procedure).
3.5 Synthesis
This chapter presented the key ideas behind our design of a control system for a robot,
which could provide the robot with the necessary cognitive and behavioural skills to
learn a synthetic language taught by an external agent, a human or another robot.
We made a number of assumptions, which were based on studies in Linguistics and
Psychology of the development of language in children.
A language is composed of symbols, that are arbitrary signals, which designate con¬
cepts. The concepts are grounded onto the agent's perceptions, and, as such, are a
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subjective representation of the world, as perceived by the agent. An agent builds con¬
ceptual representations, by extracting spatio-temporal regularities in its perceptions.
In order for two agents to communicate through the exchange of symbols, they must be
able 1) to form the concepts carried by the symbols and 2) to learn the same mapping
between the symbols and the concepts. Based on these considerations, we define a set
of requirements for the learning capabilities which an agent should be provided with,
in order to build conceptual representation and then map these onto a set of symbols.
The agent should possess:
1. the ability for making spatio-temporal associations across multiple sensor and
actuator channels,
2. a short-term memory for processing temporal associations and a long-term memory
for storing the associations,
3. a segmentation preprocessing of the sensor information, which acts as an inform¬
ation novelty detector.
This last requirement relates to the need to reduce the amount of information on
which to process the association to a relevant subset. As the task of our agent is to
extract correlations between an action and a consecutive or precedent perception or
between different perceptions, relevant information for our agent are changes in its
sensor measurement and in its actuator states.
Cognitive functions of associativity are, however, not sufficient for learning a language.
A language results from a social agreement between two or more agents to using a
common set of symbols to designate a common set of concepts. Social interactions,
which take the form of a behavioural coordination between the communicative agents,
are necessary for the transmission of a language. The meaning of the words of the
language have to be grounded onto the different conceptual representations of the
communicative agents. Coordinated activity results in shared attention to similar
proprio- and exteroceptions, onto which the learner agent builds its understanding of
the second agent's symbolic expression.
We propose to use movement imitation to provide the necessary behavioural coordina-
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tion between the teacher agent (human or robot) and the learner robot. We implement
this in our experiment, as a mutual following of teacher and learner robots (see chapters
7, 8 and 10) and as mirror imitation of arm and head movements of a human demon¬
strator by a doll robot (see chapter 11).
Chapter 4
The DRAMA Architecture
We begin this chapter by an outline of the functionalities required for an autonom¬
ous mobile agent to learn dynamically. We then review different types of learning
architectures which have been used in robotic experiments, pointing out the aspects
of these models which prevented their implementation in our experiments and which
led to the development of the DRAMA (Dynamical Recurrent Associative Memory
Architecture) architecture. We then give a mathematical description of the DRAMA
architecture. The last section of this chapter summarises the main properties of the ar¬
chitecture and discusses shortly its functional characteristics in comparison to Hebbian
associative memory models and recurrent neural networks, with which it shares several
common properties.
4.1 Associative Learning and Time Perception
In this section, we reformulate the notions presented in chapter 2 of this thesis, taking
a connectionist perspective, and define criteria for the functionality of the robot's
learning controller.
Robot learning is a dynamic continuous mechanism. From collecting past and present
sensor information, an ideal robot would learn spatial and temporal regularities in its
experience of varying stimuli, which it would then use to predict future perceptions
and to chose its current actions. Such an ideal robot would then adapt its behaviour to
act adequately in a given environment, by learning to perform adequate actions given
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a particular set of perceptions. However, the appropriate response at a given point in
time depends not only on the robot's current perceptions, but potentially on all its
previous perceptions. Thus, learning to act adequately in a given environment means
for the robot to be able to predict the consequences of its actions several time steps
ahead, in order to then choose the best set of actions. To achieve this, our ideal robot
should be able to learn temporal sequences of perception-action. Learning sequences
of perception-action consists of 1) measuring variation of sensor-actuator information
2) correlating consecutive variations measured in different sensor and actuator systems
3) recording the temporal ordering of and time lag between each correlated variation.
In a connectionist perspective (see section 2.1.2), which we follow for the design of
our model, the sensor and actuator information is represented as vectors. Learning
sequences of action-perception amounts then to making spatio-temporal associations
within the robot's sensor-actuator vector space. Note that, in a binary representation
as used in our model, the dimension of the sensor-actuator vector space is determined
by the sensitivity of the scaling chosen to segment the sensor information and the
number of states for the actuators.
These general considerations lead us to require the following computational capabilities
for the learning architecture of our ideal robot:
• a segmentation preprocessing of sensor-actuator information, which triggers when
a change occurs in this information,
• a short-term memory for recording the new information,
• an associative mechanism which can make spatial and temporal correlations
between multi-dimensional information,
• a retrieval mechanism which can retrieve sequentially the associations.
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4.2 Review of models for spatio-temporal associations
Since the perceptron model1 [McCulloch & Pitts 43], numerous connectionist models
have been developed. The properties and functioning of these models differ according
to the different training and retrieval algorithms they use, their internal neuronal
structure and the type of inputs/outputs (real numbers or integers) they accept. We
make a brief review of the main terms used in the field and attempt a classification of
current models, following that of [Haykin 94] and [Hertz et al. 91].
4.2.1 Terminology and classification of neural networks
The neural network (NN) structure can be fully or partly connected. Fully connected
means that all nodes of the network are connected to all other nodes. If connections are
uni-directional between two units or group of units, say from input to output units and
not reversely, then it is called a feed forward neural network. If some units are connected
in both directions, as in the fully connected case (e.g. outputs units are connected back
to input units [Jordan 86] or hidden units back to input units [Elman 90]), then it is
called a recurrent neural network (RNN).
Learning in connectionist models can either be supervised or unsupervised. Supervised
learning relates to learning algorithms which aim to minimise the error between the
current network output and a desired output function. The desired function gives feed¬
back on the correctedness of the output. In contrast, unsupervised learning algorithms
(ULAs) does not rely on matching a desired function and must discover for themselves
patterns, features regularities, correlations or categories in the input data. In ULAs,
the network self-organises, i.e. updates the parameters of its connections (weights), in
order to represent regularities in the input patterns. Examples of supervised learning
algorithms are the backpropagation algorithm [Rumelhart et al. 86, Werbos 74] and its
derivatives (see [Chauvin & Rumelhart 95, Pearlmutter 95] for a review). The back-
propagation algorithm is based on an optimisation technique, called gradient descent,
which minimises a cost function, which gives a measure of the error between the net¬
work's current and desired outputs. There exist a variety of such algorithms, which
1 This model developed in 1943 is often presented in the literature as the starting point of the con¬
nectionist research field.
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differ by the cost function and the gradient method they use (see the above mentioned
survey for a review).
Example of learning algorithms are Hebbian learning and Competitive learning. Hebbian
learning updates the network connection weights following the Hebbian update rule.
The Hebbian rule originated from Hebb's proposal for the reinforcement of biological
neural connections: " When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and re¬
peatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic changes
take place in one or both cells such that A's efficiency as one of the cells firing B, is in¬
creased." [Hebb 88]. In some connectionist approaches, this statement is rephrased in
a two-part rule [Haykin 94]: 1) if two neurons on either side of a synapse (connection)
are activated simultaneously, then the strength of that synapse is selectively increased;
2) if two neurons on either side of a synapse are activated asynchronously, then that
synapse is selectively weakened or eliminated. Hebbian learning can be used as part of
unsupervised learning strategy as in Hebbian networks [Fyfe 95]. It can also be used
for supervised learning in which the network is given explicitly the correct output, as
it is the case in the Hopfield network [Hertz et al. 91].
Competitive learning is used in the learning stages of the ART and Kohonen networks.
The principle is based on competition for activation among the output units; only
the unit(s) which receive the biggest vote (above some threshold) for activation from
other units is(are) activated. It is a winner(s)-take-all algorithm 2. Competition for
activation of output units is based on the connection weights from the input units to
that output unit. In several networks, the winning units are those for which the sum
(over all input units) of the connection weight multiplied by the input unit value is
greater than a fixed threshold. In the ART network only one unit can be active at
a time. Once the winning unit is determined, the connection weights between this
unit and its input units are incremented or decremented, depending on whether the
input unit is active or not. In the Kohonen net [Kohonen 89] and its derivatives
[Kaski et al. 98], the winning unit is the unit for which the distance between the input
vector and its weight vector is the smallest. The weights of the winning unit and other
2 The winners-take-all algorithm (note the plural on winner) is the case when more than one output
unit can be activated. The singular, winner-take-all algorithm, is the case when only one unit is
activated.
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output units in a close neighbourhood are updated, so as to minimise this distance.
Recurrent neural models use either the backpropagation algorithm (using its generalisa¬
tion to RNNs [Pineda 87, Williams h Zipser 89] and its derivatives [Pearlmutter 95]) or
Hebbian rules, e.g. the Hopfield net and the Boltzmann machine [Hinton & Sejnowski 86]
and the DRAMA network which we present in this thesis, or else Evolutionary al¬
gorithms. Feed forward NNs use mostly either the backpropagation algorithm and
derivatives or Hebbian rules, e.g. Willshaw, Kohonen and ART networks.
ANNs can be divided in at least five categories, which correspond to the type of
computation they can perform: 1) Associative memory models, which store pairs
of input-output patterns (e.g. Hebbian networks, such as the Willshaw network
[Willshaw et al. 69] and other Hebbian type of network [Fyfe 95, Palm et al. 97,
Sommer & Palm 98], some feed forward networks [Kolen & Pollack 91]). 2) Autoasso-
ciative memory models (e.g. Hopfield network and Boltzmann machine), which update
their internal structure so as to represent an energy function of which the input pattern
are minima3. 3) Models for pattern classification; these models can be made of feed for¬
ward NN with backprogation or Hebbian NNs, e.g ART network, which perform a linear
segmentation of the input pattern space and classify patterns depending on their feature
relative to the space decomposition; some models cluster the input space in a manner
similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (e.g. [Oja 82, Fyfe & Baddeley 95])
and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (e.g. [Oja et al. 95, Hyvarinen & Oja 98,
Girolami & Fyfe 97]). 4) Topographical maps, which classify the input patterns by
drawing a one or two dimensional discrete map where each region of the map repres¬
ents inputs with similar features (e.g. Kohonen nets [Kohonen 89] and other variations,
see [Kaski et al. 98] for a review), 5) Models for time series prediction based on spatio-
temporal association of input-output patterns (e.g. feed forward NN with time delay
[Day & Davenport 93, Lin et al. 92], recurrent neural networks with backpropagation
algorithm [Chauvin & Rumelhart 95, Pearlmutter 95]).
A complete review of all these models is beyond the scope of the present thesis (a
good overview can be found, e.g., in [Arbib 95]). In the rest of this section, we give
a brief review of models which show properties relevant to the problem tackled by
3 Note that autoassociative networks are sometimes considered as associative memory in the literature.
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this thesis, while pointing out these models' characteristics which prevented us from
applying them in our robotic experiments.
The requirements of section 4.1, asking that the learning architecture shows associative
properties for learning spatial and temporal invariance, lead us to consider mainly two
types of connectionist models for solving our problem: the Hebbian associative memory
models, for their properties of associativity, and the recurrent neural networks, for their
ability to learn time series. In the following, we review the characteristics of the existing
models with regard to these categories.
4.2.2 Associative memory
Associative memory models such as Hebbian networks present several relevant prop¬
erties for our problem such as fast computation, because they use a one-time-step
training algorithm (Hebbian rule), associativity of input patterns with different di¬
mensionality (when using a binary encoding, the information coming from each sensor
and actuator of the robot is represented by a different number of input units, depend¬
ing on the sensor sensitivity and the number of actuator modes), bidirectionality of
the association, which allows retrieval of the association from sensor input to actuator
output (control of the robot's actions) and vice-versa (prediction of the actuator-sensor
sequence).
A disadvantage of current associative models, however, lies in the fact that they do
not record the temporal aspect of the correlated occurrence of a pair of input pattern,
that is the time delay between successive occurrences of the two input patterns. In our
problem, namely learning temporal sequences of the robot's perception-action, record¬
ing the time delay between each pattern occurrence in the sequence is important as it
provides information on the robot's internal dynamic (delay of reaction given a percep¬
tion) as well as on the environmental dynamic (delay between a change of perception
after an action and delay between perception of different stimuli). Associative memory
models which can learn sequences of patterns do exist (e.g. [Hattori & Hagiwara 96],
[Kolen & Pollack 91], [Rinkus 95], [Schwenker et al. 96]). However, in these models,
the time delay between each pattern occurrence is fixed and is equal to one processing
cycle (it has therefore no relationship with the real time of pattern occurrence). That
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is, the patterns of the series are presented sequentially to the net, without delay.
In section 4.3.1, we describe in details the functioning of one particular Hebbian net¬
work, namely the Willshaw network, whose functioning is based on Hebbian learning
and a winners-take-all retrieval mechanism4. The DRAMA functioning is based on
similar training and retrieval algorithms. For a more detailed review of other type
of associative memory mentioned above, the reader can refer to, e.g., [Anderson 95,
Hinton & Anderson 89, Mozer 93, Palm et al. 97].
4.2.3 Recurrent Neural Networks
In this section, we use the term recurrent neural network (RNN) by extension to refer
only to RNNs trained with the backpropagation algorithm or its derivatives and which
can learn time series. This leaves out the Hopfield network, which has a recurrent
structure, but functions as an autoassociative memory.
Recurrent neural network (RNN) models encapsulate implicitly the temporal ordering
of pattern occurrence in their recurrent structure. For this reason, they are good
predictors of time series (see [Chauvin & Rumelhart 95, Pearlmutter 95] for a review
of these models). RNNs are distinguished following two main criteria: 1) the RNN
can use either a discrete or a continuous time scale; the later corresponds to RNN
in which the neuronal activation function is described by differential equations; this
type of network is called real time recurrent neural network. 2) the RNN can use
a fixed or variable time delay between two time steps (this concerns only discrete
RNNs); in the later case, the network is called an (adaptive)5 time delay recurrent
neural network. In a time-delay RNN, the activity of one neuron is propagated to
other neurons of the network only after a time delay equal to the value of the neuron's
time parameter. By updating the value of this time parameter together with the
update of the connection weights, one can train the network to respond correctly to a
sequence with variable time-delay of input occurrence. The DRAMA network uses a
4 Note that the original version of the Willshaw network [Willshaw et al. 69] was not based
on a winner-take-all mechanism. We describe the latest version as investigated by
[Graham & Willshaw 96].
5 The term adaptive is sometimes omitted in the literature; in this thesis, we refer simply to time-delay
RNN for variable time-delay RNNs.
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time parameter, which is similar in its function as that of time delay neural networks
[Day & Davenport 93, Lin et al. 92, Lin et al. 93, Beer 95], see page 68 and equation
4.2 for a description of this parameter's uses in the neural activation function. However,
in contrast to the above mentioned models, the time parameter in DRAMA is updated
following a pseudo-Hebbian rule instead of the backpropagation algorithm. That is,
the time parameters are updated whenever the two units linked by the connection
are co-activated. However, the update does not consist of increasing the parameters'
values as in the original Hebb's rule (see page 54), but rather the update leads to the
calculation of the mean value of time delay between two units co-activation.
Learning algorithms for RNN models have been developed only in the framework
of supervised learning. The exception is the Hopfield network, which uses Hebbian
learning6. Currently, one uses either the generalised backpropagation algorithm
([Chauvin & Rumelhart 95], [Pineda 87], [Pearlmutter 95], [Williams & Zipser 89]), or
Genetic Algorithms ([Beer & Gallagher 92], [Angeline et al. 94], [Ijspeert et al. 98],
[Kodjabachian & Meyer 98]) to calculate the connection parameters. These algorithms
were not suitable for our problem, principally because they require heavy computation
(several steps of computation for training and retrieval algorithms), which can not be
carried out on-line, especially not with a computationally limited hardware system such
as the one we used, see section 6.1.1. Another reason for not using these algorithms is
that they rely on an predefined evaluation function for the network output (supervised
learning), which would have been very difficult to design as we did not know in advance
all the regularities the robot might perceive during its autonomous random wandering.
However, if we had been provided with a system with sufficient computational power
(note that most current "affordable" robotic system do not have such power), we could
imagine training the network on-line, taking the current state of the robot's sensors and
actuators as the desired output, i.e. learning to predict sequences of sensor-actuator
states. However, it is yet to be demonstrated that RNNs would be sufficiently robust
(as real data are very noisy) and would generalise correctly from a small amount of
data (real data are slow to be collected and it is difficult to get a significant amount
6 The Hopfield net was not suitable for our problem as it does not perform learning of time series
and because the training and rehearsal algorithms are very slow, based on several time steps of
computation.
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of them in a reasonable time), while it is known that the performance of RNNs can
easily degrade, for example by forgetting previous learning, when presented with new
training samples [Pearlmutter 95, Chauvin & Rumelhart 95].
Given that none of the current artificial neural networks (ANN) models could entirely
satisfy our requirements for the learning architecture of our robot, we developed a
connectionist model which is a combination of a Hebbian associative memory model
and a recurrent neural network. It presents the same advantageous properties relative
to the particular implementation of these models while discarding the disadvantageous
ones which we mentioned in the previous sections. In the following section, we give
the mathematical description of the model.
4.3 Structure of the DRAMA architecture
The DRAMA architecture functions as a recurrent associative memory. It was derived
from the model of associative memory proposed by Willshaw [Willshaw et al. 69]. Its
development was driven by our wish to build a control architecture to enable real time
control and learning in a physical autonomous agent. In particular, the choice of using
a neural network and especially a Hebbian associative memory was driven by consid¬
erations pertaining to its implementation on a real robot with limited computational
power. We require 1) fast computation for the system to react in real-time 2) robust¬
ness and adaptability in the face of varying environmental constraints7, 3) as little
built-in knowledge as possible to keep the system unspecific to a particular type of
implementation (task, agent or environment).
4.3.1 The Willshaw net
The original version of the Willshaw net [Willshaw et al. 69] was developed as a model
of biological associative memory. It can be thought of as a fully-connected network
with symmetrical connections, whose weights are updated following a basic (or 'clipped'
[Graham & Willshaw 97]) Hebbian rule, i.e. only the weights of connections with co-
7 The variation of the environmental constraints are, in our experiments, e.g., changes in spatial
distribution of objects, variation of lighting and electro magnetic field, and changes in the timing of
sequence teaching when the human instructor gets tired!
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active nodes are reinforced. The patterns consist of pairs of input-output bit-strings.
The lengths of input and output strings do not need to be equal, thus patterns of
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Figure 4.1: Schema of the Willshaw network
The patterns are presented as arrays of binary (0/1) inputs. The learning stage be¬
gins with all the weights equal to zero. When an input-output pair is presented, for
a binary-encoded input, the connection weight or intersection node between two ac¬
tivated units, i.e. one input and one output node which are both 1, is updated to 1.
Whenever a weight has been updated to 1, it will never return to zero. The recall of a
memorised pattern is done by summing the positive connection weights between each
active unit and each output unit. An input pattern is presented to the net. For each
output column, the number of positive connection weights for each active input line
are summed. The output nodes which have a number of positive connection weights
greater than or equal to the number of active inputs are activated. Figure 4.1 shows
two examples of training and retrieval of the Willshaw net when presented with 4 bits
input-output patterns.
The Willshaw net was developed as a neurobiological model of memory
[Willshaw et al. 69, Graham & Willshaw 95]. In contrast, our concern is to define an
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artificial architecture of associative memory for robotic applications without necessarily
being constrained by biological plausibility. Robustness is an important criterion and
we therefore defined, in [Billard 96] and in this thesis, an update rule for the connection
parameter which, similarly to the concept ofunit usage [Graham & Willshaw 95], keeps
an exact record of the connection usage; that is, the frequency of correlated activation
of any two units is kept. We call this parameter a confidence factor. The network
functioning when using such a confidence factor as the network's weight parameter
bears similarities to other correlation-based associative memory, such as the Kohonen
associative memory [Kohonen 89], Hopfield network [Hopfield & Tank 86] and some
Hebbian networks [Fyfe 95]. The model in [Billard 96] was similar to Willshaw's be¬
cause it kept the basic principle of training and the retrieving algorithm of the original
model. This resulted in a statistical type of network whose functioning was a mixture
of the classical Hebbian network and the Willshaw network. For a full discussion of its
functioning and implementation, the reader may refer to [Billard 96].
The extension we describe in the following adds recurrent connections to each of the
nodes of the network, in order to make correlations between delayed and simultaneous
occurrences of different input patterns. The uniform structure of the original network
is changed for a fully recurrent, non symmetrical network, whose connections are as¬
sociated with two weight parameters, recording separately the spatial and temporal
features of the training patterns. A one-time-step algorithm is used for updating the
parameters, using a Hebbian rule, and a threshold-based algorithm is used for retrieval
of the unit activity. The resulting model is a simple version of a recurrent NN (as com¬
pared with a RNN using back-propagation and with hidden layers) that satisfies our
basic requirements, namely fast computation for real time functioning and temporal
associative learning capabilities. Note that the model we present here has few similar¬
ities with the Willshaw network. Only the retrieval rule which is based on a threshold
strategy where the thresholds act both on the connection weight strength and on the
number of active input units is to some extent similar to that used in the Willshaw
net (they are however different as the connection parameters have not the same func¬
tion or use in the two models). The structure (in DRAMA there are asymmetrical
connection parameters and self-connections on the units, while the Willshaw net has
symmetrical connection parameters and no self-connections) and the training rules of
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the two networks are however different. We presented the Willshaw network's func¬
tioning because the development of the DRAMA architecture was influenced by our
study of the Willshaw model. In chapter 12, we discuss in more detail the differences
between our present model and other Hebbian and RNN models.
The rest of this section presents the complete extended version we have developed from
the originalWillshaw model. We first give a brief overview of the model functioning for
controlling learning and behaviour of robotic agents (in section 6.2, we give a detailed
description of the implementation of the architecture for the experiments we report
in the thesis). We then give the mathematical equations for the functioning of the
network.
4.3.2 A control architecture for autonomous robot
The DRAMA architecture provides a general control architecture for autonomous
agents. Because we implement the DRAMA architecture in robotics experiments,
we will use the terms "actuators" or "sensor systems" to describe the different input
patterns to the network. In the experiments, the robots' actuators are, e.g., the motors
and a radio emitter. The robots' sensor systems are both proprioceptive (e.g. inclina¬
tion sensor, an energy level checker, a compass) and exteroceptive (light and infra-red
detectors, whiskers and bumpers). Note that, by extension, we use the term "sensor
system" for both sensor and actuator systems when differentiating between them is
unnecessary, i.e. when the processing of their information is independent of the type
of system that provided it.
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic representation of the model with three sensor systems as
inputs. The structure of the system is composed of two parts: a data preprocessing
module for event recognition and the DRAMA architecture. At each processing cycle,
the sensor-actuator vector state is measured and its information passed through the
event detector modules associated with each sensory system. Sensor-actuator inputs
are presented as arrays of binary data 0/1 (bit-strings or vectors) of different length for
each system. Information from each sensor system is treated separately by each event
detector module and, thus, an event is determined differently for each system. Each
sensor is represented as a box with n input units, where the number of units associated
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Sensor B input / Actuator B output
(e.g. radio receiver and emitter)
Figure 4.2: Schema of the robot's control system, using the DRAMA architecture
with a sensor can vary from one sensor to another. When a variation in one sensor or
actuator input has been measured (see section 4.3.4), the new information is forwarded
to the associative architecture (DRAMA) to be correlated with all simultaneous and
previously recorded events in other sensor-actuator systems. DRAMA is a fully connec¬
ted recurrent neural network, without hidden units. The self-connections on the units
provide a short term memory of the units' activation, and consequently of a sensory
event. Long term memory of two events consecutive activation is obtained by updating
the internal connections following Hebbian rules (see page 73). Sensory systems A, B
and C in figure 4.2 could be interpreted, e.g., as the motor, compass and radio systems
of the robots, as in experiments of chapter 7. Note that in the experiments there was
no input to the motors as there was no external mechanism for changing their activity,
hence the dotted arrows in the figure. Only in experiments of chapter 11, the robot's
motor activity could be changed, a result of the robot's moving one arm or the head,
while mirroring the movements of the human demonstrator. In experiments of chapter
7, the radio signals are associated with different compass states, thus providing the
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robot with a 'vocabulary' (with different 'words' defined by different radio encodings)
with which to express its direction ofmovement. In all experiments, the robot's actions
are determined by retrieving the activity on the network connections to the actuators
given a particular sensor-actuator state and inverting this into, e.g. motor speed. The
number of nodes used in the experiments vary depending on the number of sensors
used for the computation: it varies from 17 (exp. of chapter 11) up to 43 (exp. of
chapter 7) for the physical experiments and from 42 (exp. of chapter 7) up to 93 (exp.
of chapter 8).
Note that, in a bidirectional associative memory, such as DRAMA, the notions of
input and output are interchangeable. They refer to the direction of retrieval of the
associations in the DRAMA architecture. Thus, sensor and actuator information can
be either input or output depending on whether the information is the trigger or the
result of the retrieval. For instance, the actuator state is a DRAMA output when it
has been determined by retrieval of the sensor to actuator association (control of the
robot's actions) and a DRAMA input when its information is used to calculate the
sensor state (prediction of the robot's perceptions).
4.3.3 Data encoding
We use a binary encoding, the state of each sensor and actuator being encoded in
one bit-string of different length for each sensory system, depending on the sensor
sensitivity and the number of actuator modes. As will be discussed in chapter 5, the
model capacity decreases strongly when the pattern encodings overlap. Thus, in the
experiments, we tried to encode all sensory information as orthogonal patterns, when
this was possible. For example, information provided by the compass was encoded in a
bit-string of length 8, where each bit would correspond to one of the 8 quadrants (see
figure 4.1). Bit 1 corresponds to an angle of 0 and 45 degrees, bit 2 to angle between 45
and 90, etc. Thus, each compass measurement would be represented by a pattern with
one single bit activated. Such a representation of the data serves as a first classification
of the sensory information into subclasses. The fineness of the data segmentation is
task dependent. In our experiments (see chapters 7 to 11), we chose a segmentation of
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the sensor measurements corresponding to the finest sensor sensitivity, which in some
cases provided us with a finer sampling than necessary for solving the classification
task.
Table 4.1: Binary encoding of the compass information corresponding to angles
between 'min-max' values.
0-45 45-90 90-135 135-180 180-225 225-270 270-315 315-360
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4.3.4 Event recognition preprocessing module
Output to DRAMA Architecture
Sensor binary input
Figure 4.3: Event detector module
There is one event detector module per sensor. Each module receives n input units
and outputs to n associated units in the DRAMA architecture, where n is the number
of units of the particular sensor (see figure 4.3). The neuronal representation of the
internal structure of the module is given in figure 4.3. Each input unit is connected
to one memory unit, one output unit and to a threshold unit. Output of the
memory unit i at time t is simply the value X{ of the input unit i at time t — 1,
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y™(t) = xi(t — 1). Output y\h of the threshold unit is the result of the function
()(x, H) applied onto the difference between the input units and memory units outputs:
yf1^) ~ $(X)?=i \xi(t) — yT'it)\,H), where the function Q{x,H) is a threshold function
that outputs 1 when x >= H. Finally, the state of the output unit is calculated
as follows:
yi = 0{xi(t) + yjh(t), 2) = d(xi(t) +d(^2\xi(t) ~ xi(t - 1)1,#), 2) (4.1)
2=1
The threshold H fixes the minimal number of unit inversions in the input before ac¬
tivation. For example, if H = 1, the threshold unit fires as soon as one input unit has
changed from 0 to 1 and the output unit outputs 1 if it receives an input value Xi(t)
equal to 1, otherwise 0. The output vector is then equal to the input vector, once the
threshold unit fires. In short, the output vector of the event detector is either equal
to the input vector, if this is sufficiently different from the previous input (relative to
the threshold of minimal variation), or a vector zero. So the result of this is that event
units detect only 0 —> 1 changes in the unit activation (and not the reverse). Note
that, when using an orthogonal encoding for the sensor information, the event detector
will be non zero only for H <= 1.
4.3.5 Associative module (DRAMA)
The DRAMA architecture consists of a network composed of Ya=i mi units, where n is
the number of sensors of the system and m is the number of input units associated with
each sensor, different for each sensor. It is a fully connected recurrent network with
non symmetrical connections, i.e. each unit is connected with all other units in the
network and with itself (self-recurrent connections). Each unit also receives input from
one output connection of the event recognition module. There are no hidden units.
Note that, in the robotic experiments, the network is fully connected at the level of
the sensory systems; that is, all units i in sensor k are connected with all units j in
sensor I {I ^ k)\ however, units inside the same sensory system are not interconnected
(see figure 4.4). This was done in order to save the computation cost when running
the system on-line, by reducing the size of the weight matrices and the number of









Figure 4.4: The DRAMA architecture.
operations for training and retrieval of the network (connections among units inside
the same sensor system would not have improved the learning performance in these
experiments, as most patterns inside the same system were orthogonal and thus inside
connections would not be updated). In the following, we present the equations of
the network for the general case, in which all units are interconnected. In chapter













Figure 4.5: Left: Bidirectional connectivity of two network units. Right: One unit con¬
nectivity.
Similarly to time-delay neural networks [Day & Davenport 93, Lin et al. 92], each con¬
nection in the DRAMA network has two parameters associated with it instead of one:
a time parameter (tp) and a confidence factor (cf) (see figure 4.5 left). Time para¬
meters and confidence factors are positive numbers (real numbers in the simulation
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and integers in the physical implementations). They record respectively the time delay
between and the frequency of two units co-activation.
Unit activation function
Output yi(t) of unit i at time £ is a function of its input xl(t) at time t, its output
yi(t — 1) at time t — 1 and the outputs yj(t — 1) at time t — 1 of all other units j (see
figure 4.5 right). It is a real number with a value between 0 and 1. The equation is
given in 4.2. Output of unit i is equal to the normalised sum of its input activation,
its previous output activation decreased by a factor tpu and the sum of activation of
other winning units, that is units which have passed the conditions encapsulated by
the function G.
Viit) = + tpu ■ yi(t - 1) + G(tpji, cfji, yj(t - 1))) (4.2)
where F, the transfer function, is the identity function for input value less than 1 and
saturates to 1 for value greater than 1, F(x) = x if x < 1, otherwise F(x) = 1, and G
is the retrieving function whose equation is given below in equation 4.3 and explained
in the following paragraph. The indices notation used in the equations should be
interpreted as follows: cfji is the confidence factor of the connection leading from unit
j to unit i.
Retrieval
When one input unit is activated, its activation is propagated through the internal
connections of the network to all other units of the network. Unit i becomes active,
i.e. yi = 1 under the effect of activation of unit j if function G applied on the output
of unit j in equation (4.2) has value 1. The retrieving function G depends on the value
of the connections parameters tpji and cfji and the output y3 of unit j and is defined
as follows:
G(tpji, cfjh yj(t - 1)) = A(tpji) ■ B(cfji) (4.3)
A{tpji) = 1 - 9{\yj(t - 1) - tpji\,e)
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where max):: (cfjt) is the maximal value of confidence factor of all the connections
between activated units j and unit i, which satisfy the temporal condition encoded
in A(tpji). The function 6(x,H) is a threshold function that outputs 1 when x >= H
and otherwise 0.
The output of function G is equal to 1 when both A and B terms are equal to 1,
otherwise it is zero. The terms A and B represent respectively conditions on the
temporal and spatial structure of the units' activity in the network. Following equation
4.2, the unit i can be activated by other units j only when both conditions of function
G are satisfied; that is when A and B are equal to 1.
The condition encapsulated by the term A can be paraphrased as follows: A(tpji) = 1
if the time delay for which the activation of unit j has been memorised before being
correlated to the activation of unit i is equal to the time encoded in the time parameter
tpji within an interval error e. In other words, a unit i can be activated by a unit j
only within a short time window around the recorded time delay between these two
units co-activation. This is illustrated in the example of figure 4.7. See explanation in
caption. The time delay since which a unit j has been activated is indirectly encoded
in the value of yj (t), because y3 (t) decreases linearly with time when no new activation
occurs, as it will be explained in the short term memory paragraph.
The condition encapsulated by the term B can be paraphrased as follows: B(cfji) = 1
if the confidence factors cfjz associated with the connection between one activated unit
j and unit i is greater than or equal to 1/T times the maximum of confidence factor for
other activated connections, max^^o(cfji). In other words, a unit i can be activated
by a unit j iff the connection strength (the value of the confidence factor) between
these two units is greater than a threshold. The threshold is a fixed percentage of the
maximal value of confidence factor for all connections from active units j to unit i.
Figure 4.6 illustrates this threshold-based retrieval mechanism with two examples. See
caption for explanations.
The conditions encapsulated by the terms A and B are illustrated by figure 4.7 which

























Max(cf)=10 T = 2
=> winners are units with cf >= Max/T=5
Max(cf)=15 T = 2
=> winners are units with cf >= Max/T=7.5
Figure 4.6: Threshold-based retrieval mechanism. An output unit is activated iff the
confidence factor (cf) value of one of its connections with an active input unit is greater or
equal to Max/T. Max is equal to the maximal value of confidence factor for all connections
from all active input units. In the example on the left, Max is equal to 10 which is the maximal
cf value for the second input line (the only active line). In the example on the right, Max is
equal to 15 which is the maximal cf value for the first and second input lines (the only active
lines). The threshold T has a fixed value of 2.
shows a schematic representation of the propagation ofunit j activity along the network
connection. The unit j activity passes first the filter on time (represented by the factor
A); that is its activity is propagated further through the connection once a time delay
tpji has passed since unit j activation time. Unit j activity is then passed through the
threshold-based retrieval mechanism (represented by the term B)-, the threshold acts
on the value of the connection's confidence factor. Unit j eventually activates unit i,
iff it passes the two conditions A and B.
The effect of the two terms A(tpji) and B(cfji), and in particular of the threshold T and
e, on the memory capacity will be discussed further in pages 85, 91 and an algorithm
for calculating the parameters T and e on-line will be presented in this section. Note
that in experiments of chapter 11 on sequence learning, a third condition for the output
unit activation was introduced, which required that the number of active units in the
network was equal to that for which the G function output 1. The effect of this
condition of the network ability for learning time series is discussed in section 11.3.2.





Figure 4.7: Propagation of the unit activity along the network connections: At time
tO, unit j fires. Its activity satisfies the condition on time delay, encapsulated by the term
A of equation 4.3 (i.e. A outputs 1), during a time window (tpji =fc e) around the recorded
time delay tpji between these two units' co-activation. If it satisfies the threshold condition
on confidence factor cf encapsulated by the term B of equation 4.3 (i.e. B outputs 1) during
this time window, it activates unit i. B outputs 1 if the activity of all units j is such that it
satisfies the threshold criteria of B, see explanations of figure 4.6. In the figure the values of
B are set to 1 or 0 for the purpose of the example.
Short Term memory
The self-connections on the units of the network provide a short-term memory of each
unit activation. If unit i receives no external activation from its input (Xi = 0) or other
units' outputs (yj^i — 0), then its output activity is equal to yi(t) = tpu ■ yi(t — 1),
that is it decreases by a ratio proportional to its temporal parameter tpu. Its value
returns to 0 when the maximal decimal capacity of the system has been reached or,
before that, if a limit of number of processing cycles has been set for keeping a record
of the unit activity (that is fixing the duration of short-term memory). Therefore, once
information from a sensor or actuator has triggered the event detector, it is then further
memorised for a period M (fixed by the decrease of activation along the self-recurrent
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connections) during which it can be associated with any incoming event in any other
sensor system. This results in a system capable of associating events delayed in time
with a maximal time delay equal to the length of the short-term memory (STM), i.e.
M. The effect of the value of M on the success of the learning is discussed further
in section 7.2.2 through robotic experiments. An algorithm for its update on-line is







Figure 4.8: Transcription of sensor input into event detector output and DRAMA units output.
In summary, the output m of a unit i in the network takes values between 0 and 1:
yi(t) = 1 when (i) an event has just been detected (xi(t) = 1) or (ii) when the sum of
activation provided by the other units is sufficient to pass the two thresholds of time and
confidence factor, represented by the G function. A value inferior to 1 represents the
memory of a past full activation (value 1). For example, t/j(f) = (tpnY"1' • Vi{t — t') —
0.93 ■ 1 = 0.7290 means that unit i has been activated 3 time steps ago, when the
decrease rate of the activation along the recurrent connections is equal to 0.9. Note
that, in the experiments, all tpu are set equal to the same value, thus providing the
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Coming back to the complete control architecture, composed of the event detector
module and the DRAMA module, which we presented in section 4.3.4, we show in
figure 4.8 the transcription of a 4-time steps sequence of a 3-bits sensor input into the
corresponding event detector output and DRAMA units output. We choose a ratio of
decrease activation in the DRAMA unit self connection equal to 0.5. The diagrams on
the right show the shape of unit activity for sensor, event detector and DRAMA units
(straight line is the activity of unit 1 and dotted line is the activity of unit 3).
When two patterns are presented to the associative memory, the connections between
coactive units are updated; on the one hand, the confidence factors are incremented to
represent the spatial structure of unit activation, i.e. the combination of unit activity
of each pattern; on the other hand, the time parameters are updated to record the
time delay between the units activation, i.e. the time delay between the two patterns'
occurrences. The connection parameters are asymmetric and, thus, associations are
directional. Training is dynamic and occurs each time the output of one event detector
module is activated. Each input pattern is memorised for a period ofM cycles through
the self-recurrent connections (see explanation in page 4.3.5) and is correlated with all
other patterns appearing during this period. Time parameters and confidence factors
are updated following Hebbian rules: once a unit i is activated, i.e. its output is
maximal m = 1 (recall that the unit's output takes values between 0 and 1), afferent
connections to this unit from previously or simultaneously activated units j, i.e. those
for which yj > 0, are updated. Only the connections directed to (and not from) the
newly activated unit i are updated. Connections leading to the most recently activated
unit are updated and this only during the first cycle in which this unit is fully activated.
The update rules for each parameter are given in equations 4.4 and 4.5.
Training
tpji(t) =
%.(' -1) • ^+g§ (4.4)
a
cfji(t) = cfji(t ~ !) + a (4.5)
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The time parameter tp records the time delay between the activation of the two units
which are linked by the connections; the short-term memory mechanism causes all yj
values to decrease at each cycle by the same factor, as explained in short term memory
paragraph, thus the ratio between j/j and y3 gives a notion of their relative delay of
activation. The time parameter value is calculated as the arithmetic mean value of
time delay over all training data and its value is contained between (tpu)M and 1; the
closer the two events, the bigger the time parameter; tpij = 1 when the two events are
simultaneous.
Note that the update rule for the connection parameters is not strictly Hebbian, in
the sense presented in page 4.2.1. In agreement with the first part of the rule, the
parameters are updated whenever two units are co-activated. However, the update of
the time parameter does not lead to its increase (strengthening of the connection) as it
is the case for the confidence factor and it is stipulated by the Hebb's rule. Rather, the
update leads to the calculation of the mean value of time delay of the units; activation
over all training examples. In addition, the parameters are not updated in the case of
asynchronous activation (on the contrary, asynchronous activation means co-activation
in our case, because of the memory of activation), as in the second part of the rule.
However, because we used the term Hebbian rule in the journal publication of the
model [Billard & Hayes 99] and wish to keep this text consistent with the published
one, we use the term Hebbian update rule to refer to the training algorithm in the rest
of the thesis. We apologise for any confusion arising from this labelling.
The confidence factor keeps a memory of the frequency of a pattern's occurrence. Its
value is incremented at each updating step by a fixed quantity a.8 In the experiment,
the increase of the confidence factor is linear following a fixed slope of value a.9 At the
beginning of the experiment, the values of confidence factors and time parameters are
set to 0 for all connections apart from the self-recurrent one, which have predefined
values for these parameters determining the duration of short-term memory of the unit
8 In order to prevent the confidence factor values from becoming too large in the experiments, all
values are rescaled by dividing by a factor of 100 when they reach the value of 1000; the increase
factor a is also rescaled by the same factor to keep the same proportional increase between the time
parameters.
9 An interesting option is to make the slope proportional to the value of cfji, the more confident the
greater the increase. This would speed up the learning and may increase the robustness of the model
against noisy data, by giving a greater influence to nodes that are more often activated.



































Figure 4.9: Example of association between unit 0 and unit 1.
In figure 4.9 left, we show an example of association between unit 0 and 1. Unit 0 is
activated at time 0, while unit 1 is activated at time 3. Association is done at time
three. The parameters of the connection from unit 0 (last activated) to unit 1 (most
recently activated), i.e. c/oi and tpoi, are updated. Before association, the value of
cfoi and tpoi are both zero (no correlation yet). After association, c/oi = a, where a is
the increase factor of equation 4.5, and tpoi = = 0.125, where 0.125 is the activity
level of unit 0 output after three decrease steps (the ratio of decrease along the self
connection is equal to 0.5). On the right hand side of figure 4.9, we show retrieval of
activity of unit 1 after activating unit 0 at time 1. Following condition of factor A of
equation 4.3, unit 1 is reactivated at time 3 minus e, the error on time delay between
the two unit coactivation.
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The principal properties of the DRAMA architecture can be summarised as follows:
1) It consists of a fully connected network with self-recurrent connections on each
unit and no hidden units. 2) To each connection in the network are associated two
parameters: a time parameter and a confidence factor. 3) The structure of the network
is dynamically updated, each time a unit has been activated by an external input (see
table 4.2 for a complete description of the learning algorithm). 4) Time parameters
and confidence factors are updated following Hebbian rules, providing an associative
type of learning; the time parameters record the time delay between units' activation
while the confidence factors keep a memory of the frequency of units' coactivation.
5) The self-recurrent connections on the units provide a short-term memory of the
activation of the unit; the duration of the memory is fixed by the ratio of decrease
of the activation along the recurrent connection. 6) The short-term memory of unit
activation enables associations between patterns of unit activation that have been
delayed in time, which leads, by transitivity of the associations, to learning sequences
of patterns of unit activation (see section 5.2). 7) Data retrieval depends on the value
of the time parameters and confidence factors associated with the connections, which
act as separate filters on the spatial and temporal features of the input; output units
are activated when the two following conditions are satisfied: (i) the time delay since
the input's time of occurrence is equal to the memorised temporal correlation and (ii)
the confidence factor values of all active input units are greater than a fixed percentage
of the maximal value of confidence factor of all active units in the network at the time
of retrieval.
4.4.1 Discussion
As mentioned in section 4.2, the DRAMA architecture has several characteristics in
common with both associative memory models and recurrent neural networks. It
differs however from any existing models because 1) it combines a recurrent structure
while using Hebbian learning rules10 and because 2) the connections of the network
10 To our knowledge, such a model has never been studied so fax.
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Table 4.2: DRAMA training algorithm
1: Present an input I to the system. Compute the output of the
corresponding event detector following equation 4.1.
The output vector of the event detector is either equal
to that of the input vector , if the input activity is sufficiently
different from the input activity at the previous cycle,
or equal to the zero vector
2: Compute output y; of all units i of the DRAMA network,
according to equation 4.2.
An Output unit is activated when the two following
conditions are satisfied: (i) the time delay since activation of
the input units which vote for the activation of the output units
is equal to the recorded time lag between these units coactivation
and (ii) the connection weights of all active input units which
vote for the activation of this unit are greater than a fixed
percentage of the maximal value of connection strength between
all active units and output units at the time of retrieval.
Update the connection parameters of the DRAMA network:
If 3 i and j (units of the DRAMA network), s.t.
Ui = 1 and ijj > 0, update the parameters cffi
and tpji of the connection from unit j to unit i
according to equations 4.5 and 4.4.
are associated with two parameters (instead of one) which keep a separate record of
the spatial and temporal structure of the input patterns.
Similarly to other Hebbian networks, training and retrieving algorithms used in DRAMA
are computational fast and cheap. The network has similar properties to that of associ¬
ative memory models, such as the Willshaw network: Hebbian update rule, statistical
retrieval process based on a threshold strategy, bidirectionality of the association and
multiple dimensionality of the input-output patterns. However, it differs from usual
Hebbian network as it uses a recurrent structure and encapsulates explicitly a notion
of the time in one of the connection parameters.
The DRAMA architecture is a fully connected recurrent neural network without hidden
units. Similarly to usual RNNs, the recurrent structure of the DRAMA architecture
keeps a short-term memory of previous unit activation, which provides a notion of
contextual activation. This provides the model with the ability for learning time series
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of inputs. The short-term memory of unit activity is used to associate inputs, whose
occurrence was delayed in time, and to retrieve the sequence of inputs following the
same temporal patterns as observed in the training sequence.
The DRAMA architecture is different from usual RNNs because it uses an unsupervised
learning algorithm, namely a Hebbian rule, for the update of the connection paramet¬
ers. By contrast to backpropagation algorithm for the weight update, the Hebbian
rule is time and input type independent and takes only one time step of computation.
Similarly to dynamical RNNs, the DRAMA architecture encapsulates explicitly the
time in the time parameters, associated with each network connection. However, by
contrast to other dynamical RNNs, the time parameter in the DRAMA architecture
is used as part of a threshold-based retrieval algorithm, a competitive process based
on a threshold strategy which depends on the current activity of all units of the sys¬
tem (while in usual dynamical RNNs, the time parameter acts on each input unit
independently on the activity of other units).
The performance of the DRAMA architecture are analysed theoretically and through




This chapter evaluates formally and through numerical simulations the performance
of the DRAMA architecture. The mathematical description of the model is given in
chapter 3. We first discuss the model as an associative memory and then as a model
for time series prediction. As part of this discussion, we present examples of the
model's performance in storing different types of patterns. We finish this chapter with
a summary of the main properties of the model and a discussion of its performance in
comparison to a list of desired criteria for learning models.
5.1 Model functionality
The DRAMA architecture functions as an associative memory, which associates pairs
of input-output patterns with delayed time of occurrence, leading to learning of time
series. It is a fully connected network with recurrent connections, which provides a
short-term memory of unit activation. The network's input patterns are thus recorded
for a short delay, during which they are associated with any new input pattern incoming
during this delay. The time delay between each pattern occurrence and the structure of
unit activity of each pattern are learned separately in the two parameters attached to
each network connection, namely the time parameter and the confidence factor. Once
an input-output pair has been learned, presentation of the input to the net retrieves the
output after the recorded time delay. Retrieval of the output units' activity results from
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a threshold-based retrieval mechanism applied to the spatial and temporal structure
of the pattern of input units' activity. We next consider the influence of each of these
two thresholds on correct retrieval separately.
5.1.1 The role of the spatial filter
If the time delay between input and output patterns is constant, then the term A in
equation 4.3 is always equal to 1, and thus the retrieval function G depends only on
the term B\ that is, it applies only to the spatial structure of input units' activity. In
this case, the model has similarity with Hebbian networks, such as the Willshaw net,
which use a threshold-based retrieval strategy. Correlated occurrences of two input
patterns are distinguished from randomly generated ones by keeping a record of the
frequency of correlated activation of these patterns' units (increment of the confidence
factor (cf) parameter of the connection). A pair of input-output patterns is said to
be correlated once the two patterns have been associated more often than a minimal
noise threshold, corresponding to the threshold max(cf)/T of equation 4.3 in our case.
Correct retrieval of the output pattern of the pair, given the input one, depends on
the proportion, relative to the above threshold, of correct over noisy associations each
pattern has with other patterns. Correct storage of pattern pairs is then influenced
by the choice of threshold used in the retrieval function and by the choice of encoding
for the patterns, as the ratio of cf parameters will depend on the proportion of overlap
between the two patterns' encoding. This section discusses the influence of the pattern
encoding on the network's ability to store patterns correctly. We consider three cases,
namely when the patterns overlap on both their inputs and their outputs, when they
overlap on their inputs only and when they overlap on their outputs only. The influence
on correct retrieval of the threshold max(cf)/T will be discussed in section 5.1.4.
Pattern overlap on both input and output
Let us define a training pattern as an input-output pair. Two overlapping patterns
can overlap either on their inputs, on their outputs or on both. In the latter case,
the patterns share a common activated connection which links the common activated
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Figure 5.1: Examples of training pattern configurations which lead to unsuccessful learning
when retrieval is based only on a threshold rule on the confidence factor. Bottom example
becomes successful 1) when retrieval is based on both a threshold rule on the confidence factor
and a threshold rule on the time parameter, or 2) when retrieval is based only on a threshold
rule on the confidence factor and on a threshold rule on the number of winning units (see text
for explanations).
and output results in unsuccessful learning of at least one of the two patterns. In this
case, the common connection is more often activated than all other connections, as it
is activated at each presentation of one of the overlapping patterns, and consequently
the value of its associated confidence factor is bigger than those of the rest of the
connections. If the ratio between confidence factors of overlapping and non overlapping
connections is greater than T (see equation 4.3), then the network fails to retrieve
correctly the whole pattern, activating only the common connections.
Figure 5.1 top shows an example of training of a 6 units network (3 units in input and
3 units in output) with two input-output training patterns (Ai -> Ao and Bi ->■ Bo),
which overlap on both their input and output. Given a frequency of activation of
3 and 10 respectively for the first and second pattern, the confidence factors on the
connections in figure 5.1 top are 3, 3, 3, 13, 10, 10, 10 down the page. Now, let us look
at three different values of T.
1. Suppose T = 1, then the condition from (4.3) is cf >= 13/1 = 13 for an output
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of 1. For each of the two patterns A and B we get:
• For A, cf=3,13 or 10.
So for input 110 the output is 010 (incorrect answer because only common
output unit with cf=13 is activated).
• For B, cf=3,13 or 10.
So for input 011 the output is 010 (ditto).
2. Suppose T = 1.5, then the condition from (4.3) is cf >= 13/1.5 = 8.7 for an
output of 1. For each of the two patterns A and B we get:
• For A, cf=3,13 or 10.
So for input 110 the output is 011 (incorrect answer because now the
B-connections with cf=10 are also activated).
• For B, cf=3,13 or 10.
So for input 011 the output is 011 (the correct answer, the A connections
are not activated).
3. Suppose T = 4.5, then the condition from (4.3) is cf >= 13/4.5 = 2.9 for an
output of 1. For each of the two patterns A and B we get:
• For A, cf=3,13 or 10.
So for input 110 the output is 111 (incorrect answer because now both the
A and B-connections are activated).
• For B, cf=3,13 or 10.
So for input 011 the output is 111 (ditto).
To sum up, the region of T splits up into:
• T between 1 and 13/10 = 1.3; output is 010 in both cases.
• T between 13/10 and 13/3 = 4.3; output is 011 in both cases.
• T greater than 13/3; output 111 is in both cases.
Thus, whichever value is taken for T, learning of both patterns is not possible.
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Pattern overlap on input only
The main constraint on the encoding (when using only a threshold rule on the con¬
fidence factor) is that two patterns can not overlap on their input. Figure 5.1 bottom
shows an example of training of a 5 units network (3 in input and 2 in output) with
two input-output training patterns, which do overlap on their input. The confidence
factors on the connections are 3, 3, 10, 10 down the page. This example is not learnable
because presenting input Ai results in retrieval of the activated bits of both Ao and
Bo (and similarly for Bi), as the common input unit votes for the activation of both
output units.
This problem could however be eliminated if the net could use some other rule to
distinguish between the two patterns. This second rule should exploit another source
of information than the spatial form of activity of the units that is exploited by the
threshold of confidence factor parameters; in the experiments we used either the in¬
formation given by counting the sum of active units or the information on the time
delay of input-output occurrence given by the time parameter. Information on the
sum of active units was exploited by using the same threshold rule as in the Willshaw
network's retrieval mechanism (see explanation section 4.3.1, p. 59). For recall, the
retrieval mechanism in the Willshaw network requires that only the output units which
have a number of positive connection weights greater than or equal to the number of
active inputs are activated. The effect of that rule on the capacity of the network will
be further discussed on page 85.
In the experiments of chapter 11, we will use three threshold rules, namely the two
threshold rules on confidence factor and on time parameter of (4.3) and the Willshaw
net's threshold rule on the sum of active units. This third additional condition/rule
requires then that the number of input units which satisfy the two conditions on con¬
fidence factors and time parameters is equal to the number of active input units. Note
that the number of units which satisfy the conditions on cf and tp of (4.2) cannot be
greater than the number of active units, as the retrieval rule of (4.2) applies only to
the active units, see explanations of page 68. We will see in section 5.1.5 that using the
information on the time of occurrence of the input-output pair, given by the connection
time parameter, has a similar effect on the retrieval as would a threshold on the input
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unit activity.
Patterns overlap on output only
Finally, it remains to consider the case in which patterns overlap on their outputs only.
In that case, all patterns are correctly learnt, as the activation of the output units
during retrieval is based only on the activation of the input units which is unambiguous.
Let us consider the following example: let the two input-output pairs A and B of a 2
by 2 network be A : 10 —>• 10 and B : 01 —*■ 11. A and B overlap on the first bit of their
outputs but are orthogonal on their inputs. Let us take a value for T such that the
confidence factors of all connections are greater than the threshold max{cf)/T (i.e. all
connections satisfy the threshold rule on confidence factor). Then, presenting input of
A (10) activates the first input unit which votes univocally for the activation of the
first output unit. The connection parameter from input unit 1 to output unit 1 is the
only one which is non zero (it was increased during presentation of pattern A)\ the
parameters of all other connections starting from the first active line are zero (there is
in fact only one such connection in the example which links input unit 1 to output unit
2); consequently, only the output unit 1 will be activated under the vote of input unit
1. Similarly, when presenting input of pattern B, the only active input unit (unit 2)
votes for the activation of both output units 1 and 2, as both connection parameters
have been increased during presentation of pattern B (they have the same value as
they have been increased the same number of times; thus, both pass the threshold).
Orthogonal pattern
Note that the case where the patterns are orthogonal (that is, they overlap neither on
their input nor output) is trivial. All patterns are perfectly learnt. For illustration,
one can take the above example with A : 10 -» 01 and B : 01 —»■ 10 and apply the same
reasoning as in the case in which the patterns overlap only on their outputs. That is,
take a value for T such that all connection parameters pass the threshold max(cf)/T
and work out the retrieved output pattern, given each input pattern.
Summary
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To summarise, if we use a threshold rule on the confidence factor only, patterns that
overlap on input (whether overlapping on output or not) cannot all be learnt. To extend
the number of overlapping patterns that can be learnt we include threshold rules on
the time parameter and/or the number of active units. In this case, some patterns
that overlap on input or on input and output can also be learnt. The conditions on
the type of these patterns will be discussed in the following sections.
5.1.2 Considerations on factors affecting the ability of the network
to store binary patterns without time
The previous discussion allows us to now consider factors affecting how the DRAMA
network can store binary patterns without time. Following Graham & Willshaw
[Graham & Willshaw 96], we define the network capacity as the number of input-output
patterns that can be stored before there is one bit in error in the recall pattern out¬
put. In this section, we discuss the effect of different choices of input-output pattern
combinations together with different choices of threshold rules on the capacity. We
try to determine the form which input-output patterns should take in order to reach
the maximal capacity of the network. In the experiments, this information helps us
to determine the encoding of the robot's sensor-actuator state and the encoding of the
signals (words) in the experiments so as to allow correct pairing of signals (words) with
other sensor-actuator measurements. Moreover, this can be used to optimise the ratio
between the number of nodes of the network (which overloads the stack memory) and
the number of words which the robot can be taught. Note that this discussion is by no
means a comprehensive analysis of the network capacity, in which one would determine
analytically or numerically the capacity of the network as a function of the encoding.
Such an analysis would be very interesting (especially in the case when the encoding
is unknown). It was however beyond the scope of this thesis.
Let us first consider the case in which retrieval is based only on the threshold rule
on the confidence factors; that is, the retrieval equation 4.3 uses only the factor B
(A = 1) and there is no threshold rule on the number of active units, as discussed in
the previous section. In that section we showed that recall is perfect if and only if none
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Ai Bi Ci A0 Bo c0
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
Table 5.1: Incorrect example for storage of 3 patterns with overlapping inputs.
of the training patterns has any active input units in common. With only the threshold
on confidence factor, the maximal capacity is, thus, obtained when each pattern has
only one active input unit. The number of such patterns which can be formed given a
network of N units is simply equal to N. These patterns corresponds to the basis of
the input space.
Let us now consider the case in which we use both the threshold rule on confidence
factor and the threshold rule on the number of active units as in the Willshaw network's
retrieval mechanism (see explanation section 4.3.1, p. 59). Using this second threshold
rule, which requires that the number of active connections to an output unit is equal to
the number of active input units, improves the capacity of the network by eliminating
the requirement of using only orthogonal input patterns. In this case, learning of
patterns with overlapping inputs is made possible, as long as, in any pair of patterns,
each pattern has at least one active input unit which is not active in the other.
Example
Let us first consider an example which is not learnable: Let us consider a 6 units
network (3 units in input, 3 units in output) in which we store three patterns: A :
110 —> 100, B : Oil —> 010, C : 111 —> 001 (see table 5.1). Let us assume that the
threshold on confidence factor is such that all connection parameters pass it. Then,
presenting Ci = 111 recalls correctly 001, as the three active input units all vote for
the activation of the third one. However, presenting Bi = 011 recalls 011 (incorrect
output), because the two active input units vote for the activation of both the second
output unit (following training of pattern B) and the third one (following training of
pattern C). Similarly, presenting Ai = 110 recalls 101 (incorrect output). Learning of
pattern A and B fails here because both A and B are sub-patterns of C and cannot
be distinguished from it.
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Ai Bi Ci A0 Bo c0
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
Table 5.2: Correct example for storage of 3 patterns with overlapping inputs.
If we take the three patterns such that they all have one active input unit which is
not active in the other, e.g.:A : 110 -» 100,5 : Oil —> 010, C : 101 —» 001 (see table
5.2), this 'extra' free input unit allows now to disambiguate between the activity of the
two input units common to each pattern, following the threshold rule on the number
of active input units. Presenting Ai = 110 recalls 100 because both input unit 1 and
input unit 2 vote for the activation of output unit 1. Note that input unit 1 votes also
for the activation of output unit 3 (following training of pattern C), but as input unit
2 does not vote for it (the number of voting input units, here 1, is not equal to the
number of active input units, here 2), output unit 3 is not activated.
Similarly, the example of figure 5.1 bottom on page 81 becomes learnable when intro¬
ducing this second threshold rule. In that example, retrieval of both output patterns
A0, B0 is correct because the second output unit (the bottom one in the pattern A0
and the top one in the pattern B0) is no longer activated. These units are no longer
activated because only one input unit votes (i.e. the confidence factor of the connection
passes the threshold) for their activation in each case, while two are required as there
are two active input units.
The maximal number of patterns satisfying this condition, which can be formed given
a network of I input units, is equal to the maximal number of possible combinations
of p active input units which can be made using from p = 1 to p = I active units per
pattern:
max ( 1 ) = max——~—r (5.1)
p=i \p J v=l (I -p)\-p\ v '
This quantity is maximal when (I—p)\-p\ is minimal, which is the case when I—p = p,
i.e. p = { for even I and p = ^ for odd I.
This statement can be better viewed in the light of an example. Let us consider a
network with 6 input units. The maximum number of possible combinations is obtained
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when using 1/2 = 6/2 = 3 active input units. The possible learnable combinations
are then: 111000, 110100, 10010, 110001, 101100, 101010, 101001, 100110, 100101,
100011, 011100, 011010, 011001, 010110, 010101, 010011, 001110, 001101, 001011,
000111. There are thus 20 = 6!/(3! • 3!) possible combinations.
No overlap on both inputs and outputs
However, when overlapping inputs are used we must in addition ensure that we do not
use patterns that also overlap on their output (see section 5.1.2). The capacity of the
network therefore has a more stringent upper bound that follows from this condition.
Two patterns that overlap on input and output use the network connections between
the overlapping input and output units twice, and these multiply-used connections are
the source of the problem. If we then insist that each network connection be used only
once, we ensure that patterns do not overlap on both input and output at the same
time. There are N ■ (N — 1) connections in a network of N units with asymmetric
connections. Thus, the maximal capacity of the network is equal to:
C = min{yj^jj-; N2 — N}
2' ' 2"
To restate, the above presented capacity considerations can be helpful in allowing us
to determine the best sensor-actuator state encodings for small N, but these are by no
means a complete analysis of the network's capacity.
5.1.3 Storage of competitive rules
It is important to note that, in our model, the confidence factor threshold of activation
on the output, calculated as max%>o(c/tJ)/T (see equation 4.3), is not an invariant but
depends on the units activity at the time of retrieval. max%.>o {cfij) is calculated as the
maximal value of confidence factor for all the connections associated with units i that
are activated at the time of the retrieval. If we view learning of a correlation between
two units i and j as a causality rule of the type (yi(t) = 1 yj(t+ 5(t)) = 1), then this
retrieval method allows storage of several competing rules, whose activation depends
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Figure 5.2: Values of the connection parameters (cf) for determining basic behaviours of
obstacle avoidance, light phototaxis and wandering. The predominance of one behaviour over
the other is determined by the ratio of their respective connection strength.
on them winning the competition on confidence factor at the time of the retrieval.
In the robotic experiments reported in chapters 7 to 11, this retrieving method is
used to determine the robot's behaviour. Several sensor-motor rules are predefined to
provide obstacle avoidance with bumpers and infra-red, light phototaxis and wandering
(constantly active default unit), as shown in figure 5.2. The predominance of each rule
over one another is determined by their mutual ratio of confidence factors values. At
each cycle, the motor output is determined by the winning rule over all competing rules
(the competing rule are those whose sensor input is currently activated). The obstacle
avoidance behaviour (determined by infra-red sensor reading and bumper activation)
is dominant, as the ratio of its confidence factor to all other behaviours is greater than
1/T (T = 0.5 in the experiments).
5.1.4 The importance of choosing the threshold correctly
The capacity of the network to recall correctly all stored patterns depends on choos¬
ing a good threshold max(cf)/T of activation on the confidence factor values of the
connections. It should be high enough to discard activity of spurious connections, that
is connections that have been activated by spurious active units, and low enough to
allow for competitive activation of rule-like patterns (as described earlier). Estimating
correctly the percentage of noise (spurious unit activity) in the system, and thus the
correct value for T, before learning is often not possible, especially in unsupervised
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learning experiments. However, an estimation of the percentage of noise could be ob¬
tained from the on-going learning process, as the noisy connections will be associated
in average with the lowest confidence factor values. An estimation of T can then be
obtained from the calculus of the maximum and minimum value of confidence factor,
at each time step1. Assuming an homogeneous probability equal to p of spurious activ¬
ation among all units, then T should be such that p ■ max.(Np) < ma:^Arp) < min(Np)
where max(IVp) and min(Np) are the maximum and minimum number of presentations
of a pattern over all patterns. Thus, a possible estimation of T from the measured
confidence factor values is such that:
max{l/i>0}(c/y) 0 f s , max{2/.>0}(c/jj) + min{j/i>0}(c/jj) fK ^
j. ~~ z ' mean{yi>0}\cJij) 2 \°-z)
where maX{yi>o}(cfij), mean{yi>o}{cfij) and min{yi>o}{cfij) are the maximum, mean
and minimum values of confidence factor over all activated units at the time of retrieval.
% of noise
Figure 5.3: Overlap between desired and actual output during recall of a 20 units network (10
In, 10 Out) for different values of noise (spurious unit activity) and three different threshold
strategies: (1) T = 2, no threshold on time; (2) T = Ta, no threshold on time; (3) T = Ta,
e = e(tp).
In figure 5.3, we show the recall performance of the network, defined as the overlap
1 Note that a minimal boundary for the confidence factor is required (e.g. the global minimal value
of all confidence factors) for propagation of activation, in order to eliminate activation of random
rules when there is no other rule to compete with them.
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between recalled and trained patterns (mean value over all patterns and over 1000
runs), when varying the number of training patterns from the minimum (1) to the
maximum (10)2 of the capacity of a network of 20 units (10 in input and 10 in output)
and the percentage of noise, that is the frequency of random activation of any unit
during training. An overlap of 1 means that the pattern is perfectly retrieved. We
compare the recall performance using two threshold strategies: In the first one T — 2,
which discards all connections activated twice less than the maximal one; that is it
accepts a maximal ratio of 50% of spurious input unit activation. In the second case,
T = Ta approximates the ratio between regions of high and low confidence factors,
following equation 5.2, which correspond to correctly and incorrectly activated connec¬
tions. Results of figure 5.3 show that pattern recall is perfect up to a proportion of
30% of noise. The performance is in average better with the Ta strategy, as it allows
better recall with a bigger proportion of noise. On page 150, we discuss further the
influence of the threshold T on the estimation of success of the physical experiments
of section 7.2.2.
The importance of correctly setting the threshold, such as to maximise the recall success
of Hebbian like and Willshaw type associative memory has been discussed by a num¬
ber of authors. For instance, [Dayan & Willshaw 91], [Buckingham & Willshaw 92],
[Graham & Willshaw 95], [Sommer & Palm 98], [Schwenker et al. 96] evaluated the¬
oretically and through numerical simulations different training rules and threshold
strategies to optimise the signal/noise ratio during recall of a Willshaw net type of
network, that is, a network using clipped Hebbian rule as presented in section 4.3.1. It
would now be interesting to pursue further the above presented study of the threshold
influence on the DRAMA retrieval performance, such as to make a complete and formal
analysis of the problem.
5.1.5 The role of the temporal filter
The factor A(tpfj) of the retrieving function G in equation (4.3) acts as a filter on the
time lag between consecutive activation of two units i and j. It outputs 1 when the time
2 The maximum of the capacity is 10 + 10, but we consider only one direction of association in the
simulation.
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lag between activation of unit i and unit j is such that \yt{t) — tpij(t)| < e, otherwise
0. tpij represents the mean value over all of the time lag of activation, while the factor
e is the estimated error on the value of tp^ whose formal definition is given below
in equation 5.3. Correct retrieval of an input-output pair depends then on a correct
evaluation of e. It should be big enough to include the maximal variation of time
lag over all input-output pairs, while small enough to allow precise time prediction
of the pattern output occurrence. Similarly to T, the threshold e on tp is not an
invariant but is calculated at each time step according to equation 5.3. Equation 5.3 is
similar to equation 5.2 which calculates T. e is an estimation of the threshold between
spurious (too big and random) and relevant (with consistent variance) variations of
the recorded time delay tp of activation of each connection. The variance of the time
delay of activation for each connection is evaluated at each training step (i.e. whenever
the parameters c/y and tp^ of the connection from unit i to unit j are updated) by
calculating the etj factors which appear in equation 5.3. The ey are the mean variation
of time delay over all training examples.
where mean!/i>o(ey) is the mean value of ey over all activated units i and a is a fixed
quantity by which the confidence factors are incremented at each time step.
In figure 5.3, we show that the recall performance of the network improves when
using the time threshold in addition to the threshold T = Ta on cf. Retrieval is
perfect up to a proportion of 30% of noisy data; otherwise the performance decreases
up to a proportion of 90% overlap between retrieved and training data. Using the
threshold rule on time parameter in addition to the threshold rule on confidence factor,
therefore, improves the robustness of the network against noise. This is due to the fact
that spurious activation of units during training affects retrieval less as the incorrectly
activated connections can now be eliminated by two instead of one threshold rule. This
can be better viewed with an example.
(5.3)
Example
Suppose we store the input-output pattern pairs A and B with time delays Ta and Tj
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oII-+3 OII-4-3 c-f. II t = Tb
Ai Bi A0 B0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0
Table 5.3: Example of storage of 2 patterns A and B with different input-output time
lag of occurrence, Ta, Tj,.
OII-4-3 -* Ta — e -> Tb — e




Table 5.4: Retrieval of output patterns following example of table 5.3.
as shown in table 5.3. Let us now consider the three possible different situations (note
that we assume that Ta and Tf, are different; if not, the discussion is the same as when
considering only the spatial constraint of the confidence factor, see section 5.1.1).
1. Suppose A and B have been presented the same number of times, each activated
connection has the same confidence factor. Then, presenting Ai is followed first
by the correct activation of A0 after a time delay Ta — e (e is the error on time).
However, as the 2nd input unit votes also for the activation of the 2nd output unit
(following storage of the B pattern), the output B0 is also retrieved (erroneously)
at time Tb — e (if T& is shorter than Ta, the activation of Ba would then precede
that of Aa). Table 5.4 shows the retrieval result. Similarly, presenting Bi retrieves
both A0 and B0 after the correct time delays.
2. Suppose B has been presented less often than A and the ratio of confidence factor
between A and B is lower than the threshold max(cf)/T of equation 4.3, then
presenting Ai will no longer retrieve B0 as the connection between the 2nd input
unit and the 2nd output unit will not pass the threshold on confidence factor.
However, presenting Bi will no longer retrieve B0 and will retrieve only A0 after
Ta — e, because then only the connection between the 2nd input unit and 1st
output unit passes the threshold.
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3. Suppose B has been presented less often than A and the ratio of confidence
factor between A and B is greater than the threshold max(cf)/T of equation
4.3, retrieval is the same as in the first case, that is A{ retrieves both A0 and
B0. However, if B has been presented with a variable time lag, that is with a Tf,
largely bigger than e and not constant, then presenting At no longer retrieves B0
(although it passes the threshold on confidence factor) because it does not satisfy
the threshold on time which requires a variation of time delay smaller than or
equal to e.
The third case illustrates our previous statement which said that the threshold on time
parameter improves the robustness of the network as it allows more spurious patterns
to be rejected. In our example B is a spurious pattern learnt together with training the
net on A. The threshold on confidence factor max(cf )/T does not reject the pattern B
(this can happen as the threshold is updated continuously during training and makes
an estimation of the average of noise). However, it is rejected by the threshold on time
parameter. As B results from random/spurious activation of the network's units (as
it should be the case for what we consider a spurious pattern, that is a non-correlated
co-activation of units), the time delay of activation of the input-output pair varies
greatly. The variation is so big that it is then eliminated by the threshold e.
The second case also shows an example of situation in which the network is successful
at eliminating B assuming that B is a spurious pattern. However, if B is a relevant
pattern, case 2 is an example of unsuccessful learning of two patterns overlapping
on their inputs (only the first pattern A is correctly learnt). Case 1 shows successful
retrieval of the two pairs A{ —» A0 and Bt —» B0 (that is correct activation of the output
units of the corresponding pattern after the correct time delay), but accompanied
with spurious activation of other units after or before activation of the correct ones.
This example shows that patterns which overlap on their inputs can sometimes be
correctly learnt (and retrieved) when using the information on time delay of occurrence
of a pattern. It is thus an improvement as compared to the case when using only
information on the spatial structure of the pattern, i.e. the confidence factor (recall
that in that case only orthogonal patterns could be learnt). However, this is only half
a solution, as correct retrieval of one output pattern is followed by spurious activation
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of the other pattern output. In order to eliminate the activation of the second pattern,
one should use the threshold rule on the number of active units as discussed on page
5.2.
5.1.6 Space and time efficiency
An important characteristic of the DRAMA architecture is that it is computationally
fast and cheap. We here evaluate more formally what we mean by this.
Training of the network requires a number of time steps of computation equal to two
times the number of connections, to update the connection parameters cf and tp. This
is faster than the usual backpropagation algorithm which requires n times the number
of connections, where n is the number of steps needed to reduce the error to a minimum
and is often bigger than 2. Retrieval of unit activity is also relatively fast, as it does
not require several time steps of computation (no convergence as e.g. in a Hopfield
net). Retrieval requires summing twice over all units in order to first calculate the
mean, maximal and minimal values of the cf and tp parameters which determine the
values of threshold factors and to then sum the vote for activation of each unit.
Good time efficiency of a neural network model has usually the disadvantage of bad
space efficiency. The decrease of the model's capacity in front of overlapping pattern
encoding (as discussed in section 5.1.2) leads to a poor space efficiency. By using the
three conditions on time and structure of the excitatory units pattern and on equal
number of voting units, we were able to improve the capacity of the model to reach a
maximal use of the encoding proportional to the square of the number of units of the
network. It is, however, lower than the maximal combinatorial capacity of a network
of N units, which is equal to IV!.
Space efficiency is also determined by the number of global variables which are used
by the network. The DRAMA architecture requires space for six times the number of
connections to store the three parameters associated to all (directional) connections of
the network. This is a higher number of global variables than usual NNs which use
only one parameter per connection.
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5.2 Sequence learning
In the previous section, we discussed the model performance for associating two input-
output patterns. We consider here the model performance at learning sequences ofmore
than two patterns. For this discussion, we consider a variation of the DRAMA retrieval
algorithm described in section 4.3.5, p. 68. In addition to the two conditions on the
confidence factor and time parameters encapsulated by the function G in equation
4.3 (p. 68), we add a third condition which requires that all units activated at time
of retrieval agree on the activation of the output unit for this to be activated. This
condition is similar to the threshold-based retrieval algorithm used in the original
version of the Willshaw network (see section 4.3.1). This version of retrieval algorithm
is used in the experiments reported in chapter 11.
The present version allows us to point out the two following facts: 1) the duration of the
sequence that can be learned by the network is not restricted to that of the short-term
memory M, as by transitivity of the associations a sequence of n steps can be derived
from the association of shorter consecutive sequences; 2) the sequence is not restricted
to include only strictly different patterns, but can be composed of several occurrences
of the same pattern(s) (e.g. the sequence ABCDEFCDG with repetition of the sub-
pattern CD). This second result is due to the third condition, which requires the
agreement of all voting units for the activation of the output pattern. Let us consider
the sequence example ABCDEFCDG, with the following timing A(t) —> B(t + 1) —>•
C(t + 2) —^ D(t + 3) —^ E(t + 4) —F(t + 5) —^ C{t -I- 6) —^ D(t -)- 7) —^ G(t -t- 8) and
a short-term memory duration equal to 3 steps, such that the following associations
are being made among others: B —> E,F —> G. Activation of patterns E and G
after activation of the subgroup CD is determined by the vote of patterns B and F
respectively, in addition to the votes of C and D.
Correct retrieval of sequences which loop on one of the patterns or on a subgroup
of patterns creates specific conditions for the patterns' structure and timing of the
sequence. Let the training sequence be of the form ABCDEFCDG. Then learning is
successful if:
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1. The memory duration M is long enough to allow association between the patterns
preceding and following the subsequence on which the sequence loop (i.e.B, E
and F, G in the example).
2. If the number of occurrences of the same sub-pattern in the sequence is inferior
to the threshold on confidence factors T so that it becomes activated: i.e in the
example if NCD = 2 < T, so that Nbe=cJce=c!de >= T
3. If the pattern or subgroup of patterns on which the sequence loops does not occur
at the beginning of the sequence, as a pattern previous to the loop is necessary
to determine the activation of the correct subsequent pattern.
Note that learning a sequence with an internal loop is equivalent to learning two
sequences with a common sub-pattern (e.g. ABCDF and FCDG). Previous results
imply then that the number of sequences that can be learned is not restricted, as long
as the structure and temporal pattern of occurrence satisfy the previously mentioned
conditions on M, e and T.
5.2.1 Learning algorithm for the short-term memory parameter
The previous sections pointed out the importance of correctly choosing the values for
the three learning parameters of our system, namely T, M and e and determined
bounds for these values relative to the structure of the training patterns and the per¬
centage of noise in the system. However, as mentioned earlier, it is seldom the case
that we can access this information before learning. Therefore, it is desirable to define
a learning algorithm for tuning these parameters on-line, that is together with the
associative learning process. In section 5.1.4, page 89, we gave a possible example of
how to calculate on-line the values of the thresholds T and e. M can also be updated
on-line according to the following algorithm:
If e < 0.1 • M then M = M + y")(pj — m) (5.4)
i
where pi is the predicted activation of unit i. M is updated only once the error on
time e has settled to a small value. M is either increased or decreased depending on
whether there has been more unpredicted unit activations (a zero activity prediction
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while measuring a unit activation) than incorrectly predicted unit activations (a non
zero activity prediction while measuring no unit activation).
Performance of the learning algorithm was evaluated through simulation for learn¬
ing two types of sequences, namely ABCDE and ABCDEFCDG, for different noise
proportions (the variation of the time delay of activation of each pattern) and with
different starting value for the memory duration (10 times lower or bigger than the cor¬
rect one). Results showed that the algorithm had converged after less than 50 trials up
to 40% and 20% (by respect to each sequence) of noise. Statistical fluctuations around
the correct value of M were observed when learning the sequence ABCDEFCDG
with more than 20% of noise. Figure 5.4 top shows the variation of the parameters
e and M and the error (number of incorrect prediction) while learning the sequence
ABCDEFCDG with 20% of noise (variation in the timing of pattern occurrence) in
the input. Convergence of the parameter values is achieved after 36 presentations of
the sequence, that is the error is equal to zero. The time threshold has settled at a
minimal value of 2, which is equal to the maximal variation in the timing of pattern
occurrence (noise), and the value of the short-term memory has settled to a value com¬
prised between the minimal and maximal value required by the conditions of section
5.2. Figure 5.4 bottom shows superposed plots of the retrieved (straight line) and
training (dotted line) pattern activation when learning the sequence ABCDEFCDG
under 20% of noise. The figure shows snapshots of (left) the three first cycles of the
training, i.e. before convergence, and (right) the 37th training cycle, i.e. after conver¬
gence. The retrieved pattern activity begins only at the second cycle for pattern C and
is incorrect in the third cycle as patterns E and G are activated twice instead of once.
Retrieved and training pattern activity match for all patterns, apart from A, in the
37th cycle. Pattern A is the activation pattern for retrieval of the series; pattern A is
not retrieved as it has not been correlated to any other pattern (the time lag between
the end of one series, G pattern, and beginning of a new one, A pattern, is too long
for A and G to be associated). The retrieved activations of patterns B, D, E, F and
G occur slightly earlier than the training ones, in the margin of the 20% of noise (the
variation of the time delay of activation of each pattern).
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Figure 5.4: Top: Variation of short-term memory, error and time threshold during the training
of the sequence ABCDEFCDG. Bottom: Superposed plots of the retrieved (straight line)
and training (dotted line) pattern activation along the training; the figure shows snapshots
of (left) the three first cycles of the training and (right) the 37th training cycle, that is after
convergence.
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5.2.2 The dynamics of the network
The study of the stability of RNNs has led to an important amount of literature. In
this section, however, we do not make a complete analysis of the stability of DRAMA'S
dynamics, but rather give some directions which could be used for a complete analysis
(which is beyond the scope of this thesis).
The DRAMA network has a discrete finite number of states, which are determined
by the number of combination of states (1/0) of its units. Therefore, it might be
appropriate to study its dynamics by comparison to a Finite State Machine (FSM) or
to a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Many works have treated the relationship between
RNNs and FSMs (see [etal. 95], [Giles et al. 94], [Giles 92], [Kolen 94]) and between
RNNs and HMM (e.g. [Bridle 90], [Bengio 96a], [Rumelhart et al. 86]). The transition
probability from a state to another in the DRAMA network is determined by the history
of state activation within a short period of time (equal to the short-term memory).
This makes the model comparable to a HMMs of order k, where k is the number of
processing cycles which can occur within the memory period. A general advantage
of RNNs over HMMs is that RNNs can take explicitly into account the contextual
information over several time steps, while in HMMs information on more than one
time step has to be encapsulated into a single hidden state variable. Training of a
HMM consists then not only of evaluating the probability function of state transition
(equivalent to updating the RNNs connection parameters) but also of evaluating the
Hidden state variables (which is a non trivial problem [Bengio 96a]). The dynamics
of the DRAMA architecture could then be evaluated following the same approach as
this taken to evaluate other discrete-time, discrete value stochastic systems, such as
FSMs and HMMs. In the following, we discuss shortly the form which the orbits of
the DRAMA network's state dynamics could take.
Figure 5.5 top shows three types of orbits which result from learning time series of
the type 1) ABA, cyclic orbit; 2) ABCDE and HJCKE, crossing orbits on state
C; 3) ABCDEFCDG, orbit with a loop on states CD and divergence on state D.
The second and third examples result from the property of the DRAMA architecture
at learning different time series with common sub-patterns (see section 5.2). This
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characteristic of the architecture allows it also to learn combination of series of the
type of the three above examples. Figure 5.5 bottom shows the orbits formed by
retrieval of the network's associations, when the network has been trained with the
three overlapping sequences ABCDEFCDG, HIEJK, MIM. The length of the
curve between two points in the graph represent the time to go from one state to the
other, which is different for each pattern, as the network is sensitive to real time delay.
Note that the notation ABCD etc. is arbitrary and does not represent a structural
similarity between these states. However, recall from section 5.1.2, p. 85, that only
structurally different (which have no common active units) inputs can be mutually
associated.
As we can see, the dynamics of the DRAMA network can become relatively complex,
when the network is trained with overlapping time series. The example of figure 5.5
bottom shows that, depending on the initial conditions (starting state), the dynamics
of the network forms either a cyclic orbit, transition from state I to state M and vice-
versa, or a diverging orbit with one of the three states D, E and I as divergence point.
There is no unique attractor state. At any point of time, the network converges to a
different attractor which is determined by the history of state activation during the
short-term memory period. The transition from a state to another relies on satisfying
the conditions on time and structure of these previous states (i.e. conditions on the two
connection parameters). Transition between structurally similar states (states which
are close in terms of Euclidean distance) is not easier than between structurally different
states. Moreover, starting from structurally close states, the network can converge to
structurally far apart states. A network's dynamics which leads to convergence to far
apart states when starting from neighbour states is called chaotic [Haykin 94], The
stability of the DRAMA network can become chaotic, under a loose interpretation
of the above definition, when the network has been trained over the maximum of its
capacity. In this case, the network has been trained with numerous overlapping time
series, which have involved all states of the network. Each state of the network will
then correspond to a divergence point for two or more orbits, similarly to the points E,
D, and I of figure 5.5. In this case, there might be no stable state any more, that is all
series will be linked to each other and retrieval of one will lead to infinite retrieval of
all other series. In particular, if the conditions of the neuronal activation function (see
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Cyclic Crossing Loop
A
<- short-term memory duration->
Figure 5.5: Possible orbits of the network's dynamic.
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p. 68) on the time and structure of the sequence patterns are not respected, it is to be
expected that the retrieval dynamics might be very sensitive to initial conditions. For
instance, small variation of the values of the thresholds on time and structure, e and
T, might lead to very different retrieval series.
5.3 Summary
The discussion of the previous sections of this chapter have shown the following func¬
tional characteristics for the DRAMA architecture:
1) The capacity of the network decreases importantly with overlapping encoding of
the data; an orthogonal encoding is then preferable when possible, however leading
to a poor space efficiency. The maximal capacity of the network is proportional to
one time its size for storing pairs of input-output patterns with fixed delay and pro¬
portional to the square of its size for storing pairs with variable time delay. 2) Using
the full capacity of the network, retrieval performance is perfect up to a proportion
of 30% of noisy data; otherwise the performance decreases up to a minimal propor¬
tion of 90% overlap between retrieved and training data. 3) The model can learn
sequences of pattern activation of the following types: (i) ABCDEF, i.e. a n steps
sequence whose duration can be longer than the short-term memory, as it can be de¬
rived, by transitivity of the associations, from the association of shorter consecutive
sequences (ii) a sequence composed of several occurrences of the same pattern(s) (e.g.
ABCDEFCDG with repetition of the subpattern CD or ABBBCD with three oc¬
currences of the pattern B). 4) Retrieval depends on correctly choosing the values of
the three learning parameters, namely short-term memory duration, threshold on time
parameter and threshold on confidence factor parameter; these values depends on the
proportion of noise (imprecise sequence timing and spurious unit activation) and on
the sequence type; theoretical boundaries are determined for these parameters. 5) An
algorithm for tuning the learning parameters simultaneously to updating the network
connection parameters is defined and validated through numerical simulations. 6) Fi¬
nally, because training uses a one time-step algorithm, the model is computationally
fast and inexpensive, which allows its implementation for real time computation and
on-line learning in a basic hardware system. We describe such an implementation in
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the chapters 6 to 11.
In table 6.1, we show the complete training algorithm of the DRAMA architecture
with on-line training of the threshold and memory parameters.
^^ Table 5.5: Complete Training algorithm
1: Present an input I to the system. Compute the output of the
corresponding event detector following equation 4.1.
2: Compute output yi of all units i of the DRAMA network,
according to equation 4.2.
3: Update the connection parameters of the DRAMA network:
If 3 i and j (units of the DRAMA network), s.t.
yi = 1 and ijj > 0, update the parameters cfji
and tpji of the connection from unit j to i
according to equations 4.5 and 4.4.
4: Update the learning parameters T, e and M according to
equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.
5.3.1 Discussion
In chapter 3, we presented the functional properties of the DRAMA architecture and
discussed these by comparison to other NN models for associative learning and time
series prediction. In previous sections of this chapter, we discussed the performance
of the model. We conclude this discussion by comparing the DRAMA properties as a
learning architecture to Schaal's list of important criteria for a NN model [Schaal 99].
Our choice of referring to this list was motivated by the fact that several of these criteria
are relevant to applications on robot learning (Schaal does not refer to a particular
application).
• Autonomy: How many parameters of the learning approach need human or heur¬
istic adjustment, like, for instance, learning rates?
The values of the threshold parameters and of the short-term memory need to be
carefully chosen to allow successful learning. In section 5.2.1, we have proposed
an algorithm for on-line tuning of their values.
• Bias: Is the learning algorithm inherently biased towards certain solutions, or, if
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desired, can bias be incorporated easil?.
The learning algorithm is not biased toward any particular direction of associ¬
ation. Moreover, the general learning, which uses an infinite short-term memory,
is not biased to make any specific association. However, it can be biased by re¬
straining the direction of association between different sensor systems, by fixing
the value of short-term memory to allow association only between events not
older than a fixed limit and by fixing the value of the threshold parameters to
limit by hand the acceptable percentage of noise of the data. Such bias have
been used in some of the experiments, reported in chapters 6 to 11, in order to
speed up learning, when sufficient information was available to fix in advance
these parameters.
Continuous Learning: Can the learning system be trained forever without reaching
a limit of its adaptation capacity or degrading its performance?
The DRAMA network is particularly well suited for continuous learning, such
as adaptive learning of a robot (see experiments of chapters 7 to 11). New
information is incorporated to previous information smoothly as the effect of
the weight update. New information will erase previous information only if the
two information are incompatible (following constraints on the input regularity
mentioned in section 5.1.2). The capacity of the model is however limited to a
maximal number of binary associations of input pairs of order 1 of the network
size (see p. 85) and a maximal number of time series of input of order 2 of the
network size (see section p. 91).
Capacity: How many parameters are required to represent a given amount of
experience?
Information is contained in the active bits of the input patterns to the network.
Representing experience (activation by an input pattern) in the DRAMA network
consists of keeping a record of coactivation of the network units. There need
two parameters, the time parameter and confidence factor associated with each
connection, to represent each experience of coactivation of two units.
Plasticity: How well can learning follow a dynamically changing environment?
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The time needed for the system to answer correctly to new information corres¬
ponds to the time for this information to erase the memory of previous one, which
is incompatible with the new information. This corresponds to the cases when
the correlation involves perceptual stimuli which have been previously correlated
with other stimuli.
Let us consider the example of a robot which learns to predict new perceptions
given an action pattern, see before. The robot will begin to predict the correct
stimuli once it has perceived the action-stimuli pair a number of times equal to
a percentage (fixed by the threshold T of the neuronal activation function 4.2,
see p. 68) of the number of times it perceived the previous action-stimuli pair.
The speed of adaptation is thus fixed by the threshold on activation and the
frequency of action-stimuli occurrence. The robot's adaptation will thus never
be immediate (unless the new stimuli pair is compatible with previous learning).
Moreover, if the threshold is high and the number of action-stimuli occurrences
is slow compared to the dynamics of change of the environment, the robot might
fail to adapt on time.
Generalisation: How well does the learning box infer an appropriate output for
an unknown input?
Presenting an unknown (not training) input might result in 1) no further unit
activation if the input shares no subpattern of unit activity with any of the
training inputs; 2) retrieval of the complete output of the training input pattern
with which the input shares common subpattern of unit activation (e.g. learning
input-output pattern [0011] —> [1100], then presenting [0010] will retrieve [1100],
see section 5.1.2 for explanations).
Incremental Learning: Is learning possible in an experience by experience way?
Incremental learning is the way Hebbian learning works and so the DRAMA
architecture.
Interference: Does previous learner knowledge degrade if new data is incorporated
in the learning box?
Previous knowledge will be forgotten if the new knowledge is incompatible with
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the new one and this after that the new knowledge has been presented a sufficient
amount of time (see response to the above plasticity question).
Interpretation: When opening the 'black box', is it possible to interpret the way
the correlation between input and output data has been established?
Interpretation of the correlation between inputs pair in the DRAMA network is
straightforward. It consists of looking at the values of the connection parameters
between active units of each input.
Lookup Speed: How quickly can a response be formed, i.e., what is the computa¬
tional complexity of a lookup?
The retrieval algorithm uses one time step computation. Thus, the response of
the system is immediate.
Scaling: How well does the learning approach scale when increasing the dimen¬
sionality of the problem?
If increasing the dimensionality of the problem consists of increasing the number
of features of the input patterns and consequently the number of units of the
network (each unit encoding for a feature), then the learning algorithm is the
same as with a lower number of network units. Scaling up of the network size
and thus of the learning approach is limited only by the capacity of the system
used for the computation of storing the required number of global variables. Note
that the number of features which can be encoded by a given number of network
units is limited, see evaluation of the network capacity section 5.1.2.
Real time learning: How quickly can the learning box extract the relevant inform¬
ation from new experiences and incorporate it into its representation?
Relevant information, that is the spatial and temporal aspect of the training
pattern, is immediately incorporated into the network representation through the
update of the time parameter and confidence factor parameters of the network
connections.
Statistical Measures: Is it possible to make qualitative and quantitative, usually
statistical statements, about the quality of what has been learned?
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The learning principle of the DRAMA architecture is based on statistical the¬
ory, similarly to other Hebbian networks; that is, learning results from process
of statistical elimination among all possible input-output pairs, where the most
likely pairs, i.e. the most frequently observed, are chosen. The quality of the
learning, that is record of the correct correlation between units, can be evaluated
quantitatively and qualitatively by comparing the parameter values of the con¬
nection between correlated and uncorrelated units. Qualitative statement about
the the fact that two units have been correlated can be made by observing no
zero value for the parameters of the connection linking these units. Quantitat¬
ive statement about the correctness of the learning can be made by evaluating
the ratio of parameters values between correctly and incorrectly correlated units.
Correct learning has occurred when the ratio is greater than the threshold used
by the retrieval function (see section 7.1.3).
Chapter 6
Overview of the robotic
experiments
The DRAMA architecture described in chapter 4 provides a general control architecture
framework for an autonomous robot. It allows on-line learning of spatio-temporal
regularities across the multiple sensor-actuator modalities of the robot; that is, learning
of time series of sensor-actuator, actuator-sensor, sensor-sensor and actuator-actuator
inputs. It provides control of the robot's behaviour through retrieval of learned or
predefined sensor-actuator sequences. Basic behaviour can be determined by fixing
the connections of the DRAMA network between specific sensor and actuator systems
of the robot. The DRAMA architecture is general in the sense that its structure
and functioning make no assumptions on the type of robots, i.e. the robot's sensors,
actuators and body structure, which should be used.
In the next five chapters (chapters 7 to 11), we report on the implementation of
DRAMA in different robotic experiments carried out in simulated and physical en¬
vironments. We use three types of physical robots: a doll-shaped robot and two pairs
of wheeled vehicles, whose structure is made of LEGO (for one pair) and of Fischer-
Technik (for the other pair). The shape and sensors of each of these robots are different.
Experiments with the wheel-based vehicles are done in different physical environments:
a hilly area (section 7.1.2), a series of corridors (section 7.2.1 and chapter 10) and an
office environment (section 9.3).
In the experiments, the DRAMA architecture is used to dynamically control the robot's
behaviour and learning. At each time step (one time step equals one processing cycle),
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the robot's behaviour is determined by retrieving the motor outputs given the current
sensor inputs. Basic behaviours of obstacle avoidance and phototaxis are predefined by
setting the parameter values of connections between specific sensor-motor units of the
DRAMA network. Learning is performed continuously by updating the parameters
of the DRAMA network's connections following variations measured in the robot's
sensor-motor state.
The first section of this chapter gives a detailed description of the robots' hardware
and the simulator software implementation, which we use in experiments of chapters
7 to 10. The hardware of the doll robot, called Robota, which is used in experiments
of chapter 11 is described in section 11.1. The second section describes the processing
of the robot's sensors and actuators through the DRAMA architecture. The third
section briefly summarises the content of each experiment, which are reported in the
next chapters.
6.1 Hardware and Software description
We describe here the hardware of the LEGO wheel-based robots and the simulator
software, which are used in experiments reported in chapters 7 to 10 (the exceptions
are the experiments reported in sections 7.1.2 and 9.1, which use FischerTechnik robots;
these robots are described in [Billard & Dautenhahn 97a]).
6.1.1 The robots
We use two autonomous LEGO robots, which act respectively as teacher and learner
in the experiments. Each robot is equipped with one frontal infra-red sensor and one
frontal bumper (sensitive to right/left direction of bumps) to detect obstacles. They
have two sets of two light detectors. One set is used for the two robots to detect each
other (and to follow each other by phototaxis, see section 7.1.1); the detectors are
placed on the front of the learner robot and on the back of the teacher robot. Each
robot carries a bright halogen bulb, which they can detect within 40 cm distance. The
second set of light detectors is located underneath the robots' bodies, together with a
small light bulb. This set-up is used to detect different ground surfaces which result
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in a variation of the light bulb reflectivity.
Each robot is provided with a compass, made of two earth magnetic field detectors
(product of Speake & Co Ltd.) placed on a plane at an angle of 90 degrees to one
another. The compass has a maximal sensitivity of 3 to 5 degrees. In the experiment,
it is used to distinguish between bearings of 22.5 degrees. The robots have a radio
transceiver (emitter and receiver), made of a low power UHF data transceiver module
(product of Radiometrix Ltd.). It is used to transmit signals between the teacher
robot or the human instructor and the learner robot (i.e. to transmit teaching signals)
and from the learner robot to a radio transceiver on the bench (i.e. to collect data).
The radio transmission is based on a protocol developed by Alexander Colquhoun
[Colquhoun 96]. Each transmission is composed of two bytes. In the experiments, the
first byte is used to distinguish between transmission from the teacher robot and the
learner robot; these are recorded by a radio receiver placed on the bench, in order to
evaluate the progress of the teaching. The second byte is used to encode the signal
sent by the teacher robot to the learner robot, which represents the word the learner
robot has to associate with other of its sensor measurements (which stand for the
meaning of the word). The signals are composed of a 1-byte radio signal with only
1-bit activated, i.e. orthogonal encoding. For instance, the two signals standing for
"North" and "Stop" in the experiments of section 7.1.3 are encoded as follows: 'North'
= (10000000), 'Stop' = (00000001). In our agents' 'language' 8-bits can encode 8
'words'.
As the DRAMA architecture capacity decreases in the face of overlapping data (see
section 5.1.1), we chose to use an orthogonal encoding for all sensor measurements
apart from those giving the motor activity (see section 6.2 for a description of the
motor activity encoding). The sensor measurements of each sensor are sampled, such
that each bit of the bit-string which represents the sensor measurement corresponds to
a specific zone of sensitivity (see sections 4.3.3 and 6.2 for a description of the sensor
encoding). The range and sensitivity of all the sensors used by each robot are given
in the table 6.1, together with the length of the bit-strings used to represent each
sensor information. The robot controller is made of a micro-controller with 512k byte
EPROM space and 128k byte Static RAM. The CPU (central Processing Unit) is a
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Phillips 93C100 series 68000 compatible running at 30 MHz.
1 Infra-Red detector
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2 Ldrs sensors (underneath the chassis)
Figure 6.1: Top: schema of the LEGO robots' structure. Bottom: picture of the learner
robot inside the Dodgem cage.
Table 6.1: Range and sensitivity of the robots' sensors
Physical Exp. Simulations
Sensor type Sensitivity Encoding Sensitivity Encoding
Bumpers 0cm (touch contact) active/inactive (1 bit) None -
Whiskers 0-15cm lateral active/inactive (1 bit) None -
Infra-red 15° and 0-40cm 2 levels (2 bits) 180° and 0-45cm 8 quadrants/bits
Light front 180° and 0 - 10s Lux 2 levels/sensor (4 bits) 180° and 0-45cm 8 quadrants/bits
Colours None - 3 types 3 bits
Light/Inch 0 - 105 Lux 2 levels (2 bits) 3 levels 3 bits
Compass bearings of 3 — 5° 16 bits bearings of 22.5° 16 bits
Energy None - 14 levels 14 bits
Radio 418 MHz, whole arena 8 bits whole arena 3 to 31 bits
The experiments are carried out inside a rectangular cage of 2.5m by 2m by 0.5m,
in which the robots are continuously recharged similarly to the system used in the
'Dodgem' (bumping cars) game. The cage is made of a wood structure, with roof
and ground made of an aluminium grid. Roof and bottom of the arena are electrified,
creating a potential difference of 10V between them. The robots carry a long stick
touching both ends of the cage from which they receive the current to power their
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battery and light bulb. In figure 6.1, we show a schema of the robots' structure and a
picture of the learner robot inside the Dodgem cage.
We estimate that about 10 to 20% of the sensor measurements are noisy: 80% of the
radio transmissions are correctly received, i.e. if a signal is received, then it is received
perfectly. The noise corresponds to the case in which an emitted signal has not been
received. The quadrants given by the compass are correctly detected in about 90% of
the cases, incorrect readings being due either to a non homogeneity of the magnetic
field in the room, resulting from magnetic emission of the electrical machines in the
laboratory, or due to undesirable magnetic effects produced by the robot's motors and
the powering of the Dodgem cage. The above mentioned value of uncertainty of the
sensor measurements was evaluated by recording these sensor measurements over 1
hour, allowing the robot to wander freely in the environment. A radio signal was sent
every 2 seconds from the bench. The noise ratio is equal to the percentage of received
messages during this period. The detection of lighting direction was imprecise, as
it was very sensitive to variation of external lighting in the room (which is frequent
in Scotland!). The whiskers were observed to flicker (i.e. be activated), while not
in contact with an obstacle, as a result of the robot's sharp change of direction or
acceleration.
In order to improve the robot's light detectors and compass sensitivity we implemented
a mechanism to let the robot turn on the spot four times at the beginning of each
experiment, in order to measure the mean value of light intensity (ambient light for
frontal detectors and ground reflexivity for the detectors underneath the chassis) and
of the maximal and minimal components of the magnetic field. Prom its estimation of
the light intensity variation across the room (on averaging the variation of its sampling
over a 360 degrees rotation), the robot would determine the threshold above which the
light intensity is produced by the lamp of the second robot. The robot would sample
its compass measurements into 16 equal size zones of sensitivity, delimited by the
measured mean values of maximal and minimal compass responses, which correspond
to the maximal and minimal components of magnetic field.
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6.1.2 The simulator
Simulation studies are carried out in a 2-D simulator, whose graphical representation
is done using the MATLAB environment. The simulated environment is a simplified
representation of the physical environment and consists of a rectangular arena whose
size and content change for each experiment. The number of robots interacting in the
arena varies also from one experiment to another, from two robots (chapter 7) to nine
robots (chapter 8).
The simulated robots are provided with the same sensor systems as the real robots
(apart from not having bumpers): light detectors for mutual recognition, infra red
sensors for obstacle avoidance, a radio transducer as the means of communication
and a compass to measure bearings of 22.5 degrees. Infra-red and light detectors are
defined as a cone of vision of 180 degrees, which is segmented into eight quadrants.
The measurement of the sensor is given by an 8-bit string where each bit corresponds
to the value measured in each of the eight quadrants (e.g. infra-red=( 11000000) stands
for an infra-red activation of the first two quadrants). The range of sensitivities of the
sensors of the simulated robots is given in table 6.1.
In the simulations, the behaviour of each robot is calculated separately, using the
same code as on the physical robots. Code is written in C and is processed serially.
The code of each experiment is stored in the DAI archives for further reference (see
/hame/audeb/audebdemo/ directory restricted to internal use; see the DAI for getting
access to it). The control of the robot's actions and learning through the DRAMA
architecture is described in section 6.2. The robots' sensor perceptions are simulated
by defining a specific measurement routine for each sensor. In order to reproduce reality
more faithfully, the simulated robots are provided with sensors showing a similar range
of sensitivity as those of the physical robots. For instance, similarly to the physical
robots, the sensitivity of their compass allows to distinguish only between bearings of
22.5 degrees. Similarly, the sensitivity of their light detectors is limited, which results
in imprecise alignment of the robots one behind the other when they follow each other
by means of phototaxis (see section 7.1.1 for explanation of the following routine). The
algorithm for the code of each experiment is given at the beginning of the main C files,
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which are stored in the DAI archives.
Note
All the electronic components, apart from the manufactured ones mentioned above in
the text, were built at the department of Artificial Intelligence (DAI) at the University
of Edinburgh. The Dodgem cage and the compass sensors were designed by the author
and built by the mechanical and electrical workshops of the DAI. The LEGO structure
of the robots have been built by the author with the help of Auke Jan Ijspeert. The
simulator environment was written by the author.
6.2 DRAMA processing of the robot's sensor and actu¬
ator information
This section describes the processing of the robot's sensor information through the
DRAMA architecture which leads to the control of the robot's actions and of its learn¬
ing. We assume that the reader has read chapter 4 and, thus, understands the func¬
tioning of the DRAMA architecture.




Connections learned through external teaching
Connections learned through self organisation
Figure 6.2: DRAMA connections state in the experiments.
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Figure 6.2 gives a schematic representation of the DRAMA architecture as used in
the experiments. We restrict the schema to depicting 4 sensor systems (radio, motors,
compass, infra-red sensor) for reasons of clarity of the picture. In each experiment,
the number of sensors used by the DRAMA architecture differs depending on the need
of the particular experiment. At the beginning of each experiment report, the exact
number and type of sensors is mentioned.
At each processing cycle, the DRAMA network output to the robot's motors is calcu¬
lated, in order to determine the motor activity defined by the activity of the DRAMA
motor units. The motor activity is encoded in a 3-bit string. Bit 1 determines the
state of activity of the motor (active/not = 1/0), bit 2 encodes for the direction
(forward/reverse = 1/0) while the third bit determines the speed (full/half = 1/0).
Basic behaviours, such as obstacle avoidance and mutual following of the robots (photo-
taxis with light detectors) are predefined by setting the connection parameters (namely
the confidence factors and time parameters) between the infra-red (IR) and light de¬
tector systems and the motor system. In order to perform a purely reactive behaviour,
the thresholds of the event detector modules of the IR and light sensor systems were set
to zero. Thus, the motor activity results from the threshold-based retrieval mechanism
applied on the inputs of these two sensors. In figure 6.2, we show the connectivity
between IR and motor systems, which results in the robot turning to the right when
facing an obstacle. The connections between the radio, compass and IR sensor systems,
shown in figure 6.2, represent the network connectivity after training. This refers to
the experiment of section 8.1, during which the robot learned to label objects, by asso¬
ciating different radio signals with the activation of the two infra-red detectors (object
detection) and with a particular compass direction (object location).
Figure 6.3 shows the variation of activity of the units corresponding to the left and
right motors, the compass, light, infra-red and radio sensors, during 1000 processing
cycles (each sensory system is in fact represented by more than one unit; what we
represent in figure 6.3 is the maximal activation of all units corresponding to this
system). Activation of the infra-red detector unit at times 210, 350, 430 and 780
produce an immediate deactivation of the right motor. The robot turns to the right
when it faces an obstacle, as was predefined by setting up the values of the connection
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parameters. As a result of the robot's rotation, a new value for the compass is measured
at time 450. Light detection (which corresponds to detecting the second robot) at time
380 and 500, produces a deactivation of left and right motors alternatively. As a result,
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Figure 6.3: Activity of the units corresponding to the left and right motor, the compass, light
and inclination sensors, during 1000 processing cycles.
The same motor process is used throughout all experiments, apart from the experiments
of chapter 11, using the doll robot. There, the doll robot's movements are directed
by a built-in process of up-down movement for the arms and left-right movement
for the head, which is activated by reception of infra-red sensor (see section 11.2 for
explanations). The learning process, that is association of sensor measurements, is the
same in all experiments (including those with the doll robot) and is explained in the
following.
In experiments of chapters 7,8,9 and 10, the behaviours of teacher and learner robots
are controlled by the same process as described above, that is they have the same
predefined basic behaviours. However, no learning mechanism is used for the teacher
and its knowledge of the vocabulary is defined by setting the connections between
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the radio sensor (words are radio signals) and other sensors, which correspond to the
sensor measurement which the words describe. The learner robot uses both the input
and the output of the radio module to receive the teacher's signals and to emit its
answer (which corresponds to its retrieval of the learned radio signal given its current
sensor measurements), which is recorded by the experimenter in order to evaluate the
progress of the robot's learning during the experiment. The teacher robot uses only
the output of its radio emitter to send the signals to the learner robot. It does not use
its input from the receiver. That is, the learner robot's transmissions is not used by the
teacher robot to check the efficiency of the teaching. For this reason, the teaching in
these experiments is completely unsupervised. However, in the experiments of section
7.2 and chapter 11, in which the teacher is a human, implicit supervision would occur,
as the teacher would sometimes insist on the teaching of some specific signals, when
she would notice (by checking the learned data, which the robot transmits via radio
link to the bench radio transceiver) that the robot had incorrectly learned those. As a
result, learning was faster and more efficient in the human-robot experiments.
Similarly to what is done for the motor activation, the teacher robot's ability to emit
radio signals (speaking/teaching) results from retrieving the output of the radio sensor
system, given the robot's current sensor-motor state. The teacher 'speaks' only when
it sees the learner. The inhibition of the activation of the radio output is obtained
by giving a very high value to the confidence factor of the connections between the
light detector units (learner recognition) and the radio output units. The input to this
connection is 1 as long as the learner is not in view, otherwise zero. Therefore, when
the learner is not in view, the activation of the light units wins the competition of
activation (because of its very high confidence factor value), inhibiting activation from
other sensor units. As a result, all the radio units are activated, which by definition
would produce no output.
Learning occurs when one unit in one sensor system is newly activated, that is when
the output of the event detector associated to this sensor system is activated. The
time parameters and confidence factors of the network's connections linking previously
or simultaneously activated units to the newly activated unit are then updated follow¬
ing equations 4.4 and 4.5 given in chapter 4. The time parameters give a measure of
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the mean time delay between consecutive activation of the two units, while the con¬
fidence factors record the frequency of co-activation of the two units. Note that, in
the experiments presented in chapters 7 and 8, we do not analyse the values of the
time parameters when we determine the success of the learning. These parameters
are mainly useful for the recording of sequences and are used in the experiments of
chapters 10 and 11.
The DRAMA network keeps a memory of each unit's activation for a fixed time delay,
which is determined by the rate of activation decrease along the unit's self-connection.
In the example of figure 6.3, a unit's activation is conserved for about 100 cycles by
the effect of the recurrent connections. The level of activity decreases by a ratio of
0.9 at each cycle. In figure 6.3, we can see the decrease of activation of the radio
and compass units (only the forty first cycles of decrease are visible; after that, the
values are too small to be distinguish from the X-axis). Motor, light and infra-red
units do not decrease because they are constantly maximally activated by the new
input (since there is no event detection for these sensor systems). When the radio
unit is activated, at cycles 380 and 890, it is associated just before its deactivation
with the following activation of the compass unit. These bidirectional associations
between simultaneous and sequential sensory activations lead to the learning of the
vocabulary, where radio bit-strings are associated with particular sensor activities.
Simultaneously, other associations occur between other sensor systems, which represent
physical regularities of the environment (e.g. associating the objects' features with the
objects' locations, which are given in polar coordinates in terms of compass and energy
measurements, as in section 8.1). Figure 6.2 shows an example of connections learned
after training of the network, that associate infra-red detector measurements (object
recognition) to two different compass measurements (location) and to two different
radio measurements (name), as described earlier in this section.
6.3 Summary of the experiments
We carried out several sets of experiments, in which we investigated different charac¬
teristics of the learning architecture. The experiments are reported in chapters 7 to
11, each chapter presenting a different subject of study. The order of the chapters
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correspond to both the chronological order of the experiments and to the increase in
the complexity of the study.
In chapters 7 and 8, we evaluate the network's capacity at making spatial association
across the the sensor-actuator state space of the robot. We first study (chapter 7) the
transmission of a vocabulary, i.e. a set of labels for categorising the robot's perceptions,
from a teacher robot to a learner robot and then from a human instructor to a robot.
In chapter 8, we investigate, through simulations, scaling up of the transmission of the
vocabulary to a group of robots. In chapter 9, we present three experiments, which
implement different algorithms for using the robot's understanding of the vocabulary
to command and to further teach the robot. In chapters 10 and 11, we evaluate the
network's ability for making spatio-temporal association and for learning time series
of the robot's perceptions. These experiments are carried out using a vehicle robot
(chapter 10) and a doll-shaped robot (chapter 11). We here give a brief overview of
these experiments.
Chapter 7: Grounding of a robot's perceptions and actions: An autonomous
mobile robot is taught a vocabulary to describe its internal perceptions (inclin¬
ation, orientation, movement) and external perceptions (object detection with
light or infra-red sensors). The robot associates radio signals (words), emitted
by a teacher agent, another robot (section 7.1) or a human instructor (section
7.2). Teaching occurs as part of an imitative strategy, namely the learner robot
follows the teacher robot. Figure 6.4 illustrates these experiments. On the left,
we see the learner robot following the teacher robot, which climbs up a hill. The
teacher robot sends a radio signal to label the inclination perception of going up.
On the right, we see the human instructor carrying a lamp, with which she guides
the robot and a radio emitter, with which she sends different signals to label the
robot's different perceptions of orientation. Experiments are carried out in simu¬
lated and physical environments. In section 7.1.1, we report on two experiments
in which we use a simpler version of the learning architecture, as compared to
DRAMA. This first architecture was a preliminary version of DRAMA, the full
version of which was designed to improve some of the limitations of the first ar¬
chitecture, which were pointed out by the results of these first two experiments.
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All experiments of chapters 7 to 11 apart from those of sections 7.1.1 and 9.1 use
the complete DRAMA architecture described in chapter 4.
Figure 6.4: Experiments of chapter 7: transmission of a vocabulary from a teacher
robot (left) or human instructor (right) to a learner robot.
Chapter 8: Grounding of perceptions of a group of robots: A group of nine
robots wander in an environment, which contains nine hills (big coloured patches
in figure 6.5 left). There is one teacher robot, in red, and eight learner robots.
The teacher teaches a vocabulary to label each of the nine hills. We study the
conditions under which each learner robot can become teacher when sufficiently
confident in its learning. In addition, we investigate the benefit of the imitative
strategy on the success of the learning.
Chapter 9: Using the robot's communicative skills: In three case-study exper¬
iments, the robot uses its understanding of the vocabulary learned in three dif¬
ferent experiments of chapters 7 and 8 in order (1) to find another robot, when
this one is telling its location: being on the hill or on the plane (this follows
the experiment illustrated in figure 6.4 left); (2) to learn the location of objects,
when it hears another robot saying it (this follows the experiment illustrated in
figure 6.5); (3) to obey a human instructor, who send it radio signals to direct
its travel across an office environment (this follows the experiment illustrated in
figure 6.4 right). Experiments are carried out with physical robots for the first
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Figure 6.5: Experiment of chapter 8: Transmission of a vocabulary in a group of robot,
and third one and in simulation for the second.
The experiment of section 9.1 uses a simpler version of the learning architecture
as compared to DRAMA. This experiment follows from experiments of section
7.1.1 and uses the same architecture as those experiments.
Chapter 10: Grounding of the robot's sequence of perceptions: An autonom¬
ous robot learns time series of perceptions, when travelling in a series of three
corridors. Similarly to experiment of chapter 7, the learner robot follows a teacher
robot, which emits radio signals each time it passes from a corridor to the other
(in order to label its orientation). The learner robot learns the timing and or¬
dering in which compass, radio and light (for the aluminium plate lying in the
second corridor) measurements occur as a result of its regular wandering in the
series of corridors and of the regular radio signal emission of the teacher robot.
Experiments are carried out both in simulation and in physical set-up. Figure
6.6 top shows a picture of the two robots when engaging in the second corridor,
in front of the aluminium plate.
Chapter 11: Experiment with Robota, the doll robot: An autonomous doll-
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shaped robot, called Robota is taught by a human instructor to perform and
label different sequences of actions (dance patterns). Teaching occurs through
an imitation game, whereby the robot mirrors the instructor arm and head move¬
ments (see illustration of figure 6.6 bottom). In a second experiment, the robot
is taught combinations of words, which form English proto-sentences, to describe
its interaction with the instructor.
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Figure 6.6: Top: Experiment of chapter 10: teacher and learner robots travel in a series
of three corridors. Bottom: Experiment of chapter 11: a human instructor teaches
Robota, the doll robot, a vocabulary to label sequences of arm and head movements.
Chapter 7
Grounding of a robot's
perceptions and actions
In this chapter, we report on the implementation of the DRAMA architecture in ex¬
periments in which an autonomous mobile robot is taught a vocabulary to describe
its perceptions and actions. The robot grounds the meaning of signals given by an
instructor, another robot or a human, onto different states of its sensors and actuators.
These experiments intend to evaluate the network's ability for making spatial associ¬
ation across the sensor-actuator state space of the robot. Experiments are carried out
both in simulated and physical environments. We report on two sets of experiments.
In the first set (section 7.1), a learner robot is taught by a teacher robot. Three
experiments are carried out. In the first experiment, the learner robot is taught a
vocabulary to describe its movements. In the second experiment, the robot is taught
a vocabulary to describe different perceptions of inclination. These two experiments
use a simpler version of the learning architecture, as compared to DRAMA. This
first architecture was a preliminary version of DRAMA, the full version of which was
designed to improve some of the limitations of the first architecture, which were pointed
out by the results of these first two experiments. In the third experiment, the robot
is controlled by the DRAMA architecture and it is taught a vocabulary to describe
its movements and its orientation. In the second set of experiments (section 7.2), the
learner robot is taught by a human instructor. Two experiments are carried out. In the
first experiment, the robot is taught a vocabulary to describe its orientation relative
to four quadrants of a compass. In the second, it is taught a vocabulary to describe
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objects in its environment. In section 7.3, we discuss and summarise the main findings
of these experiments.
7.1 Transmitting a vocabulary from a teacher robot to a
learner robot
This section reports on three experiments in which a learner robot is taught by a teacher
robot. Teaching occurs as part of a teacher-learner scenario based on an imitative
strategy, namely following by mutual phototaxis of the two agents. The same scenario
is used in experiments of chapters 8 and 9. In this section, we describe first the teaching
scenario and then report on each experiment separately. The first two experiments are
described together in section 7.1.2, as we use for both of them a simpler version of
the learning architecture (as compared to DRAMA). We then report in section 7.1.3
on a reproduction of the first experiment of section 7.1.2, while using the DRAMA
architecture and compare the results of both experiments. The experiments of section
7.1.3 are carried out using both physical and simulated environments.
7.1.1 Imitative strategy
Transmission of the vocabulary occurs as part of an implicit imitation of the teacher
robot's movements by the learner robot, which results from the learner following the
teacher. Following proceeds from mutual phototaxis of the two agents. Each robot
detects the other by tracking a light attached to the other robot. The light bulbs and
detectors are placed on the front of the learner robot and on the back of the teacher
robot. Thus, the teacher robot is always leading, followed closely by the learner robot.
Because tracking is mutual, it results in a smooth binding between the two agents. The
agents seldom lose sight of each other, as if the learner runs slower the teacher waits
for him (that is, the robot stops for a short delay when it does not see lights behind
it any more), and they find each other easily as they are both looking for each other.
The robots align one behind the other, by adjusting their position using the difference
in light intensity between their two light detectors, which are placed at 45 degrees (see
figure 6.1 left).
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Figure 7.1: Teaching Scenario: A teacher robot (1) teaches a learner robot (2) a vocabulary
to describe (left) its actions and orientation and (right) its inclination and light intensity
measurements. While following the teacher, the learner robot grounds the teacher's 'words'
onto its own observations.
While the two agents wander randomly in the environment, following each other, the
teacher sends radio signals, i.e. 'words', to describe its external perceptions, e.g. light
intensity measurements, or internal perceptions, e.g. orientation or inclination (see
figure 7.1). The learner attaches a meaning to the teacher's signals in terms of its
own perceptions; that is its own perception of light and its own measure of inclination
or orientation. While they are bounded by the following process, learner and teacher
agents are set in a position from which they share a common context of both external
(facing the same direction) and internal (performing the same movement, travel the
same distance and over the same ground) perceptions. This implicit similarity between
the two agents' perceptions is what enables the learner to make sense of the teacher's
words, as the teacher talks only of what it senses, unaware of the learner's actual per¬
ceptions. It is thus an unsupervised teaching strategy. Learning of word-observation
pairs results from the statistical associative process provided by the DRAMA archi¬
tecture (see section 4.3.5 for explanations), where incorrect associations, which arise
from a mismatch between the agents' observations, are discarded compared to correct
ones by a process of statistical elimination depending on their relative frequency of
occurrence.
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7.1.2 Symbol grounding using a simultaneous association process
Two preliminary experiments were done using a simpler version of the DRAMA ar¬
chitecture described in chapter 4. The learning architecture we use here consists of
the Willshaw net, see section 4.3.1, added to the confidence factor. In other words, it
corresponds to the DRAMA architecture using only the confidence factor parameters
and without recurrent connections. This architecture has no event detector modules
(which is used in DRAMA to segment the continuous flow of sensor information, see
section 4.3.4), thus, sensor information was processed continuously. Because there was
no short-term memory of a unit activation, which is provided by the self-connections
on the units in the DRAMA architecture (see section 4.3.5), association is done only
between simultaneously measured sensor information. A complete description of this
architecture is given in [Billard 96].
The first experiment was carried out at VUB with LEGO robots at the department
of Artificial Intelligence (DAI) at the University of Edinburgh. The second experi¬
ment was done with FischerTechnik robots at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at
the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB-AI). A complete report of these two experiments
can be found in DAI technical reports [Billard 96] and [Billard & Dautenhahn 97b] re¬
spectively. Shorter reports of these experiments were published in conference proceed¬
ings [Billard & Hayes 97b, Billard & Dautenhahn 97a]. In this section, we summarise
briefly these experiments and their results, in order to point out the advantages of
DRAMA over the simpler architecture for improving the performance of the learning,
which is demonstrated in the experiments of section 7.1.2.
Experimental set-up
The first experiment, carried out with LEGO robots, consisted of teaching the robot
a vocabulary to describe its four actions of moving forward, turning left, turning right
and stopping. This experiment was done at DAI, using a round arena, encircled by walls
with no obstacles inside. In the second experiment, carried out with FischerTechnik
robots, the learner robot was taught to distinguish between three inclination states,
which corresponded to moving on the plane and climbing up and down a hill. The
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Figure 7.2: Left: Picture of the two LEGO robots. Right: Picture of the two FischerTechnik
robots, beginning to climb the hill
environment, at the VUB-AI, consisted of a rectangular arena with a hill of 17 degrees
inclination in the middle. In figure 7.2, we show two pictures of the teacher and learner
robots in their respective environments.
Results and discussion
Figure 7.3 shows the results of this experiment. The learning success of this experiment
was measured in two ways: 1) we placed the robot in seven different positions on the
hill (which are shown on the schema of figure 7.3 top right) and measured its responses
(i.e. the robot activated a light pattern on 8 LEDs, representing the encoding of the
radio signal it retrieved, given its current inclination measurement; 2) we recorded the
values of the confidence factors for each network connection during and after training.
Figure 7.3 top right shows the learning results for each of the seven control positions on
the hill (X-axis), which correspond to seven different inclinations. The Y-axis in figure
7.3 shows the three taught radio signals (the numbers are not significant). Results
show that the learner robot has associated well three radio words with three different
zones of inclination. It distinguishes between zones of upwards ('up'), i.e. the three
first control positions, downwards ('down'), i.e. the three last positions, and plane
('flat') inclination, i.e. the control position number four. However, the learner and
teacher robots' inclination measures at positions 4 and 7 (which correspond to the top
and bottom of the hill respectively), attached to the same radio signal are shifted from
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Figure 7.3: Top left: Schema of the hill and robots' dimensions and of the seven control
positions with corresponding inclination value of the hill slope. Top right: Y-axis shows the
robot's answer (light output standing for 'plane', 'up' or 'down' words) for each of the seven
control positions. Bottom: Correlations between light sensor (Y-axis), inclination sensor (X-
axis) and radio sensor (Colored areas on the plot). Z-axis gives the confidence factor values
of connections between inclination and light sensors. The three colored areas (three levels of
darkness) show the connections between radio sensor (one area for each of the words) and light
and inclination sensors for which the confidence factor values are greater than the retrieval
threshold.
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one another, as expected given the delay and consequent dissimilarity in each robot's
perception at these critical positions.
In this experiment, associations were made not only between radio and inclination
sensor systems, but also between those systems and the light sensor system. Figure
7.3 bottom shows the result of these associations in a four dimensional graph. The Z
axis represents the values of the confidence factors for all connections between light
sensor units (Y-axis) and inclination sensor units (X-axis). The colours on the plot
surface represent the connectivity (a confidence factor greater than zero) between radio
and inclination sensor systems, one colour per radio signal. We see that each signal
is associated with a distinct zone of inclination, which corresponds well to the notion
meant by the signals, namely 'flat - down - up'. This result is equivalent to the
association observed in figure 7.3 top right. In addition, we observe that a progressive
increase of the light intensity had been associated with the increase of inclination in
upwards direction. This is due to the fact that a light bulb had been mounted above
the hill. When the robot was climbing up, it would then receive more light in its
frontal light detector than when climbing down or running on the plane. These three
dimensional associations between light, inclination and radio sensors will be used in
the experiment of section 9.1 for directing the robot towards a dark and flat or bright
and hilly area, depending on the radio signal it is sent.
In the two experiments (that of the DAI and of the VUB), results were successful to the
extent that the learner robot well associated the different radio signals emitted by the
teacher robot with different motor states and inclination measurements. However, the
associations made by the learner differed from that of the teacher, as the learner did not
associate the radio signals with the same motor states and inclination values as meant
by the teacher. Because of the spatial displacement between the two robots, while
following each other, the learner robot's perception of inclination and of actions would
become similar to that of the teacher only after a delay, the time to reach the same
spatial position (for the inclination) and the time to react to the observation of a change
in the travel direction of the teacher (for the actions). Because, in these experiments,
association was done only between the learner robot's measurements which occurred
simultaneously to the teacher robot's radio emissions, correct learning relied on having
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a longer period of time during which each robot would share similar perceptions (e.g.,
when the two robots are both turning or both climbing up the hill) than the period
of time during which the two robots' perceptions would be dissimilar (which would
correspond to the time required for the learner robot to reach the teacher's position).
In this case, the number of correct associations, which corresponds to the period of time
during which the robots share the same sensor/actuator measurements, would exceed
the number of incorrect associations. Consequently, the confidence factors associated
with the correctly activated connections of the network would be more significant than
those of the incorrectly activated connections and would, therefore, win the threshold-
based competition for output units' activation. In the experiments done at the DAI,
in which the robot learned words for its actions, the overlap between these two critical
periods of time was just sufficient. In 60% of the experiments, the robot learned
correctly the four words (see [Billard 96]). However, the ratio between the number of
correct and incorrect associations (measured by the ratio of confidence factors) was
almost one for the words corresponding to turning right and turning left, that is, the
robot had associated almost as often the incorrect word-action pairs as the correct
one. In other words, these experiments had between 40-50% the noise, i.e. incorrect
matchings, which made their chance of success very scarce. In the experiments done
at the VUB-AI, the overlap between the two critical periods of time was not sufficient.
As a result, the learner robot's mapping between inclination zone and radio signal was
delayed from that of the teacher, since when the teacher robot was climbing up the
hill the learner robot was still on the flat ground and when it was climbing down the
learner robot was still climbing up (as it is the case in figure 7.2 right).
The failure or poor chance of success of these two sets of experiments lead us to the
following conclusions: 1) the architecture should be improved, so as to allow associ¬
ation between sensor measurements delayed in time; this would then allow the learner
robot to associate the teacher's signal with the correct perception which it would make
only after a time period following the teacher's signal emission. 2) The robot's sensor
information should be preprocessed, so as to reduce the number of associations with
incorrect sensor measurements. For instance, in the DAI and VUB experiments, rel¬
evant measurements corresponded to the first change in the motor state or inclination
measurement after the teacher's signal emission (like the passage from moving forward
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to turning or from flat ground to hilly one).
Following the findings of this first set of experiments, we improved the learning archi¬
tecture leading to the DRAMA architecture, described in chapters 4 and 5. By adding a
preprocessing module to segment the robot's sensor measurements (the event detector
modules) and a short-term memory of the sensor activation (the self connections on
the network's units), we eliminated the problems related to continuous association of
simultaneous measurements. In DRAMA, association is done between 'novel' sensor
stimuli (which is a variation in a sensor measurement) which occurs inside a time
period equal to the duration of short-term memory. In section 7.1.3, we report on ex¬
periments which replicated that of section 7.1.2, using the DRAMA architecture and
showed an improvement of the results. The rest of this thesis describes experiments
which validated several other properties of the DRAMA architecture.
7.1.3 Symbol grounding using sequence processing of sensory vari¬
ation
We carried out experiments, in which the robot was taught an eight-word vocabulary
to describe its actions of moving, stopping, turning to the left/right and its orient¬
ation relative to the four quadrants of a compass North, South, East West. These
experiments were carried out in physical and simulated environments. In the follow¬
ing we describe first the experimental set-up and then present the experiments' res¬
ults. These experiments were reported in [Billard & Hayes 98, Billard & Hayes 97a,
Billard & Hayes 97c].
The experimental set-up
The set-up of the physical experiments consists of the Dodgem cage with the two LEGO
robots described in section 6.1.1. The sensors which the physical and simulated robots
are provided with in this experiment are the infra-red detector and frontal bumpers
(only for the physical robots) for obstacle avoidance, the light detectors for mutual
following by phototaxis and the compass. The sensitivity and range of these sensors
are given in table 6.1. The encoding of the sensor and actuator information in the
DRAMA network is as follow. There are 41 units (2 + 1 + 4 + 16 + 10 + 8 = Bumpers +
Figure 7.4: Simulated and physical environments in experiments on teaching the robot a
vocabulary for its actions and orientation.
IR-sensor + Light-detectors + Compass-quadrants + Motor-states + Radio-sensor) in
the network of the physical experiments. There are two units for each frontal bumper
which become active after a bump. There is one unit for the frontal IR which becomes
active when the IR detector measures a value greater than 150, which corresponds
to detecting an obstacle 5 cm away. There are 4 units for the frontal light detector
which correspond to two light levels (below or over a threshold fixed by the robot for
distinguishing ambient light from the light of the second robot, see section 6.1.1 for
explanations). There are 5 motor states per motor (stop - slow/fast forward/reverse).
This encoding is fixed by the hardware specifications. Ther are 8 units for the radio
sensors. A signal consists of one byte with only one unit active (orthogonal encoding
of the signals). The measurements of the compass are divided in 16 zones and each
unit corresponds to a measurement contained in the range defined by the zone. It
is an orthogonal encoding, see the example of page 64. There can be only one unit
of compass active at a time. Note that the same encoding as used for the compass
is also used for the inclination and energy sensors' measurements in the simulated
robots (inclination and energy sensors are used in other experiments of this chapter
and following chapters but not in the present experiment).
There are 55 units (1+8+8+8+16+8+6 = Default-speed + IRs + Light-detectors
(front + back) + Compass-quadrants + Radio-sensor + Motor-states) in the simu¬
lation. The default unit is constantly active and is used to drive the robot's default
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movement of going forward. The eight units of the IRs and light sensors correspond
to the activation of these sensors in each of the eight quadrants (frontal or rear view).
There can be more than one unit active at a time depending on the obstacles reparti¬
tion around the robot (detected by IRs) and on the second robot's location relative to
the observing robot (detected by light sensors). Radio signals are orthogonal with one
unit active per signal. See page 115 for an example of radio encoding and an explana¬
tion of the encoding of the motor states. Figure 7.4 shows a graphical representation
of the simulated environment and a picture of the physical one.
The short-term memory duration of unit activity is the same for all units and is equal
to 300 processing cycles in both simulated and physical controllers.
The simulated environment consists of a rectangular arena measuring 300 by 300 units.
There are 4 obstacles on the sides of the arena (dark rectangles in the figure), which
represent the columns supporting the roof of the Dogem cage in the physical set-up.
The robots are represented as rectangles of 30 by 20 units, a triangle depicting the
front. In the figure, we see the teacher robot (in front) followed by the learner robot
(This image was produced during a simulation, using MATLAB graphic environment).
The teacher, which is turning, sends the radio signal corresponding to 'turning right'.
The learner, when following the teacher, senses the signal 'move' (that is, it retrieves
the radio signal for move) as it has not yet begun to turn. Once it will begin to
turn, it will associate the teacher's signal with its new actuator state (turning right).
It does not associate the teacher's signal with its current state (moving forward), as
this state has not changed for longer than the memory duration and has thus been
forgotten. When the motor state will change for the state 'turning right', it will exceed
the threshold of the event detector of the motor system and will be transmitted to the
DRAMA module for association. See section 4.3.4 for further explanations.
Results of simulations
A set of 100 runs, each run simulating 10000 processing cycles of the robots (about 4
hours of real experiments) was carried out to test the speed and stability of the learning.
The success or failure of learning in one experiment is determined by looking at the
values of the confidence factors on the connections between the radio sensor system
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and the rest of the sensor and actuator systems of the agent (light, infra-red, compass,
motors). The experiment is said to be successful when only the connections between the
correct radio unit, standing for the particular word, and its associated sensor-actuator
(compass and motors) unit combination have a confidence factor value greater than
or equal to half the maximal one for all connections leading to these units. In other
words, learning of the vocabulary is a success if the number of correct associations
(correct matching between radio signals and sensor-actuator measurements) is greater
than the number of incorrect ones, i.e. if the noise (incorrect examples) is below 50%
of the total number of examples in a run.
We measure the success of the learning at each time step by calculating the ratio
between the parameters (confidence factors) of correctly and incorrectly activated con¬
nections. At each presentation of a new example (new association word-perception),
the confidence factor parameters are updated. The study of the variation of the con¬
fidence factors values during the experiment informs us about the variation of the
percentage of noise, incorrect word-perception association, and consequently of the
stability of the learning. Noise, in our case an incorrect example, is produced when
teacher and learner are not perfectly aligned and therefore measure different compass
orientations or perform different movements.
Figure 7.5 left shows the variation of the confidence factor (cf) values during a run
(mean value over all runs) for learning of the action words, which we compare to the
results of the physical experiment (figure 7.5 right) for learning the same words, see
discussion of the next section. The Y-axis is the ratio between the cf value associated
with the correct word-perception connection (i.e. connection between the radio sensor
unit and compass or motor units) and the maximal value of cf attached to all other
connections between the word and other sensor measurements,
i.e. cf(correct correlations)/(cf(correct correlations)+max(cf(incorrect correlations)).
Data are the mean values over all words and over all runs. A ratio greater than 0.5
means that the particular sensor measurement has been associated with the correct
word more often than with other words, which is considered as successful learning.
Figure 7.5 left shows that learning is robust, with only small fluctuations in the ratios,
and it steadily increases as more teaching examples are given. Once the cf value has
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exceeded the threshold of 0.5, i.e. the word has been learned, it stays larger than the





Ratio of cf 0.62 ± 0.23 0.71 ± 0.18
Nm words/total 0.80 ± 0.19 0.96 ± 0.10
Nm examples 21 ± 31 70 ± 16
Table 7.1: Results of simulations and physical experiments. See text for legend.
The slow increase of the slope (figure 7.5 left) at its beginning is due to the fact that
we superpose the learning curves of 100 different runs and that the learning does not
start at the same point of time for each run. This depends on the time needed for
the robots to find each other, as each run begins with the robot placed in a random
location in the arena. The slope of each single curve is, however, very steep. In most
cases, the first teaching would be a correct example. The curve would then start from
the maximal value, i.e. 1, decreasing slightly afterwards due to the effect of noise.
Note that the value of the ratio at time zero is always zero, as the teacher robot needs
at least one processing cycle before retrieving the radio output, i.e. emitting a signal,
which is then processed by the learner agent only at the following time step.
Results of physical experiments
A set of five physical experiments was carried out. Each experiment consisted of two
teaching phases. In the first phase, six words were taught (stop, move, South, North,
East, West) and, in the second, 3 words (stop, turn left, turn right). Each experiment
lasted for about 1 hour 30 minutes (45 minutes for each phase) and was stopped when
about 90 teaching examples1 had been done (the exact number of teaching examples
is unknown because the radio transmission was imperfect and it was difficult to detect
whether the radio signal had been received by the robot.).
Table 7.1 compares the results of simulated and physical experiments during the first
phase of the learning. The measures in the table correspond to: 1) The ratio between
the confidence factor value of the correct word and the maximal value of confidence
1 A teaching example/episode corresponds to one transmission of a radio-signal by the teacher robot.
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factor attached to all words for a given sensor measurement (mean value over all words
and all runs),
i.e. cf(correct correlations)/(cf(correct correlations)+max(cf(incorrect correlations)),
same value as shown in figure 7.5. 2) The ratio between the number of words learned
at the end of the run and the total vocabulary (mean value over all runs). 3) The
number of teaching examples per run (mean value over the runs).
Results of simulations and physical experiments are qualitatively similar. The mean
values of confidence factor for all words over each run are respectively 0.62 and 0.71.
The standard deviation values represent the fluctuation of the cf values during the
run. The qualitative similarity between physical and simulated results shows that
the simulation studies gave a good account of the percentage of noise occurring in
the physical experiments. To reiterate, noise corresponds to matches between the
two robots' sensor perceptions, which result mainly from the imprecise following and
alignment of the two robots. The number of words learned at the end of the runs
is on average better in the physical simulation than in the simulations and there are
on average three times more teaching examples during a physical run2. The reason
for this difference might be due to the small number of physical experiments (poor
statistics). But the main reason is surely that learning in the physical experiments
was helped by placing the robots one behind the other one from the beginning3. The
robots would then seldom lose each other during a run, which would maximise the
number of teaching examples given during a run, consequently increasing the chances
of correctly learning the words.
In figure 7.5 right we show the variation of the confidence factor values (mean value for
all words and separate curves for each word) in the second phase of the experiments.
As for the left graph, the Y axis represents the ratio between the confidence factor
values of the correct word-measurement pairing and the maximal value of confidence
factor values attached to all words for a given sensor measurement. Data are mean
values over all words and over all runs. A ratio greater than 0.5 means that the
2 The large value of standard deviation for the number of teaching examples in the simulations (line
3 of table 7.1) is due to outlier values of 300 (teaching examples per run) in the data.
3 This was done in order to shorten the time of the experiments, the hardware being unlikely to be
fully functional more than one hour of continuous running of the robots. The gears are made of
plastic components and, therefore, tend to easily break when they have to endure a too long friction.
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Figure 7.5: Confidence factor values during a run in simulation studies (left) and physical
experiments (right), for the second phase of teaching. Left: The three curves are the mean
value and the two extrema values (mean plus minus standard deviation) over all runs.
particular sensor measurement has been associated with the correct word more often
than with other words. We observe that the three words are correctly learned after
38 teaching examples, which corresponds to about 15 to 20 minutes of experiment,
which is faster than in the simulations. Again, this is probably due to our 'helping'
the physical robots to align faster. However, the fluctuations of the values are stronger
in the physical experiments, which means that the proportion of noise varies more
in the physical set-up. The noise corresponds to the cases where the radio signals
are associated with incorrect motor states or compass measurements. Because the
movements of the physical robots are less smooth, incorrect alignment and imprecise
following of the two robots is more pronounced and more frequent, which results in the
robots facing and measuring different directions and producing different movements
(e.g. turning in opposite directions). Note also that learning of the word stop is better
and occurs already from the beginning, due to the fact that this word had already
been taught during the first phase of the experiment and the memory was not erased
between the two phases.
Results of the second phase of the experiments showed that learning of the vocabulary
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for the robot's actions was faster and less noisy with the improved version of the
learning architecture than with the earlier version as reported in section 7.1.2 and in
[Billard 96]. Learning using the DRAMA architecture was less noisy (a proportion
of noise of 25-35%, determined by the final ratio of confidence factor, as opposed to
40-50%) and more robust, that is, all runs are successful (as opposed to 60% of them
in the earlier experiments).
7.2 Transmitting a vocabulary from a human instructor
to a learner robot
In this section, we report on two experiments in which the robot is taught by a human
instructor. In the previous section, we reported on experiments in which the robot
was taught by another robot. There we used an imitative strategy, namely the two
robots following one another by mutual phototaxis, to allow the learner robot to make
similar observations to that of the teacher and, in particular, to make the observation
relevant to the teaching. In the experiments we report here, the human instructor uses
two methods to constrain the robot to make the desired sensor measurements at the
desired moment. In the first experiment, the robot's travel direction is restricted by the
robot following a series of four corridors at right angles to each other. Consequently,
the robot is forced to direct its body following four different orientations, corresponding
to that of each corridor, which it is taught to label with a four-word vocabulary.
In the second experiment, the robot is taught a vocabulary to describe objects in the
environment. The human instructor directs the robot by moving a bright lamp in front
of it, which the robot follows by phototaxis, similarly to the two robot experiments of
section 7.1. By so doing, the instructor lets the robot approach each object one after
the other, while sending each radio signal to label each object, each time the robot is
close enough to the new object. The two experiments are carried out in the Dodgem
cage with the learner LEGO robot, provided with all the sensors described in section
6.1.1.
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7.2.1 Teaching a vocabulary for the orientation
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For this experiment, the Dodgem arena is divided into four corridors at right angles
to each other, as shown in figure 10.1 right of chapter 10 (same environment as used
in experiments of chapter 10). The same sensor and motor capabilities for the robots
are used in this experiment. See chapter 10 for a description. The experiment consists
Figure 7.6: Left: Mean value of confidence factor parameters for each compass-radio signal
pair. Right: Learning curve along each cycling around the cage for each of the four associations
signal-compass orientation.
of letting the robot run along the series of corridors for ten complete circles around
the cage. By means of a portable radio transceiver, the human instructor sends four
different signals for when the robot is travelling in each of the four different corridors.
These four signals have to be associated with the four different compass directions the
robot measures when travelling inside the corridors. As the corridors are placed at
right angles to each other, the measurements correspond to the four quadrants of the
compass. After each complete circle around the cage, the robot is stopped and the
state of its knowledge (i.e. the values of the network's confidence factors) recorded via
an I2C connection from the robot's brain to the PC.
In figure 7.6 right, we show the progress of learning during teaching. The Y-axis gives
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the values for the ratio between confidence factors of the correct connections and the
maximal value of the confidence factors of incorrect connections,
i.e. cf(correct)/(cf(correct)+max(cf(incorrect))). We observe that learning of the four
words is already successful after the first circling, that is, the correct connections
have been activated more often than the incorrect ones, hence a ratio value greater
than 0.5. Moreover, correlations are stable, as the ratio of confidence factor does not
become lower than the threshold value 0.5. In figure 7.6 right, we show the values of the
confidence factors for all connections between the 16 compass units and the four radio
units (1 unit active per signal). Recall from section 6.1.1 that the compass consists of
two magnet detectors placed at right angle from each other. The 16 compass units are
formed of twice 8 units, where each set of 8 units represent a segmentation of the values
given back by each of the two detectors. We see that for each of the four signals there
are four different patterns of unit activity which correspond to four opposite compass
directions.
The rapid success of this experiment shows that the constraints provided by the walls
of the corridors make the task much easier than when the robot has more freedom
of movement, as for instance in the experiments of section 7.1, in which the robots
wander freely in a wide area. Following the walls prevents the robot from making too
big sideways movements (this can happen as a result of its imprecise gearing) and thus
limits the chances of incorrect sensor measurements during teaching. The experiment
was repeated five times, showing the same result each time (that is fast and stable
convergence). Figure 7.6 shows only one example of learning curve. This work has
been published in [Billard & Dautenhahn 98a],
7.2.2 Teaching a vocabulary for describing objects
In this experiment, the robot is taught to distinguish between different objects by
associating them with different labels, i.e. radio signals. We carry out a qualitative and
quantitative study of the influence of environmental parameters and of one parameter
internal to the robot's controller on the success of the experiment. We carry out
simulated and physical experiments, while varying the environmental set-up (i.e. the
objects' dispersion in the environment and the number of features common to two
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objects) and the value of the short-term memory. In the theoretical analysis of the
DRAMA architecture's performance of chapter 5, we showed the sensitivity of the
network capacity to a non orthogonal pattern encoding (in an input-output pattern
representation, learning is unsuccessful if two patterns encoding overlap both on their
input and output, see section 5.1.1). We also pointed out the importance of carefully
choosing the value of the short-term memory (which is fixed by the decay rate of the
units' activation along the units' self connection), so that it is long enough to allow
the correct match and short enough to distinguish between different associations. The
experiments we report here intend to evaluate the above theoretical claims in a robotic
experiment.
Further, we evaluate the influence that the threshold parameter T of the threshold-
based retrieval mechanism in DRAMA has on the success of the experiment. This
follows the study of section 5.1.4, which investigated through numerical simulation
different variations of the threshold-based mechanism for improving the network recall
capacity.
We present first the experimental set-up of these experiments and then report on their
results. This work was reported in [Billard & Dautenhahn 98b].
Experimental set-up
The physical set-up consists of the Dodgem cage, which contains three objects: one
part of the arena is covered with an L-shaped aluminium foil (see figure 7.7 left), which
the robot can detect through a set-up of a light bulb and 2 light detectors fixed under
its body (the reflection of the bulb light being stronger on the aluminium foil than in
the rest of the arena), as described in section 6.1.1. There is also a cardboard wall and
a box, which are higher than the walls of the arena and which the robot can detect
through the activation of whiskers placed on the side of its body.
The simulated environment consists of a rectangular arena whose sides are 15 times
the robots' dimensions. It contains three hills, shown as big rectangles, and two boxes
shown as small squares. In figure 7.7 right, we see the teacher robot followed by the
learner robot, with hill 3 and box 2 on their left and box 1 on their right. Teacher and
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Figure 7.7: Left: The LEGO robot standing in front of an aluminium covered area. Behind
it are the box and cardboard wall. Right: The simulated teacher robot (No 2) followed by the
student robot (1), moving between hill 2 and 3.
learner robots are represented as rectangles with a triangle on the front. Each element
(hill or box) has a distinct set of features, which allow the robots to distinguish between
them: two of the hills have the same inclination but different colours, while the third
hill has a different inclination but the same colour as the second one. The inclination
of the hill influence the robot's behaviour. As the robot runs slower (by 20%) when
climbing up the hill and faster (by 20%) when climbing down. The two boxes have
different colours but the same shape. Boxes are distinguished from the walls by their
shape, i.e. the upper infra-red detector signals presence of a box, which is taller than
the walls, while the walls produce a response in only the lower one.
Physical and simulated robots are controlled by the DRAMA architecture, similarly
to the description of section 6.2. A detailed description of the sensor sensitivity, range
and their binary transcription in the neural architecture is given in table 6.1. There
are 29 units (2 + 1 + 6 + 2 + 10 + 8 = Bumpers + IR + Light-detectors (front +
below) + Side-switches + Motor-states + Radio-sensor) in the network of the physical
experiments. There are 42 units (1+8+8+8+2+2+2+5+6 = Default-speed + IRs +
Light-detecors (front + back) + Color-detector + Inclination-sensor + Shape-detectors
(2 upper infra-reds) + Radio-sensor + Motor-states) in the simulation. The encoding
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of the sensor and actuator information is described in detail in page 133.
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Results
We carried out nine simulation studies and five sets of physical experiments in which we
varied the values of two environmental parameters, namely the object dispersion (OD)
and the object similarity (OS), and of one learning parameter, namely the duration of
short-term memory of sensor stimuli (M). The object dispersion (OD) is equal to the
minimal distance between two objects over all pairs of objects. The object similarity
(OS) is equal to the maximal number of features common to two objects. Table 7.2 gives
the values of these parameters in each of the experiments. Note that simulation studies
and physical experiments differ in two aspects: 1) they use a different environment (5
objects described by 2 features in the simulation and 3 objects described by a single
feature in the physical setup)4; 2) in the simulations the learner robot is taught by
another robot while, in the physical experiments, it is taught by a human instructor.
However, the learning task is the same in the two setups; that is, the learner robot has to
associate each teacher's radio signal with the correct combination of sensor perceptions
which describe the particular object the signal is referring to. Each object in the
environment is described by a distinct signal. Thus the experiments are successful
when the 5 and 3 correct 'object-signal' associations have been made in the simulations
and physical experiments respectively.
Figure 7.8 shows on the left graphical representations of the object dispersion of sim¬
ulator experiments expl-2-3. The three hills are represented as large squares on the
sides of the arena, the boxes are the two small dark squares in between. On the right,
we show plots of the values of the confidence factor, Z-axis, of each connection between
the radio sensor units on Y-axis (1 unit activated = 1 word) and the colours, shape
(IR) and inclination sensors units on X-axis (objects features) for each of these exper¬
iments. As shown by table 7.2, the farther the objects are from each other, the better
the learning.
4 The main reason why simulated and real environments differ is that, due to hardware restriction,
we were limited in the number of distinct objects (with different features recognisable by the robot)
we could have for the physical experiments. We used more objects in the simulations in order to
study a more complex environment than was possible in the physical experiments.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of three simulator experiments using different object dispersion.
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For each simulation study, we realised a set of 30 runs, where a run simulates 200,000
processing cycles of the robots (about 55 hours of real experiments). For each run,
the robots started in a different position, randomly generated, and their direction of
movement was reset to a random value every 1000 cycles in order to allow homogeneous
covering of the space. Each physical experiment lasted for about 30 to 45 minutes dur¬
ing which approximately5 40 teaching examples (20 for each object) were given. Each
experiment started with the robot in the middle of the arena. The teacher, carrying
a lamp, would then lead the robot through each of the locations (box, cardboard wall
and aluminium foil) for twenty times, approaching each location by different paths so
as to avoid bias in the teaching process. Table 7.2 shows the result for each signal-
object association in each study. In the table, expl-9 and p-expl-5 stand respectively
for the nine simulation studies and the 5 physical experiments. The values of OD
and M are given in terms of body lengths (1 body length=30cm=3sec.). TS stand
for total success of the experiment, which means that the complete vocabulary has
been learned. B1/B2 stand for box 1 and 2, and H1/H2/H3 for Hill 1, 2 and 3. Y/N
stands for Yes/No (correct or incorrect correlation between radio signal and object
or successful/unsuccessful learning for column TS). 'Y-N' in the table 7.2 means that
the ratio between confidence factor parameters of correct and incorrect connections,
i.e. cf(correct)/(cf(correct)+max(cf(incorrect))), was equal to 0.5. In other words, the
robot has acquired the same confidence for good and bad answers.
The studies in which the parameters of object dispersion (OD) and short-term memory
duration (M) are varied (expl-7 of simulations and p-expl-5 of the physical experi¬
ments), show that learning is unsuccessful when the proximity between the objects is
lower than or equal to the distance that can be travelled during the short-term memory
duration (exp2/3 and p-expl/2). When the memory duration is too long relative to
the object dispersion, learning is unsuccessful because too many observations are being
remembered and associated with the incoming radio signals. In particular, because of
the significant amount of experimental noise in the physical experiments, a value of
M > 2 leads already to unsuccessful results. Noise, i.e. incorrect matching signal-
observation, was significant because the light detectors, which detect the aluminium
5 The exact number of teaching examples is imprecise because the radio transmission was imperfect and it was
difficult to detect whether the radio signal had been received by the robot.
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Table 7.2: Results of experiment 7.2.2.
OD M OD/M OS TS B1 B2 HI H2 H3
expl 5.5 M=4.5 > 1 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y
exp2 4.5 £ II Or =1 2 N Y N Y N Y
exp3 2.5 M=4.5 < 1 2 N N N N N Y
exp4 5.5 M=1.5 » 1 2 N Y Y Y N N
exp5 5.5 M=2.5 > 1 2 N Y Y N N Y
exp6 5.5 M=5.5 = 1 2 Y Y Y N Y Y
exp7 5.5 M=33 « 1 2 N N N Y N N
exp8 4.5 M=4.5 =1 1 N N N N N N
exp9 4.5 M=4.5 = 1 0 Y Y Y Y Y Y
p-expl 1.5 M=2 < 1 0 N N N N - -
p-exp2 2 M=2 = 1 0 N Y Y N - -
p-exp3 3 M=2 > 1 0 Y-N Y Y Y-N - -
p-exp4 3 M=1.5 > 1 0 Y-N Y Y Y-N - -
p-exp5 3 M=1 » 1 0 Y Y Y Y - -
foil, and the whiskers, which detect the box and the cardboard wall, could be activ¬
ated even when the robot was far away from these objects (random reflection of the
teacher's light on the floor, flicker of the whiskers under a shock). Thus, increasing
the short-term memory duration increases the probability of incorrect activation of the
sensors, consequently increasing the chances of incorrect associations.
On the other hand, the results of exp4/5 and p-exp3 show that learning can also be
unsuccessful when M is too short, i.e. lower than a minimal value equal to 4.5 and 1
body length respectively for simulated and physical experiments. When the memory
duration is too short, learning is unsuccessful because the time delay between the
observation of the object and the reception of the radio teaching is too long. The radio
signal is then forgotten before being associated with the observation of the object.
Because teacher and learner do not share the same physical position, their relative
perceptions of the world differ. An object visible to the teacher at the time of its
teaching becomes visible to the learner only when it reaches the teacher's position, that
is after having travelled a distance equal to about the teacher's body length plus the
distance separating it from the teacher (about 1.5 body lengths). Thus, the duration
of the short-term memory of events should be at least equal to the time needed for
travelling this distance. A minimal value of 4.5 body lengths in the simulation means
that the learner needs more time than expected to reach the physical position of the
teacher at the moment of its teaching. This is due to the imprecise following of the two
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agents. They lose time compared to when they are travelling in a straight line through
performing sideways movements in order to adjust their position one behind the other.
In the physical experiments, a minimal value of 1 body length only is enough, which
results from the fact that the teaching is done by a human. Here the teacher has some
notion of the learner's state of perception, by observing the location and orientation of
the robot. The time delay between reception of the teaching signals and observation of
the object depends therefore on the accuracy of the teacher's observation and prediction
of the robot's behaviour and is smaller than with the two robots following each other.
One may then think that the learning task is made easier when the coach is a human
rather than another robot. However, this is only partially true. The learning task
consists of discreminating between all the observations made in a time window ± M
around the occurrence of a radio teaching. This time window can be made shorter
when teaching is given by a human, and for this reason the discriminating task might
be easier as fewer observations would be made. However, it is important to understand
that the human coach can never be certain that the robot has made or will make the
expected observation before or after providing the teaching, nor can she be sure that
the radio teaching has been correctly received (since she has no direct access to the
robot's internal processing). Thus, the human coach does not have more knowledge of
the success of the teaching episode than a teacher robot has, and the success of the
experiment still lies in the learner's discriminating abilities.
Finally, exp8/9, in which the number of features common to several objects (OS) was
varied, show that learning improves when the overlap between the objects' description
diminishes. This result is consistent with the theoretical prediction that the associat¬
ive memory capacity should decrease in the face of data whose encoding descriptions
overlap, as is the case when two object descriptions share common features.
In summary, the results of the experiments show that simulated studies and physical
experiments are consistent in showing the same influence of the parameters OD, M
and OS on the success of the learning. In particular, the experiments indicate that
OD and M are not independent and that an improvement in the learning can be
obtained when their ratio is greater than or equal to 1, which means that the memory
of the objects' observation is shorter or equal to the time needed to travel from one
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to the other. They also show that increasing the value of OS, that is the overlap
between object descriptions, decreases the chance of success of the learning. In other
words, the more distinct the objects (their features) of teaching are, the better the
learning. Similarly, the farther away the objects are from each other, the better the
learning. Finally, the duration of short-term memory should be neither too short, in
order to allow remembering of the teaching signals for association with subsequent
sensor perceptions, nor too long, in order to reduce the associations of teaching signals
with too old and thus irrelevant sensor perceptions.
Evaluation of the learning success dependency on the threshold T
When discussing the model's capacity in section 5.1.1, we pointed out the importance
of the threshold parameter T for determining the success of the learning. The value of
T determines the minimal ratio between the values of confidence factors of correctly
and incorrectly updated connections. Learning is unsuccessful when the percentage
of noisy examples, i.e. incorrect update of connections, exceeds 1/T times the total
number of examples, because in this case the G function of the neuronal activation
function given in equation 4.2 would output 0 when applied to the correctly updated
connections, thus preventing the correct association to be retrieved. The value of T
needs then to be carefully chosen, taking into account an estimation of the percentage
of experimental noise. In table 7.9 top, we show the confidence factor values at the
end of the run (mean values over all runs) for the simulation studies. We observe that
some associations between radio units (each unit defines a different word) and boxes
and hills' features are spurious. That is, for instance, the radio unit standing for hill3 is
correlated with the combination of features of both box2 (colour2 + shape2) and hill3
(colour2 + inclination2), but with different values of confidence factor. Lowering too
much the threshold on confidence factor could then have the effect of allowing retrieval
of the two combinations of features rather than just the one for hill3 when presenting
the radio signal for hill3. In table 7.9 bottom, we show the effect of varying the value
of T on our determination of the correlation success for these results.
As mentioned previously, we estimate a proportion of at least 20% of experimental noise
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Features
Colorl Color2 shapel shape2 Incll Incl2
Box 1 1.20 0.00 1.20 0.00 0.02 0.00
Box 2 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.12
Hill 1 0.25 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.25 0.00
Hill 2 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00
Hill 3 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.55
1/T = 0.97 1/T = 0.5 1/T = 0.1 1/T = 0.01
—^R R—> —>R R—y —>-R R—y —^R R—y
Box 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Box 2 Y N Y Y N Y N N
Hill 1 Y N Y Y N Y N N
Hill 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Hill 3 Y N Y Y N Y N N
Figure 7.9: Top: Confidence factor values for connections between radio units (1 unit =
1 'word': 5 words for the three hills and the two boxes) and colours, shape and inclination
sensors units (hills' and boxes' features). Bottom: Success of signal-object correlation given
4 different values of threshold T. Y/N stands for Yes/No (correct/incorrect correlation); R:
radio sensor. 'R-V and '->R' columns show results of learning for each direction of association
(from radio sensor to object's description and vice-versa).
due to hardware imperfection, onto which we should add the noise due to the imprecise
following of the two agents resulting in incorrect matchings of sensor perceptions.
Taking a threshold of 1/T = 0.5 allows correct retrieval of the data in the face of a
maximum of 50% of noisy data. As expected, with this value for the threshold, only
the correct correlations (from each object to its corresponding word and vice-versa)
are correctly retrieved. However, when lowering the threshold, spurious correlation
can also be retrieved. E.g., with a threshold 1/T = 0.1 the radio signal for hill3
retrieves the sensor features for both box2 and hill3 and with a threshold 1/T = 0.01
the combination of features for hill3 retrieves both signals for hill3 and box2. On the
other hand, a too restrictive threshold, that is too high, means that some correlations
are no longer retrieved, e.g. with T = 0.97, the radio signals for box2, hill2 and hill3
no longer retrieve the full set of features of the corresponding elements.
7.3 Discussion and synthesis
This chapter reported on sets of experiments in which a robot was taught a vocabulary
to describe its perceptions. The vocabulary concerned both the robot's proprioceptions,
such as perception of body inclination, orientation and motor actions, and the robot's
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exteroception, such as light, infra-red measurements and touch perception. Each ex¬
periment (except exp. of 7.1.2) was carried out both in simulation and in a physical
environment. Simulation studies allowed us to study the learning progression and sta¬
bility over a longer period of time than possible with the physical environment. The
main advantage of simulations over physical experiments is that they are repeatable,
faster (simulating a 1 hour experiment takes about 5 minutes) and do not suffer unex¬
pected hardware breakdown. The disadvantages in terms of model faithfulness are well
known (for a more complete discussion of this see [Torrance 92a]). The experiments
we reported in this chapter pointed out quantitative differences between simulated and
physical environment, e.g. the boundary values for the short-term memory for which
learning is successful, in section 7.2.2, differ between simulations and physical exper¬
iments. However, the results of simulations and physical experiments were consistent
(qualitative similarity) in showing the success and stability of the learning.
Teaching was provided either by a teacher robot (section 7.2) or by a human instructor
(section 7.1). The success of the experiments in which the robot was taught by a second
robot demonstrated the plausibility of an unsupervised learning strategy based on an
imitative scenario for transmitting a vocabulary from a teacher agent to a learner agent.
The coupling of the two robots' movements through the mutual following strategy,
which resulted in them sharing common perceptions, was a sufficient (and necessary, as
it will be demonstrated in section 9.2) means for guiding the learner agent's attention
to make the observations relevant to the teaching. This strategy allowed to reduce
greatly the amount of irrelevant data, i.e. incorrect observations, to analyse. The
residue of irrelevant data were then discarded from relevant ones, by comparing the
frequency of occurrence of each observation (DRAMA associative process). Note, also,
that by using two different pairs of robots (FischerTechnik and LEGO ones), with
different shapes and sensors, in two different environments, we demonstrated that the
teaching scenario is unspecific to a particular robotic platform. This will be further
confirmed by the experiments of chapter 11, in which we use a doll-shaped robot.
The success of the experiments in which the robot was taught by a human instructor
demonstrated the plausibility of the teaching scenario, i.e. the following strategy and
the learning architecture, for transmitting a symbolic representation of external per-
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ceptions (objects' observation) and internal perceptions (orientation measurement)
between heterogeneous agents. Heterogeneity refers here to agents which differ in
both their internal functioning and their physical body (sensors, shapes, etc.).
In the physical experiment of section 7.2.1, the learner robot is not explicitly direc¬
ted by the human instructor, contrarily to what happens in the other experiments
of this chapter, in which the learner robot follows and thus is guided by the teacher
robot. However, the constraints imposed by the corridor walls in the human-robot
experiment are similar to those implied by the following behaviour, as both strategies
result in implicitly directing the learner robot's movements and orientation. In build¬
ing this constrained environment, the human instructor uses her high level perceptual
and cognitive capabilities to infer the result of her guiding the robot's perceptions.
However, the success of the simple following behaviour in the experiments of section
7.1 shows that this 'mind reading' capability is not necessary for the success of the
experiment, as, in these studies, the teacher robot has no knowledge of the learner
robot's perceptions. In the physical experiments, the human instructor had no direct
access to the robot's internal processing during the experiment and could therefore
not be certain that the robot had made the correct measurements (correct reception
of the radio signal and correct compass measurement) and thus that the teaching epis¬
ode was successful. Therefore, in both simulated and physical experiments, learning is
unsupervised and the success of the experiment depends (1) on the constraints on the
robot's behaviour which reduce the amount of analysed data and (2) on the robot's
discriminating abilities.
Note that using a more supervised strategy, such as having the teacher robot using
the learner robot's transmissions to guide its teaching (by it repeating more often the
incorrectly learned signals), would not necessarily lead to a better learning. Given
that the robots can not have access to each other's perceptions, then the teacher
robot might interpret incorrectly the learner robot's transmissions. For instance, if
the learner's signal does not correspond to what the teacher senses, the teacher might
deduce that the learner has learned incorrectly the signal's meaning. However, this
deduction might be incorrect, as the learner could be sending the correct signal, given
its current perceptions, which often differ from those of the teacher, since both agents
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share a different physical position in the environment and thus have a different view
of the environment.
In chapter 5, we pointed out the importance of correctly choosing choosing the values
of the learning parameters, namely the duration of the short-term and the retrieval
thresholds T and e of the activation function 4.2, on the success of learning.
Finally, in the experiments of section 7.2.2, we reported on simulated and physical
experiments, in which we varied the environmental constraints and the duration of the
short-term memory and studied how they influenced the results of learning. We could
then relate cases of success and failure of learning to particular choices of environ¬
mental constraints (objects' relative dispersion and featural descriptions), and values
of the duration of short-term memory of events and could then determine bounds on
these parameters inside which learning would be successful. Further, we evaluated
the influence of the threshold parameter T on our determination of the success of this
experiment. These studies allowed us to validate the claims, made in chapter 5, on
the importance of correctly choosing the values of the retrieval thresholds, the short-
term memory parameter and the patterns' encoding (in order to minimise the overlap
between two patterns) on the success of the experiment.
Chapter 8
Grounding of perceptions of a
group of robots
This chapter reports on simulation studies in which we study how the imitative teaching
scenario, described in section 7.1.1 and used in the experiments of section 7.1 for
transmitting a vocabulary from one teacher to one learner agent, scales up to grounding
communication among a group of robots. We first describe the experimental set-up
and procedure and then report on the result of two sets of simulations. In the first set,
we study how a common understanding of the vocabulary can spread among a group
of agents, when starting with one teacher agent and when each successful learner agent
can in turn become another teacher. In the second set of simulations, we study the
influence of the following strategy on the learning performance for different learning
tasks.
8.1 Learning the vocabulary
In this experiment, the agents learn a vocabulary to differentiate between coloured
patches and to describe their location in terms of distance and orientation, i.e. in
polar coordinates relative to a homing point. The vocabulary is transmitted from
a teacher agent, which has a complete knowledge of the vocabulary from the start,
to eight learner agents which have no knowledge of the vocabulary to begin with.
Once a student becomes confident enough in its learning of the correct signal-meaning
correlation (that is after having observed the same signal-sensor measurement pair a
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sufficient number of times), it becomes teacher in its turn. The teacher agent does
not learn; that is, its definition of the vocabulary remains unchanged during the whole
experiment. The learner agents, however, carry on learning even when they begin
to teach. Thus, a 'bad' teacher, i.e. a learner agent which has become confident in
incorrect signal-meaning pairs, can become a 'good' teacher later in the experiment if
it can update again its confidence on the correctness of its word-meaning pairing under
correct external teaching (and reversely a good teacher can become a bad teacher under
opposite circumstances). The level of confidence under which the learner becomes a
teacher is varied in the experiments and its effect on the learning performance of the
whole population investigated.
8.1.1 Experimental set-up
For these experiments, we use the simulated environment described previously in sec¬
tion 6.1.2. We define nine robots, which are provided with light and infra-red, com¬
pass, inclination, energy level and radio sensors. The sensitivity, range and encoding
of these sensors are given in table 6.1. Note that, because we use a binary encoding
for the sensor measurements, the objects' polar coordinates, calculated from compass
and energy measurements, take discrete values. In the experiment, there are 14 pos¬
sible measures of distance (energy) and 16 possible measures of angle (compass). The
processing of the sensor information in the DRAMA architecture is similar to that de¬
scribed in section 6.2. A detailed description of the sensor sensitivity, range and their
binary transcription in the neural architecture is given in table 6.1. There are 93 units
(1+8+8+8+9+8+14-1-31+6 = Default-speed + IRs + Light-detectors (front + back) +
Color-detector + Compass-quadrants + Energy-range + Radio-sensor + Motor-states)
in the simulation. The encoding of the sensor and actuator information is described
in detail in page 133. The same encoding is used for all experiments reported in this
chapter. The short-term memory duration of unit activity is the same for all units and
is equal to 600 processing cycles in both simulated and physical controllers.
The environment is a rectangular arena measuring 700 by 700 units, which contains
nine objects, coloured patches, which can be distinguished by their different colours.
The robots can perceive colours using the light detectors. Figure 8.1 shows a graphical
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Figure 8.1: Graphical representation of the simulated environment for the experiments on
learning of a group of robots.
representation of the simulated environment with the nine robots. The objects are rep¬
resented as big rectangles of different colours. In the figure, we see the teacher robot (in
dark grey) between five of the eight learner robots (in light grey), moving between ob¬
jects 5 and 8. On top of the figure, the result of the robots' speaking is written for each
of the nine robots. The teacher robot (2nd column) outputs '128'. This refers to the ac¬
tivation of the 8th radio unit in the robot's network, which is the radio encoding for the
label of the object , across which the three robots are currently running. None of the
learner robots is speaking, i.e. they all output '0', as they have not yet seen the object
and thus have not yet associated the teacher's signal with the object's features. In Ap¬
pendix A, we show eight snapshots of the same MATLAB simulation, which illustrate
different phases of the teaching. An animated gif of the complete simulation can be seen
from an http site: http://www.dai.ed.ac.uk/daidb/people/homes/audeb/simul2.html
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Note that the choice of using nine robots and nine coloured patches is purely arbitrary,
our point being to demonstrate transmission of communication inside a group of agents,
i.e. composed of at minimum three agents. These numbers refer in fact to the maximal
number of elements for which simulations could be carried out in a reasonable amount
of time, each complete set of simulations (10 runs) requiring a week of CPU time. The
routines and learning processes have been described previously in section 6.1.2. As in
the experiments of chapter 7, the success of the learning is evaluated by comparing the
value of the confidence factor parameter of the network connections for correct and
incorrect word-object connections. The level of confidence under which the learner
becomes a teacher in the experiment is set by fixing a threshold value for the confidence
factor attached to the particular word-object connection before retrieval of the word
output can occur.
8.1.2 Results and discussion
We carry out a set of 10 runs (1 run lasting for 400,000 cycles) in which we study
the speed of learning of a vocabulary of nine words by eight learner robots, given 1
teacher robot. The nine words refer to nine different coloured patch types, defined
by nine different colours. The coloured patches are spread homogeneously in a square
area as shown in figure 8.1. The learner robots can become teachers, that is they can
emit signals for 'naming' the coloured patches, once they have reached a sufficient level
of confidence in their word-colour associations. We ran 10 simulations, in which we
varied the threshold between 10 and 100, which corresponds to considering the agent
sufficiently confident in a particular word-colour association when it has observed this
combination for at least 10, 20, 30, ...,100 times. This refers to the actual value of
the confidence factors for these word-colour connections, as the confidence factors are
increased by a value of 1 at each co-activation of the corresponding units. Because the
agents can make incorrect associations, due to mismatched observations of teacher and
learner agents, correct learning of the word-colour pairs is not immediate but results
from the repetition of the teaching process until incorrect associations can be discarded
from the correct ones by virtue of their relative frequency of occurrence. Therefore,
choosing too low a threshold on confidence can allow the learner agent to become a
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teacher before it has made a sufficient number of correct correlations compared to
incorrect ones. In this case, the robot would emit incorrect signals given a colour
perception, hence letting the learner agent following it make an incorrect association.
This would increase the global amount of noise, i.e. of incorrect association episodes,
and could lead to the failure of the experiment (i.e. unsuccessful learning for all agents)
if the number of incorrect associations should overcome the number of correct ones.
This is demonstrated by the results of the experiments where we observe that learning
is unsuccessful as long as the threshold is lower than 50.
Threshold: 10
1 2 3
Number of cycles xio5
Threshold: 30
0 12 3
Number of cycles xio5
Threshold: 20
2 3
Number of cycles xio6
Threshold: 50
1 2 3
Number of cycles xio5
Figure 8.2: Learning curve (mean value for all agents) for four different thresholds (10,20,30
and 50) on the radio unit activation.
We show in figure 8.2 the learning curve for four different choices of minimal levels of
confidence out of the ten investigated. Note that the curves for the threshold values
greater than 50 have similar shape to that shown in figure 8.2. The simulation with
threshold 50 was carried out for 20000 more cycles and it was shown that the curve
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did not decrease after having reached the maximal value of 1. We observe that the
number of incorrect correlations increases in the three first examples, so as to become
more frequent than correct ones, leading finally to unsuccessful learning. The value
of 50 for the threshold under which the learning is successful reflects the proportion
of noise, i.e. incorrect associations due to incorrect matching of the teacher-learner
perceptions, in the particular set-up. This value would then vary from one experiment
to another. In the present case, the increase of the noise, which lead to unsuccessful
learning, is due to incorrect teaching provided by the learner robots. The more robots
speak, the more noise. By definition, each robot can hear only other robots which
are in a distance of 1.5 its body size. This means that each robot can be taught by
at most four other robots (when placed in each quadrant around it). In fact, each
robot is usually taught by two other robots, as the robots tend to quickly form long
chains (as one can see in the figures of appendix A, which show different stages of
the simulation). If one robot is a bad teacher, then its incorrect teaching spreads
quickly to other robots. Given that 1) there is in average 20% of noise, i.e. incorrect
associations due to incorrect matching of the teacher-learner perceptions, in the two
agents, teacher-learner scenario (as evaluated in the experiments of section 7.1), 2)
that each object's description (compass and distance measurements) overlap with at
least two other objects' descriptions (which makes the association more difficult, as
the correct set of features is less distinct, see discussion of section 7.2.2) and 3) that
each robot can be taught at most by two other learners, the noise increase due to one
bad learner is enormous and chances are small that correct learning would result in
this case. Correct learning is thus ensured when all learners speak only when they
have learned the vocabulary correctly. Each robot is taught each signal about 5 times
during its passage across one object (the teacher repeats the signal several times).
Correct learning of the vocabulary requires at least 10 passages over each object (i.e.
10 different teaching episodes, in which the robot approaches the object from a different
direction). Therefore, correct learning should occur after about 10-5 = 50 associations,
i.e. a value of 50 for the confidence factors associated with the signal-object features.
The simulations in which learning was unsuccessful were stopped while the curve of
bad association was still increasing (see curves of thresholds 20 and 30 in figure 8.2.
If we had let the simulation run longer, we could have checked whether the curve
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would converge to the maximal value of 1. In this case, this would have meant that
all robots had finally converged to a common definition of the vocabulary, while this
definition would have been different from that initially taught by the teacher robot.
The observation of a shift in the language definition, defined as the 'emergence of a
dialect' have been made by [Arita & Koyama 98, Steels 97b] in their simulations of
the development of language (see review of these works in section 2.3.1). We did
not make this analysis, mainly because the aim of our experiment was to study correct
transmission of a fixed pre-defined vocabulary (and also because these simulations were
extremely long to run), as opposed to [Arita & Koyama 98, Steels 97b] who studied
the emergence and variation of a lexicon as an effect of its transmission. It would of
course be very interesting to carry out similar studies in the future, using the physical
simulation and the DRAMA architecture. In particular, it would be very intriguing
to compare the results obtained with those of [Arita &; Koyama 98, Steels 97b], as in
these people's studies, no physical or behavioural description of the agents were given
(see discussion of section 3.4). We could then determine the role played by these
physical factors in the transmission of a language. This point will be further discussed
in section 12.3.2.
8.2 Measure of the influence of the imitative strategy on
the learning performance
This section reports on simulation studies in which we investigated the importance
of the imitative strategy, namely mutual following of teacher and learner agents as
described in section 7.1.1, for a successful transmission of the vocabulary. The imitative
strategy allows the agents to share a common set of internal and external perceptions,
as they perform the same movements, and, thus, travel over the same ground (thereby
having similar relative measures of energy consumption, orientation, inclination), and
as they share close physical positions and 'look' in the same direction. It is thus
expected that, if the agents lack the capability of imitating/following each other, their
perceptions at any point of time would seldom be similar, and consequently the chances
for the learning to be successful would strongly decrease. We carry out simulations
in which we compare the learning success of two learner robots, while only one of the
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learners is capable of following the teacher robot.
8.2.1 Experimental set-up and procedure
For these studies we use the same simulated environment as described in section 8.1,
namely a rectangular arena containing nine different objects (see figure 8.1), with three
robots, 1 teacher and two learners. The learning task is the same as in the experiments
reported in section 8.1, namely learning a vocabulary to label the nine objects and to
describe the objects' location in terms of polar coordinates. We study the influence of
the imitative strategy on the learning success by comparing the learning performance
of the two learner agents, only one of which is capable of following another agent by
means of phototaxis. The three agents are wandering randomly in the arena. Once the
follower agent meets the teacher agent or the second learner agent, it begins to follow
it. When the non-follower agent meets one of the two other agents, it simply avoids it
as an obstacle and carries on its random wandering; that is, in the non-follower agent,
the DRAMA connections between light sensor and motors have been set up to produce
obstacle avoidance, while in the follower agent, the connections have been set up to
produce phototaxis. The non-follower agent can learn, similarly to the other learner
agent, that is, if it is close enough to the speaking agent, it can receive its signals and
associate them with the sensor measurements it has made during a short time delay
window before and after the signals' reception (plus or minus the short-term memory
duration).
8.2.2 Results and discussion
We carried out a set of ten runs, where 1 run corresponds to 100,000 processing cycles.
Figure 8.3 shows the learning progress of the two learner agents when learning three
different types of vocabularies: 1) a vocabulary to describe the nine objects (coloured
patches) of the environment, 2) a vocabulary to label scaled values of polar coordin¬
ates referring to the objects' locations and 3) a vocabulary for the four quadrants of
a compass, which measures the robot's individual orientation. Learning each of these
vocabularies corresponds to associating radio signals, i.e. the teacher's words, with
respectively 1) nine different colour measurements (objects' features), 2) five differ-
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Table 8.1: Comparison of learning success of bllower and non-follower agent
objects polar coord. orientation
Foil Non-foil Foil Non-foil Foil Non-foil
Nm-learned-words/total-voc. I—1 o o as 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.0
ent measurements along the energy scale and eight different measurements along the
global compass scale (objects' polar coordinates), and 3) four different compass meas¬
urements. The Y-axis represent the ratio between correctly and incorrectly learned
words. In table 8.1, we show the mean value of this ratio over the 10 runs for each
experiment and for each learner robot.
Results show that the non-follower agent is less successful on average and slower at
learning the vocabulary concerning the coloured patches and the polar coordinates
and was always unsuccessful at learning the vocabulary concerning the orientation
relative to a compass. These results imply that the ability for following improves the
grounding of extero perceptions, as done when naming the coloured patches detected
by different colour perceptions and when naming its position relative to global polar
coordinates. But it is especially important for grounding proprio perceptions, as done
when naming its relative orientation. Being close enough spatially is often sufficient for
the agents to share a common context of external perceptions and then to successfully
ground the vocabulary onto the same sensor perceptions. In the experiments, the non-
follower agent learns the vocabulary concerning extero perceptions correctly because,
when it receives the teacher's signal, it is often close enough to get a similar measure
of polar coordinates (the spatial scaling of the environment it learns to name is wide
enough to allow two agents to share the same set of coordinates at one time) and
to make a measure of colour (detection of coloured patch) shortly before or after
meeting the teacher. The follower agent is, however, faster and more successful at
learning because of its constant spatial closeness to the teacher agent. By contrast, it
is not sufficient for the agents to be spatially close to one another for them to share
a common set of internal perceptions, which would allow them to successfully ground
these proprio incorrectperceptions onto a common vocabulary. Imitating or replicating
another agent's actions lets the imitative agent go through the same actuator states as
the imitated agent. It also allows it to make other similar internal perceptions which
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are a consequence of its actions, e.g. its orientation, inclination (see experiments
reported in section 7.1.2), and relative energy consumption. In the experiments, the
follower learner agent implicitly imitates or replicates the teacher's movements while
following it, and consequently orients its body towards the same direction as the one
pointed to by the teacher. In contrast, the non-follower agent, which tries to avoid the
teacher agent, is not or seldom (and then only for a short period) oriented similarly
to the teacher and is thus less likely to correctly associate the teacher's signals, which
accounts for the failing of its learning observed in all 10 simulations.
8.3 Synthesis
This chapter reported on two sets of simulation studies. In the first set, we showed
that the learning scenario used in the experiments of chapter 7 to transmit a vocabu¬
lary from one teacher robot to one learner robot scales up successfully to transmit a
vocabulary among a group of robots. The scenario is based on an imitative unsuper¬
vised learning strategy. The success of the experiment depends (1) on the constraints
imposed on the learner agent's behaviour, resulting from the learner's following beha¬
viour, which reduce the amount of analysed data to a relevant subset and (2) on the
agent's discriminating abilities.
An interesting aspect of this experiment was that a learner agent could become teacher
in turn, when sufficiently confident in its word-observation pairing. Results showed that
it was important to fix a sufficiently high threshold for the level of confidence under
which the robot could teach to prevent an unsuccessful result. If the robot teaches
incorrectly, the number of incorrect associations which have to be discarded increases,
leading to an unsuccessful result, if this number becomes greater on average than the
number of correct associations. The value of the threshold depends on the proportion of
noise, i.e. uncorrect teaching episodes, for the teacher-learner teaching scenario, which
is different for each physical set-up and thus has to be estimated for each experiment.
In the second set of simulation studies, we studied the importance of the imitat¬
ive/following strategy for the success of the learning. We carried out simulation studies,
in which we compared the learning success of agents with and without the ability of
following. The results of these studies showed that agents lacking this capability would
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be slower at learning or would simply fail. The capacity of following the other is partic¬
ularly important when the word to be learned concerns the agent's proprio perceptions,
e.g. orientation, as it allows the two agents to share similar internal perceptions, e.g.
pointing in the same direction.














Figure 8.3: Learning curves for follower and non-follower learner agents in three different
learning tasks: learning a vocabulary for objects, for scaling values of polar coordinates and
for orientation relative to a compass.
Chapter 9
Using the robot's communicative
ability
This chapter reports on three experimental case-studies which show different uses of the
robot's communication ability as part ofmultiple robot and human-robot interactions.
These experiments follow from the experiments reported in sections 7.1.2, 7.2.1 and 8.1,
in which the robot was taught a vocabulary to describe its perceptions and actions. In
the first section, we describe an experiment in which the robot uses its understanding
of a vocabulary describing locations in the environment to find a second robot, when
the latter is saying its location. This experiment uses the robot's knowledge of a
vocabulary to distinguish between hilly and plane areas, which it had been taught in
the experiment of section 7.1.2. In the second section, we report on an experiment
in which a group of robots benefit from their common interpretation of a vocabulary
as it speeds up their learning of new information. The robots' understanding of the
vocabulary in this experiment results from the teaching experiment reported in section
8.1. In the third section, we present an experiment in which a human instructor uses
the vocabulary that the robot can understand to describe its orientation in order to
command the robot inside an unknown environment. This experiment follows from
the experiment reported in section 7.2.1, in which the robot had been taught the
vocabulary.
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9.1 Two-robot collaboration
We report on a case-study experiment in which a robot benefits from understanding
the vocabulary used by another robot. This experiment uses two autonomous robots, a
'child' and a 'mother' robot. Both terms (mother and child) are used in a metaphorical
sense in order to characterise a situation where a) one robot is the model for another
robot's behaviour, b) the teacher/mother robot knows the right words for useful places
and situations in the environment, and c) the learner/child robot is supposed to have
an instinct to stay close to the teacher robot, i.e. the learner can benefit from the
knowledge of the teacher.
This experiment was reported in [Billard & Dautenhahn 97a]. Originally, the scenario
of the experiment was composed of two parts, a teaching part and a testing part. The
teaching part was reported in section 7.1.2. We describe here the testing part. To aid
recollection of the teaching part, we first briefly sketch out the complete scenario.
In the first stage of the experiment (teaching stage), the child robot follows the mother
robot, which travels randomly around the environment. While they wander, the mother
describes its environment using different 'words' (emission of different radio signals)
depending on whether they travel on the plane, up or down a hill. The child robot
attaches a meaning to the mother's signals, by associating them with different percep¬
tions of inclination. In the second stage, child and mother are separated. Then, because
the child crucially needs its mother (following a predefined instinctive behaviour), it
immediately begins to look for her. Unfortunately, because of sensory limitations, it
cannot see her and thus begins a random search that may be long and may not succeed.
Meanwhile, the mother is still naming the location where she is. The child, hearing
and understanding the mother's messages, uses them as supplementary information
for finding her. In the mother-child scenario, the ability to understand the language of
the 'mother' is advantageous for the child because it gives supplementary information




In the experiment of section 7.1.2, the learner/child robot learned a 3-word vocabulary
to distinguish between three areas of inclination: plane - up - down, which corresponded
to moving on the plane, or up and down a hill. In addition, because a bright light was
suspended on top of the hill, the learner robot had also associated an increase of light
with climbing up and consecutively associated the word up with significant brightness
and the word down with darker light measurements (see figure 7.3 right).
In the present experiment, we use the results of the experiments of section 7.1.2 for
commanding the robot's movement. We use the learner/child robot's understanding
of the vocabulary (namely its two associations 'radio signal plane = dark + plane
inclination' and 'radio signal up = bright + up inclination') to direct the robot towards
the bright or dark area of the arena, which correspond respectively to the plane and
hilly areas. The robot is directed by the teacher/mother robot's signals 'plane' or 'up'.
The mother robot sends the signal which corresponds to its own inclination and light
perception, that is, it is telling its location. Note that there was a unique bright and
hilly area and so there was no ambiguity on the signals. As the child robot is too far
away to detect the mother robot through infra-red sensors, it uses its understanding
of the mother robot's signal and its ability to detect light from farther away to direct
itself towards the mother robot's location. We use two FisherTechnik robots, whose
hardware has been described in the [Billard & Dautenhahn 97b]. In the following, we
first describe the behavioural architecture used to direct the robot's behaviour and
then we report on the results of the experiment.
9.1.2 The behavioural architecture
In order to allow switching between the robot's learning the vocabulary in the first
phase (experiment of section 7.1.2) and then using it in the second phase (reported
here), we defined behavioural processes in addition to the associative process, such as
drives and retrieval mechanisms which discriminate between desired and real sensor
states. Note that in this experiment we used a simpler associative architecture than
DRAMA, which did not have event detector modules and had no record of time, i.e.
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no recurrent structure and no time parameter (see section 7.1.2 for more explanations).
Figure 9.1 shows a schematic representation of the complete architecture. The learning
architecture is represented by three learning boxes, linking light, radio and inclination
sensor systems. Note that the network is in fact a 3-D matrix and the learning process
is a single routine. The division into three boxes in the picture was made to point
out the bidirectionality of the association between each sensor system. The inputs
of infra-red sensor and motor systems do not participate in the learning, hence they
are not linked by a learning box. Explanation for the rest of the schema are given
in the text below. The control architecture described here was implemented only in
the learner/child robot. The behaviour of the teacher/mother robot was defined as a





Figure 9.1: The behavioural architecture of the mother-child scenario.
The architecture's functioning is based on the conservation of an energy parameter
E, which is a fixed quantity to be shared between two possible actions, activation of
the motors and learning (i.e. update of the network connection parameters). The
energy taken by each action is equal to the value of their corresponding motivational
factor M, which is a function of the motivational factors associated with other sensor
systems: E >= M(motors) +M(learning) ~ M(IR) + (M(light) +M (inclination) +
M(radio)). The motivation for the activation of the motors is determined by the
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motivation associated with the IR sensors, which corresponds to seeing the other robot.
This is used to regulate the child robot's following of the mother robot: the farther
away the mother, the bigger the motivation to move and the more energy given to the
motors; thus the faster the robot runs. If the child does not detect the mother at all,
i.e. minimum infra-red reflection, it runs at the maximum of its speed. The motivation
for learning is determined by the motivation associated with light, inclination and radio
sensors. Learning occurs when desired and real states of at least one of these three
sensors do not match. The motivational factor of each sensor is proportional to the
Hamming distance between the desired state and the real state of the sensor. The
sensors desired states are produced by two built-in drives, the mother need and the
need for internal equilibrium.
Desired versus real sensory states
We distinguish between real and desired sensory states. The desired state is determined
by a built-in behaviour, say an instinct. It represents what the agent wishes to sense
but not necessarily what it really senses, which is the real sensory state. Comparison
between desired and real sensory states is used as a motivation for acting. The agent
acts (either moves or learns) in order to satisfy its desires if they do not match reality.
In our implementation, two built-in instincts are defined, the mother need and the
internal equilibrium need. The mother need is a survival instinct, which corresponds
to the wish to perceive a high frontal infra-red reflection:
f N |desired state(IR)-real state(IR)| |250-measure(IR)|M{IR> = 250 = 250
where 250 is equal to the maximal infra-red reflection, which corresponds to being very
close to the other robot. This principle was successful because the mother robot was
the only obstacle in the arena. The division by 250 allows to get normalised values.
The need for internal equilibrium provides the motivation for learning (and additionally
for moving). It compares the value of current, i.e. real sensor input, to the predicted,
i.e. retrieved, input for the light, inclination and radio sensor systems separately. By
definition, the desired state of these systems is the retrieved one (updated at each
processing cycle). Internal equilibrium is achieved when the real sensor states at both
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ends of the associative network correspond to the predicted ones, i.e. desired and real
states are equal. If this is not the case, a motivation for learning is activated. The
motivation intensity is proportional to the normalised difference between the desired
and real states, similarly to M(IR), see above.
Motivation versus Energy potential
The motivational factors compete for the distribution of energy, E, which has a fixed
value to be shared between all possible actions of the robot, namely moving (activation
of the two motors) and learning (updating of the structure of the learning architecture).
The energy given to each action is proportional to the value of the corresponding
motivational factor, which is determined by those of the sensors.
In our experiment, the desire for an infra-red detection of the mother produces a motiv¬
ation for moving. Motors left and right are activated proportionally to the motivation.
The robot runs in the direction where the infra-red sensor reading is the closest to the
desired value, which corresponds to a high infra-red measurement.
As mentioned previously, the instinct for internal equilibrium creates a motivation for
learning. In addition, it also provides a small motivation for moving. This was done,
as it was considered that small movements in parallel to the update of the learning
could be advantageous in some cases in order to cope with the experimental noise.
Therefore, the motivational factor associated with the motor state is a function both
of the motivational factor of the infra-red sensor (mother need) and of the motivational
factor of the learning: M(motors) = M(IR) + ^ • M(learning).
Because the mother need related to the survival of the individual, its motivational
influence on the motors' activation is privileged over the one of the need for equilibrium
in the energy sharing process. The activation of the motors due to the mother need
can consume up to a maximum of 80% of the energy available. The remaining energy
(at minimum 20%) is divided up by the actions to satisfy the need for equilibrium,
that is in first instance learning and in second instance motors' activation. Thus,
E >= M(IR) + 2-M(learning), where M(IR) <= 0.8 -E and M(learning) <= 0.2 -E,
and therefore M(motors) <= 0.9 ■ E.
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This setup produced the behaviour designed for the mother-child scenario. When the
child is moved away from the mother, the motivational factor produced by the 'mother
need' activates the motors at the maximal speed, which corresponds to using 80% of
the energy available. In the meanwhile, the mother sends radio signals corresponding
to her position in the arena (on the hill or on the plane). The child decodes the
mother's signals by retrieving the light and inclination measurements associated with
the radio encoding of the signal. The retrieved measurements differ from that currently
measured by the child, as it is not on the same location as the mother, therefore
not satisfying the need for equilibrium and consequently creating a maximal (as all
sensor states disagree) motivation for learning and consequently for moving (as the
need for equilibrium increases noth the learning and moving motivation factors). The
energy consumed by the motors jumps to 90% of the energy available (10% more from
M(learning)), so that about 10% of energy is left for learning. This was considered
insufficient to activate an update of the associative network, as we had fixed a minimum
threshold for the activation of the learning function to 15% of the energy. Consequently,
the child does not update its knowledge of the vocabulary when it hears the mother's
messages; this would in any case result in unsuccessful learning as the child's current
perception of light and inclination are not similar to that of the mother. Instead, the
child uses its understanding of the vocabulary to search for the mother, by driving
its motors such as to go closer to the point which satisfies most its desired sensor
state. That is, the motivational factors of right/left motors are proportional to the
motivational factors of the right/left light sensors (similarly to infra-red sensors, see
last paragraph). As a result, the robot search for light on its left, for instance, would
produce a bigger activation on the right motor than on the left, consequently letting
the robot turn toward the correct direction.
We programmed the robots in PDL, which is a language developed by Luc Steels at the
Vrije Universiteit Brussel [Steels 92], It is based on a parallel processing principle. Each
process acts on global quantities that are updated only at the end of each cycle. The
final value of the quantity is the result of the updates of each process. Consequently,
the observable behaviour of the robot results from the combination of all processes.
The following behaviour of one robot by the other one was programmed as a com-
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bination of ten processes acting on the motors and directed by the measurements of
the bumpers and the infra-red sensor (see [Billard & Dautenhahn 97b] for the code).
The following was bidirectional. Each robot was provided with a set of three infra-red
sensors, on the back of the teacher and on the front of the learner, that enabled them
to 'see' each other. The motors were given values, which control the motor current and
hence the speed, proportional to the sensory measurement of the infra-red detectors.
The closer the following robot, the slower it moves and reversely for the followed robot.
The differences between the side detectors and the middle one used to control the two
independent driving wheels. A set of six bumpers (frontal for the learner and in the
back for the teacher) was used for close alignment. This resulted in a very efficient
alignment and smooth following behaviour of one robot behind the other one.
9.1.3 Experimental set-up
Bright Area \ Dark Area
Figure 9.2: Schematic view of the 'Mother-Child' experiment.
We use the same set-up as for the first stage of the experiment, described in section
7.1.2. It consists of a rectangular arena, with in the middle a hill, on top of which
is suspended a light bulb. Figure 9.2 shows a schematic view of the experiment with
the hill and the light source on top of it. The light emitted by the light source is
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directed downwards to the hill, forming a cone of light around the hill, brighter at the
top and then decreasing progressively. The dark area corresponds to the part of the
area outside the light cone. In this area, the robot does not receive direct light but
only diffuse reflections from the walls. The light intensity received by the robot's two
detectors is then approximatively the same.
This light intensity threshold is important because it determines the reactivity of the
robot. The difference between desired and real states for each light detector determines
the speed given to the motors. The difference in sensitivity between right and left
detector determines consequently the direction of movement of the robot. Therefore,
as long as the robot stays in the dark area, it can only move forward, because the
difference in light intensity measured by its two detectors is too small to cause turning.
However, once it has crossed the boundary between the two areas, it will turn either
towards or away from the light source depending on the mother's messages.
9.1.4 Results
The experiment begins with the child robot on the plane in starting position 1 (cf.
figure 9.2) and the mother robot on the hill. Child and mother are separated by a
distance bigger than 50cm, so that the child cannot detect the mother using its infra¬
red sensors. As soon as the mother robot is activated (the robot is switched on using
an external switch), it begins to emit the radio signal for 'hill'. As soon as the child
robot is switched on, it begins to turn towards the hill. The scenario is then repeated
by placing the child robot in the symmetrical position 2 (cf. figure 9.2) and so on for
five different positions on each side of the hill. The situation is then reversed. The
mother is put on the plane and the child placed again in one of the starting positions
and so on. This was done in order to verify whether there was any bias in the robot's
association of light-radio signals from any direction.
10 tests were thus done and recorded with a video camera. Tests showed that the
experiment was successful, the robot's reactions were correct, but very sensitive to the
difference between dark and bright areas. Outside the bright area, the robot keeps
strictly moving forward, as explained previously. When entering the bright area only,
the robot begins well to turn towards the right direction, that is either towards or away
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from the hill, depending on whether the mother is on the hill or on the plane.
Once the region 'hill' is reached, the desire for light is satisfied. The robot slows
down, however it does not stop until the desire for inclination and infra-reds are also
satisfied. Thus, if it does not find the mother on the hill, it moves slowly around the
hill, satisfying partially its desires for both light, upwards inclination and infra-red
perception.
9.2 Collaboration among a group of robots
This experiment follows from the experiment reported in section 8.1, in which we
studied transmission of a vocabulary from a teacher robot to eight learner robots. In
this experiment, we study how the vocabulary learned in the first experiment can be
used beneficially by the same group of nine agents. The experiment starts with all
agents knowing a vocabulary of 31 words for describing the nine different colours of
the coloured patches present in the environment and their locations in terms of 14
energy levels and 8 compass orientations. As the agents wander randomly around
the environment, they learn the locations of the coloured patches by associating the
sensor perception of the particular colour input with the coordinates of the agent's own
position. When one agent has learned the location of a coloured patch, it can further
transmit it via the communication channel (using the learned vocabulary) to all other
agents. Each agent can thus learn the coloured patches' locations from listening to
the speaker agent's talk and without actually coming across the particular location
itself. This results in a speeding up of the learning of the whole population, which we
study using two different scenarios for the information transmission. The transmission
occurs as soon as one agent comes across a coloured patch location (one to many and
long distance communication) or only when two agents come across one another (one
to one and short-distance communication).
The experimental set-up was described previously in section 8.1. We describe, here,
first the mechanisms used in the experiment to allow retrieval of the learned associ¬
ations (understanding of the vocabulary) and then report on the results of the experi¬
ment.
9.2. COLLABORATION AMONG A GROUP OF ROBOTS
9.2.1 Retrieval mechanism
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A retrieval mechanism based on the notion of desired and real sensor state, similarly
to section 9.1, was implemented to allow the robots to use their understanding of the
vocabulary to learn new colour patches' locations from hearing another robot's saying
so. The robots' predefined understanding of the vocabulary is set-up by fixing from
the start their network's connections between the radio sensor and the colour, compass
and energy sensor, such as to represent a vocabulary of 31 words to label 9 colours, 14
energy levels and 8 compass measurements. The robots communicate by exchanging
information about objects' locations. One robot's message is composed of three radio
signals (1 byte with 1 bit activated) for describing the object colour and its location in
terms of compass and energy measurements. When one agent receives a radio signal
sent by a second agent (which produces a pattern of activity in the radio sensor units),
it decodes it by retrieving the correlated activity in units corresponding to the colour,
energy and compass sensors. That is, the three radio signals retrieve a specific unit
activity in each of the set of units attached to colour, compass and energy sensors.
Learning of location of the coloured patches transmitted in this way results then from
updating the connections between the coactivated units in the colour, compass and
energy sensors (but not the radio sensor, see explanations below).
The sensor activity which is retrieved for the colour, energy and compass sensors is
stored in a desired vector state (one for each sensor), which is different from the real vec¬
tor state, which contains the current sensor measurement. Thus, the retrieved sensor
activity does not affect directly the robot's behaviour, that is it does not participate in
controlling the motors and radio activity (by retrieving the real unit activity in these
sensors). However, in order to control the robots' speaking, i.e. to activate the radio
emitter to transmit the objects' locations, in the simulations, a mechanism is imple¬
mented, which transfers the desired state into the current one. This transfer occurs
either when the robot discovers an object or when it meets another robot and engages
in an answer-question dialogue (see description of the results below). Learning of the
objects' locations results then from association among desired sensor states and associ¬
ation among real sensor states. It is important to note that association among desired
sensor units is done separately from association among real sensor units. Thus, in the
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experiment, the hearer agent can either learn from the desired sensor units' activity
(which correspond to the sensor perceptions 'transmitted' by the speaker robot) by
associating mutually the active units in each sensor system or it can learn from the
real sensor units' activity (its current sensor measurements), but it can not associate
mutually its desired sensor state (speaker's measurement) with its real sensor state
(its current measurement). By definition, radio measurements are never associated
with other sensor measurements in this experiment. When they are produced by the
speaker, they do not produce an input activity in the speaker's radio sensor but rather
an output activity, which is then not forwarded to the DRAMA associative module (see
section 4.3.2 for explanations); thus, no association occurs. When they are received
by the learner, only the desired sensor states they produce are associated. Association
between real sensor states was defined, so that all except the radio sensor state could
be associated.
9.2.2 Results
We carried out 3 sets of simulation studies in which the nine robots use the vocabulary
to transmit to each other the location (polar coordinates) of the nine objects (coloured
patches) in their environment. In figure 9.3, we compare the results for three different
learning scenarios. In the first case, the agents learn the locations of the coloured
patches by making the associations when they travel across over a coloured patch; in
this case, learning of the patches' locations results from each agent's individualistic
search. In the second and third cases, the agents use their knowledge of the vocab¬
ulary to transmit to each other information about each patch location. In these two
cases, learning results, then, from both individualistic search and from collaborative
behaviour. An agent informs the other agent about a patch location by emitting a set
of three signals, one corresponding to the colour type, and two corresponding to the
'words' for its location in terms of energy level and compass orientation. The other
listener agents learn the new location by associating together the corresponding three
sensor stimuli which have been activated by the reception of the signals (as explained
in the previous subsection). In the second experiment, the agents transmit the location
of the coloured patch as soon as they discover it, that is when they travel on it. The
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Figure 9.3: Speed of learning colour patches locations in three cases (mean value over all nine
robots and all runs; error bar are standard deviations): as a result of each robot's individual
exploration (-), by listening to another robot's speech which talks as soon as it finds a new
location through dialogue conversation when meeting another robot
speaker robot's signal can be received by all robots in the whole arena (long distance
communication). In the third experiment, the robots' transmission of information oc¬
cur only when two robots meet (short distance communication). That is, when two
robots are close enough to 'see' each other, they engage in a conversation; each robot
speaks in turn, the robot with lowest numbering (robots are numbered as 1,2,..to 9)
first, and asks the other for all coloured patches whose location it does not know yet.
That is, one robot sends a signal for the colour type (question), which activates, in
the receiver agent's 'brain', the corresponding patch location (if known). The retrieval
process proceeds in two stages: first the corresponding sensor stimuli for compass and
energy are retrieved and then by transitivity of the associations the corresponding ra¬
dio signals are retrieved, which are further emitted by the robot as its 'answer' to the
other robot's query. The dialogue ends as soon as the agents become separated by
more than 20 cm. (e.g. when one agent turns in an opposite direction for avoiding an
obstacle or another agent) or when they have enumerated all the objects.
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We observe that learning of the whole group is faster when the robots can transmit to
each other their current knowledge, that is the learning curve converges faster in the
second and third experiments than in the first one. Learning is also faster when the
transmission can go from one robot to all robots (second experiment), rather than from
one to one (third experiment). This is not a surprising result. Surely, a one-to-many
communication is faster than one-to-one communication. One-to-one communication
of the objects' locations speeds the learning of the locations compared to an individual
search; this is especially due to the fact that the agents do not stop to speak to each
other, that is, engage in a question-answer dialogue when moving close to one another;
as they do not stop, they do not lose time from their random search of object and thus
transmission of the objects' location is only beneficial.
9.3 Human-robot interaction
This experiment follows the experiment of section 7.2.1, in which a human instructor
taught a robot a four word vocabulary North-South-West-East1 to distinguish between
four orientations, relative to compass measurements, at 90 degrees from each other.
The learning was done in a constrained environment, namely a rectangular arena con¬
sisting of four corridors at right angles to each other. The robot learned to associate
four different radio signals sent by the instructor with each of the four orientations, i.e.
compass measurement, it had when travelling in each of the four corridors.
In the experiment we report here the robot is taken out of the learning environment
and allowed to wander freely inside the laboratory, which consists of a room of 20 by
6 meters with several pieces of furniture. By means of a portable radio transceiver
(used for the teaching), the human instructor directs the robot along a fixed path
which requires turning in each of the four compass directions learned previously in the
cage. If the robot receives no signal from the human instructor, it simply goes straight
forward, avoiding obstacles by means of its frontal infra-red detector and bumpers.
Figure 9.4 shows a schema of the robot's path inside the laboratory. There are 6
1 Note that we use the terms 'North/South/West/East' in order to give a simple image of the decom¬
position of the compass measurement into 4 quadrants. The magnetic field measured by the robot
does not correspond to the earth's magnetic field, but to the magnetic disturbances created by the
electronic machines in the laboratory, which luckily create a homogeneous field.
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points of rotation, numbered from 1 to 6, which correspond to the place at which the
robot receives the radio signal and consequently turns. The real path (dotted line)
is distorted from the desired path (straight line). The drawing of the real path is
schematic.
Figure 9.4: Schema of the robot's path inside the laboratory.
The experimental set-up was described previously in section 7.2.1. We describe, here,
first the mechanism used in the experiment to allow retrieval of the learned associations
(understanding of the vocabulary) and then report on the results of the experiment.
9.3.1 Retrieval mechanism
We implement the same retrieval mechanism, based on a comparison between desired
and real state as described in section 9.1, to allow guiding of the robot's behaviour
in this experiment. The same architecture (DRAMA training and retrieval processes)
is used both for the teaching phase (reported in section 7.2.1) and the testing phase
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(reported here). In order to distinguish between the teaching and ordering signals, we
define a two bytes protocol, the first byte encoding the 'teaching/order' type of the
signal and the second byte encoding the particular radio message. A predefined default
connection in the network, which becomes active under the reception of the 'ordering'
byte, switches off the learning algorithm and activates the retrieving algorithm for the
connections from radio sensor to the motors and the compass sensor.
The novel activity is stored in a desired vector state (one for each sensor) which is
different from the real vector state, which contains the current sensor measurement.
Thus, the retrieved sensor activity does not affect the robot's behaviour directly, that
is, it does not participate in retrieval of the motors' and radio activity. However,
indirectly, as the result of a separate if-then process, it leads the robot to rotating on
the spot, until it reaches a position in which the desired and real states of its compass
are the same, the desired state of the compass being the orientation required by the
radio signal.
9.3.2 Results
The experiment begins with the robot at the side of the Dodgem cage, as shown in
figure 9.4. The human instructor then directs it following the path shown in figure 9.4,
sending the commands (radio signals) 'North, West, North, South, North, East, South'
(c.f. schema of figure 9.4) when the robot reached the position at which a turn in the
corresponding direction was necessary. The guiding scenario was repeated ten times.
The robot showed correct behaviour, that is it responded well to the orders when it
received them2 and was able to follow the whole path in each case. However, the path
it followed was never the same, due to the fact that it was not always going straight,
and it was shown to position itself to the required direction within 45 degree precision.
The imperfect straight wandering is due firstly to imperfect gears and imprecise speed
control (we do not use a proportional speed control system, which would make the
robot's travelling smoother, but rather a two step system, i.e. half or full speed), which
is unavoidable when using simple LEGO robots. The imprecise angle positioning is
2 Correct radio transmission occurs in about 75% of the cases, that is if a signal is received then it is
perfect, we could tell if the robot had received a signal by it emitting a sound.
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due to the poor compass sensitivity, which can distinguish only between bearings of
22.5 degree spacing. As we teach to distinguish only between four main directions,
it happens often that the robot associates two bearings with one radio signal. The
robot can thus position itself toward the requested direction within at minimum 22.5
degree precision (association with one bearing) and at maximum 45 degrees precision
(association with two bearings).
9.4 Synthesis
This chapter described three case-studies in which the robot's understanding of a
vocabulary was used to facilitate its interaction with other agents, either other ro¬
bots or a human. In particular, we showed the benefit of being able to communicate
and especially of being able to do so at long distance, as it provides the agent with
information it has not access to from its current location. Consequently, it can speed
up the robot's search process for a particular information, e.g. the location of another
robot (experiment of section 9.1) or of objects (experiment of section 9.2). Human-
robot interactions are facilitated, once the robot has successfully mapped the human
instructor's signals onto a set of significant sensor measurements, as it provides the in¬
structor with a means of commanding the robot, e.g. to guide its path in an unknown
environment (experiment of section 9.3).
An important aspect of these experiments lies in the fact that they show how easy
it is to extract the information stored in the associative architecture (DRAMA). For
the three experiments reported here, only simple mechanisms had to be added to the
retrieval mechanisms defined in chapter 4 for the DRAMA network. In particular,
we defined a general framework of retrieval mechanisms based on the notion of desired
state and real state of the sensors and actuators of the robot. This was successfully used
for on-line retrieval of the associations, which was further used to direct the robot's
actions (sections 9.1 and 9.3) and the robot's learning (section 9.2).
Note that the experiments of sections 9.1 and 9.3, presented only qualitative, as op¬
posed to quantitative, results, as these experiments were meant simply as an illustration
of the use of the vocabulary. A quantitative evaluation of the DRAMA architecture's
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retrieval performance is given in section 9.2 and in the experiments of chapter 11. Note
also that the architecture's retrieval performance is evaluated continuously through all
experiments reported in this thesis, as the robots' actuators (motors and radio emit¬
ter) activity is always controlled by retrieval of the motor outputs, given predefined




This chapter describes an experiment in which a robot learns to extract spatial and
temporal regularities in its perceptions (sensor measurements) when travelling in a
highly regular environment. The experiment consists of letting two robots, a teacher
robot and a learner robot, travel several times across a series of three corridors. The
two robots follow closely each other, the teacher in front. The teacher robot emits
one different radio signal, each time it turns from one corridor into another. The
learner robot records the time series of its sensor measurements, namely the sequence
of compass, light and radio measurements which results from the regularity of the two
robots' travel in the corridors.
The experiment is carried out first in simulation and then in a physical environ¬
ment. We first describe the experimental set-up and procedure and then report on
the result of simulated and physical experiments. This work has been published in
[Billard & Hayes 99].
10.1 Experimental set-up
Physical experiments are carried out in the Dodgem cage with the two LEGO robots,
which were described in section 6.1.1. For these experiments, the rectangular arena
is restricted to forming a series of three inter-connected corridors at right angles to
each other. The corridors are delimited by walls on each side. An aluminium plate lies
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in the middle of the second corridor. The same environmental set-up is reproduced
in simulation. That is, the simulated environment conserves the proportionality of
sizes between the robots, corridors and aluminium plate's dimensions of the physical
environment. In addition, the simulated robots have a speed of movement equal to the
mean one of the real robots (i.e. lcm/sec). Consequently, simulated and real robots
should perceive similar spatial and temporal regularities in their sensor measurements.
In figure 10.1, we show a graphical representation of the simulated environment and
a picture of the physical one. In the simulation, the teacher robot crosses over the
aluminium plate in the second corridor, followed by the learner robot. On top of
the picture, we show the dialogue of the robots. The teacher robot sends the sig¬
nal '4' to label the object. The learner robot, which has not yet learned it, says
nothing (output '0'). This image is a snapshot of one simulated run, taken during
the first circling of the robots around the three corridors. In Appendix B, we show
eight snapshots of the same simulation, which show the progress of the learner robot's
learning. An animated gif of the complete simulation can be seen from an http site:
http://www.dai.ed.ac.uk/daidb/people/homes/audeb/simull.html
Figure 10.1: From left to right: a graphical representation of the simulated environment
and a picture of the physical one.
Relevant sensors with which the robots are provided in this experiment, are a compass
which measures bearings of 22.5 degrees, a pair of frontal light detectors for mutual
following of the two robots by means of phototaxis (see section 7.1.1 for explanation of
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the following routine), a pair of light detectors placed underneath their body to measure
the difference of light reflectivity when travelling across the aluminium plate as opposed
to travelling on the plane ground, and a radio transceiver for communication between
the two robots. Teacher and learner robots are provided with the same sensor types
(whose sensitivity might however be different, as two physical sensors are never the
same). The simulated robots are provided with the same set of sensors as the physical
robots. The robots are controlled by the DRAMA architecture. The processing of the
sensor information in the DRAMA architecture is similar to that described in section
6.2. A detailed description of the sensor sensitivity, range and their binary transcription
in the neural architecture is given in table 6.1. There are 43 units (2 + 1 + 6 + 16 +
10 + 8 =Bumpers + IR + Light-detectors (front + below) + Compass-quadrants +
Motor-states + Radio-sensor) in the network of the physical experiments. There are
53 units (1+8+8+8+3+16+3+6 = Default-speed + IRs + Light-detectors (front +
back) + Color-detector + Compass-quadrants + Radio-sensor + Motor-states) in the
simulation. The encoding of the sensor and actuator information is described in detail
in page 133. The short-term memory duration of unit activity is the same for all units
and is equal to 600 processing cycles in both simulated and physical controllers.
10.2 The experimental procedure
The experiment consists of letting the two robots run along the corridors, starting
from the bottom left entrance, the teacher in front of the learner. During a run,
the robots travel the series of corridors ten times. The corridors walls in this experi¬
ment constrain the robots wandering to following one single path, which consequently
creates temporal regularities in the robot's sensor perceptions. Given the ability of
the DRAMA architecture for learning spatio-temporal regularities in the inputs (see
chapter 5 for explanations), we expect that the learner robot will learn the time series
of sensor measurement which it perceives during its travel along the three corridors.
While travelling along the corridors, the robots make different light and compass meas¬
urements; when crossing over the aluminium plate, the robots perceive an increase of
light reflection in the light detectors, which they carry underneath their body. Be¬
cause the corridors are placed at right angles to each other, travelling in each corridor
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corresponds to measuring a compass value belonging to a different quadrant (which
we call 'South', 'West' and 'North'1). In addition, the learner robot receives three
different radio signals while travelling in each of the three corridors. These signals are
sent by the teacher robot; they represent labels for the two compass measurements
made in the first and third corridors (signals 'South' and 'North') and for the increase
of light, measured in the second corridor when the robot crosses the aluminium plate
(signal 'object'). Assuming that the robots travel in the corridors with the same aver¬
age speed from one circling to the other, we expect the learner robot to perceive the
following series of sensor stimuli when travelling along the three corridors: Radio sig¬
nal 'South', compass measurement 'South', compass measurement 'West', radio signal
'Object', measurement of light increase, radio signal 'North', compass measurement
'North'.
10.3 Results















Ten and five runs were carried out with the simulated and physical environments
respectively. Each run started with the robots aligned one behind the other and placed
at the bottom left entrance of the series of corridors. A run consisted of the robots
travelling ten times along the corridors, each time in the same direction. The success
of the learning was evaluated through reading the values of the connection parameters
(confidence factor and time parameter), as explained in section 7.1.3. Remember that
the confidence factor gives a measure of frequency of activation of the connection,
while the time parameter records the time delay between consecutive activation of the
units linked by the connection. In this experiment, we expect to observe significant
1 Note that the robots measure a distorted component of the earth's magnetic field, due to the noisy
magnetic emissions of the laboratory machines; thus the labels South, West and North do not always
correspond to their usual meaning.
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values for the confidence factors of the connections linking the units of the compass and
light sensors to the units of the radio sensor. These associations should be such that
they represent the correlations between each radio signal and its meaning, in terms of
compass and light measurement. These associations are similar to those studied in the
experiments of chapters 7 and 8, in which the robot learned to correlate different radio
signals with different sensor measurements and actuator states.
In addition, we also expect to observe associations between all the units of the compass
and light sensors, as a result of their regular consecutive activation during the robot's
travels (successive compass measurements: South-West-North and light increase after
West measurement). The record of the correlations between these units will be demon¬
strated by finding significant values of confidence factors for the relevant connections,
compared to other connections, and by observing a convergence of the time parameter
values of these connections over the training period to constant values associated with
the different temporal offsets between the different events.
Table 10.1 gives, for each set of experiments, simulated and physical, the mean value
and standard deviation of (1) the ratio between the confidence factor (cf) values as¬
sociated with the correct word and the maximal value of cf attached to all words for
a given sensor measurement, i.e. cf (correctcorrelations)/(cf (correctcorrelations) +
max(cf (incorrectcorrelations))-, (2) the ratio between the number of words learned at
the end of a run and the total vocabulary; (3) the number of teaching examples given
in a run. We observe that in both simulated and physical experiments, the confidence
factor ratio is greater than 0.5, which means that the correct correlations have been
made more often on average than the incorrect ones, hence that learning is successful.
In addition, learning is stable as the standard deviation for the ratio is small, while
the value of the confidence factor remains greater than the threshold of 0.5.
Figure 10.2 top shows the variation of the time parameter values for each correct
connection between radio units (standing for a signal) and corresponding sensor meas¬
urement (standing for an object) during a run. Data are calculated as the difference
of time parameter tp values at each time step, i.e. tp(t) — tp(t — 1). We show the mean
value over all runs. Left and right figures show the results of simulation studies and
physical experiments. We observe strong fluctuations of the parameter values at the
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Figure 10.2: Variation of the time parameter values for each correct connection signal-object.
Results of simulations and physical experiments (left and right columns respectively).
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beginning of the run for the first third of the teaching (i.e., for about the first 100 and
60 teaching steps in simulations and physical experiments respectively). This corres¬
ponds to the learning phase; that is, the time during which the robot adjusts the time
parameters to fit the training data. The curve then stabilises around the zero value,
which means that the robot's network has converged to the correct time parameter val¬
ues. Small fluctuations remain (at times 200 and 300 for the simulations and at times
140, 180 in the physical experiments), which are due to the unperfect travelling of the
robots (simulated randomness in the simulator) and consequently the irregular travel
timing. The consistency between the results of simulations and physical experiments
demonstrate the good approximation of the noise made by the simulation.
In figure 10.2 bottom, we show the same curve for the results of simulations (left) and
physical experiments (right) of section 7.2.2, to which we want to compare the result
of the present experiment. In contrast to the top graphs, the bottom graphs (results of
section 7.2.2) show stronger and continuous fluctuations during the teaching. In other
words, the time parameters do not converge to fixed values in this experiment. This is
no surprise as there was no pre-defined temporal regularities in the robots' behaviours
or perceptions in this experiment. Recall that this experiment consisted of having
teacher and learner robots wander freely in a rectangular arena, while following each
other. The learning task was for the learner robot to associate 5 (simulations) and 3
(physical experiments) radio signals, emitted by the teacher, to the observation of 5
and 3 different objects respectively. For each run of this experiment, the robots started
in a different position, randomly generated. In addition, in order to prevent any bias in
the experiments, the robots' direction of travel was changed regularly during the run,
so that the robot would, each time, follow a different path and would approach each
object from different directions. Consequently, there was no temporal regularity in the
robots' sensor measurements, that is in their sequential observation of objects, from
one teaching episode to the next. It follows that the values of the time parameters in
this experiment do not stabilise (as shown in figure 10.2 bottom) and that significant
fluctuations (up to 10 times bigger than in experiment 2, outside values are out of the
graphic) are measured all along the experiment.
Retrieval of time series
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Based on a quantitative and qualitative comparison between the connection parameter
values at the end of each run, we assessed in the previous section the success of the
learning. We observed that the robot had made the expected correlations between
its different sensor measurements: it had made the correct correlations between ra¬
dio signals and compass and light measurements, representing the 'signal-meaning'
correlations; it had correctly recorded a temporal correlation between specific sensor
measurements of compass and light sensors, that was demonstrated by the stabiliza¬
tion of the time parameter values in figure 10.2. It remains now to demonstrate that it
has learned the correct sequence of stimuli, i.e., that it has learned the correct timing























Figure 10.3: Retrieval of the sequence of sensor stimuli when presenting the radio signal
for 'South' (signal 1) after learning of the time series. Results of simulations and physical
experiments (left and right columns respectively). Y-axis shows the activity of the units cor¬
responding to the three radio signals (signal 1-3), the light sensor (object) and compass sensor
(segmented per quadrant).
In order to show that the robot has properly learned the correct sequence of stimuli,
we run off-line a rehearsal of the DRAMA network, in order to produce the predicted
sequence of sensor measurements, when taking the radio signal standing for 'South' as
the starting activation (the signal 'South' is supposed to be the first sensor measure¬
ment the robot perceives when entering the first corridor). This amounts to retrieving
for 600 cycles (this corresponds to the time needed by the robot to make one circle
across the three corridors, about 10 minutes) all the network units' outputs, starting
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with all units' inputs and outputs set to zero apart from the input to the first radio
sensor unit which is set to 1 (this unit corresponds to the signal 'South'). Rehearsal of
the network was done, using the value of connection parameters with the highest ratio
of word learning success obtained at the end of the run.
Results show that the starting activation of the radio unit 1, ('signal 1'), for 'South'
is followed by a sequence of unit output activations in the radio, compass and light
sensors. Figure 10.3 shows the sequence of sensor measurements, which results from the
rehearsal process applied to the network, using parameters obtained in the simulation
(figure left) and in the physical experiment (figure right). We observe that in both
cases the radio signal for 'South' retrieves successively the compass value for South
(1st corridor), the compass value for West (2nd corridor), the radio signal for 'Object'
(signal 2), that is the patch (aluminium plate in the physical experiment) lying on the
middle of the second corridor, the radio signal for 'North' (signal 3) and the correspond¬
ing value of compass. This demonstrates that the expected stimuli sequences (see the
introduction of this chapter) have been correctly learned in both simulations and phys¬
ical experiments. However, the exact time delay in terms of processing cycles between
retrieval of each stimulus differs between simulation and physical experiments. Al¬
though the simulated set-up is quite similar to the experimental one (same proportion
between corridor length and robots' size, same position and dimension for the patch),
the two environments differ. The robots' wandering along the corridors in the real en¬
vironment is very chaotic and varies significantly from one run to the next. In addition,
the radio reception is not perfect in reality which results in significant variation in the
time delay between reception of the signal and measure of the corresponding sensor
stimuli2. These two facts account for the observed differences in time delay in the se¬
quence rehearsal between simulated and physical experiments. Note that, as the time
parameters represent the mean value of time delay between two units' coactivation in
the network, the delay between consecutive pairs of unit activation in the rehearsal of
the sequence does not represent the actual timing between the events in the physical
experiment, but the time delay as perceived by the robot on average over all runs.
2 The teacher sends the same signal about 10 times for a given stimulus in order to compensate for
the loss in the reception; the variation in the time delay arises from the learner catching only the
first or the latest signals.
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10.4 Synthesis
This chapter reported on an experiment which demonstrated the ability of the DRAMA
architecture for learning spatio-temporal regularities in an autonomous robot's sensor
measurements. Experiments were done both in simulated and physical environments.
Results of simulated and physical experiments were consistent in showing convergence
and stability of the learning. This experiment was compared to the experiment of
section 7.2.2, in which the time delay parameters did not converge to a stable value as
there was no temporal regularities in the teaching occurrence in that experiment.
Correct learning of the timing of the perceptions' sequence, measured by the robot
during its travelling along the three corridors, was demonstrated by running off-line a
rehearsal of the sequence, given a starting sensor stimulus. Simulated and physical ex¬
periments were shown to retrieve the sequence in the correct order. However, different
timings of perception occurrence was retrieved in each experiment, which showed that
stronger variations of time delay were occurring in the physical experiment.
Chapter 11
Experiments with Robota, the
doll robot
In this chapter, we report on another set of experiments, using a different robotic
platform, namely a doll-shaped robot called Robota, for studying issues related to
human-robot interaction. This new implementation of the DRAMA architecture aims
1) to verify the computational ability of the model for learning highly redundant com¬
binations and sequences of inputs; 2) to see whether a mode of interaction based on
imitation and communication could be acceptable to humans and whether it could be
used to teach a robot; 3) to test whether using a robot which has a familiar and some¬
what 'cute' appearance might prove appealing (rather than frightening) for people to
interact with.
Robota is a robot, whose shape is similar to that of a doll, and which has the ability
to learn, imitate and communicate. Using a simple phototaxis behaviour, the robot
can imitate (mirror) the arm and head movements of a human demonstrator. We
carry out experiments in which the robot is taught to perform different sequences of
actions and to label these action sequences with different 'names'. In a second set
of experiments, the robot is taught combinations of words, which form English proto-
sentences, to describe its actions and perceptions of touch on different parts of its body.
Experiments are carried out by different experimenters, other than the present author.
Finally, we carry out tests with children of 5 and 6 years old, who teach the robot
words to label different parts of its body and simple actions sequences. Note that the
aim of these tests was not to provide a psychological study of the children's behaviour,
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but rather to give a qualitative evaluation of the children' understanding and interest
in the game we proposed.
This chapter is divided as follows. We first describe the doll robot's hardware and
controller. The DRAMA control architecture is described in great detail in chapter 4
and 5, therefore we give here only a short summary of the particular implementation.
In section 2, we report on the two experiments on teaching the robot sequences of
actions and perceptions and on the tests carried out with children. We conclude this
chapter with a brief discussion and summary of the experiments' results. This work
has been published in [Billard et al. 98]
11.1 The doll robot
The hardware of the doll robot is made partly of plastic parts (arms, legs and head)
which were taken out of a commercial doll and of LEGO pieces, which form the central
part of the body. The robot controller is made of a micro-controller with 512k byte
EPROM space and 128k byte Static RAM. The CPU is a Phillips 93C100 series 68000
compatible running at 30 MHz (same processor board as used with the LEGO vehicle,
see section 6.1.1). Figure 11.1 shows pictures of the doll robot.
The robot has three motors, for moving each arm and the head separately. It has also
a LEGO sound emitter, which is used to simulate the robot crying in the tests with
children (see section 11.4). The robot is provided with five touch sensors (electrical
switches), placed under the feet, inside the hands and the mouth, a tilt sensor which
measures the vertical inclination of the body (it distinguishes between horizontal and
vertical positions) and four infra-red (IR) detectors. Each infra-red detectors consists of
an emitter and a receptor. Two of the IR receptors are placed on the robot's chest and
measure the signals of the corresponding IR emitters which the demonstrator holds,
one in each hand. The signal of each sensor is used to control each of the robot arms.
When the demonstrator moves his/her left arm in front of the robot, the right detector
on the robot is activated, which triggers the robot's right arm waving movements,
i.e. lifting the arm up and then down with a fixed time interval between the two
movements. The two other IR emitters are placed on the robot's ears, while the two
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Figure 11.1: Top: The LEGO structure of the robot doll with the mini keyboard;
Bottom: The doll dressed up, with, on the right side, the feeding bottle, the glasses
and the infra-red hand sensors.
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corresponding IR receptors are mounted onto a pair of glasses which the demonstrator
wears. Phototaxis performed on the two IR signals is used to direct the robot's head.
That is, when the demonstrator looks, e.g. to the left, the left detector on the glasses
receives full activation while the right one receives none, which triggers the robot's head
movement to the left, i.e. the robot turns the head to the left (and vice-versa for the
right). After a fixed time delay (about half a second), the robot moves the head back to
facing the demonstrator. As a result, the robot appears to mirror the demonstrator's
arm and head movements. The code directing the robot's arm and head movements
consists of if-then rules. For example, 'if receives right IR' - 'then move right arm up
for 5 seconds' - 'wait for 10 seconds' - 'move right arm down for 5 seconds'. The rest
of the robot's sensor and actuator processing is done by the DRAMA architecture as
described in section 6.2. Figure 11.2 shows a schematic representation of the sensor






Recognition of feeding and touching
arms/feet by demonstrator
(Tilt sensor not shown)
Figure 11.2: Schematic representation of the sensor positions on Robota's body. Cor¬
respondences between movements of the demonstrator's arm and head and Robota's
recognition of these movements are indicated.
The robot is provided with a simple communication system, which consists of a key¬
board and a loudspeaker (which is a commercial pocket recorder with 20 seconds re¬
cording time). We use, in fact, two keyboards containing 8 keys, a mini one, as shown
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on figure 11.1 top (in front of the robot on the left), with a set of eight light bulbs
on top of it and a big one as shown on figure 11.1 bottom. Big and small keyboards
have the same functionality. The big one was used with the children, as it is easier
to manipulate. The pocket recorder is used by the demonstrator to record sounds,
spoken words or sentences (a sound slot lasts for 2 seconds), which correspond to
the conceptual meaning the demonstrator attaches to each key of the keyboard. The
demonstrator communicates with the robot by pressing the keys on the keyboard, each
key representing a different word; the robot answers the demonstrator by reading back
the sound slots of the corresponding words of the keyboard.
The structure of the robot (body, keyboards, glasses, sensors) were designed by the
author. The robot's body was built by Auke Jan Ijspeert and the author. The sensors
and keyboard circuits were built by the DAI electrical workshop.
11.2 The robot's controller
The robot is controlled by the DRAMA architecture, which was described in chapter
4. The architecture allows learning of spatial regularities and of time series. In the
experiments of this chapter, we evaluate the network's ability for learning several time
series of input patterns across multiple sensor-actuator modalities. In particular, the
DRAMA architecture allows learning of overlapping sequences, that is sequences com¬
posed of one or more common patterns. This combinatorial property of the network
is used in the experiments to teach the robot different sequences of actions (section
11.3.1), which are built up from the same four basic actions, and different word com¬
binations (section 11.3.2 ), formed with the same basic eight words, to describe its
actions with English proto-sentences. Proto means that the sentences are incomplete;
the determinants are missing, e.g. the robot is taught sentences like I touch left arm,
and the plural conjugations are not respected, e.g. the robot says I touch left foot
for touching the two feet, see section 11.3.2. The sequential ordering of the words is
respected.
The implementation of the architecture to control the robot learning is the same as
in the experiments of chapters 7 to 10; see description of section 6.2. There are 18
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units (6 + 8 + 4 = body switches + keyboard switches + head/arm actions) for the
experiment 11.3.1 and 17 units (9 + 8 = encoding of actions and switches of table 11.2
+ keyboard switches) for the experiment 11.3.2. Each unit is active when the switch
or action it represents has been activated. In average, there are about 5 units active
(e.g. 4 body actions and 1 keyboard switch or 4 keyboard switches and 1 action or
1 body switch) at a time during the experiments. The short-term memory duration
of unit activity is the same for all units and is equal to 25 processing cycles in both
simulated and physical controllers.
At each processing cycle, any change of activity in one sensor activates association of
the novel sensor state with previously recorded changes of state in any other sensor
systems. This results in a temporal mapping of different sensor states across all the
robot's sensory modalities (keyboard switches, body switches, tilt sensor, infra-red
sensors). Sensor states are associated to each other spatially through the update of
the network connections' confidence parameters. The time delay between consecutive
activation of two sensors is recorded in the connections' time parameters. It follows
that the robot can learn time series of sensor activation, recording the real time delay
between each sensor activation.
Retrieval of the associations is performed at each processing cycle. The output of
the DRAMA architecture controls the flashing of the lights of the mini-keyboard, the
reading of the sound recorder and the robot's arm and head movements. This is used
to let the robot demonstrate its understanding of the language; that is, its correct
association of different keyboard states with different body sensor states. After the
robot has associated a sequence of movements with the activation of specific keys
of the keyboard (section 11.3.1), pressing the key retrieves each motor movement in
sequence, after the recorded time delay. That is, the robot repeats the dance pattern.
Similarly, after the robot has associated a sequence of key activations with a specific
body switch activation (section 11.3.2), pressing the body switch again retrieves each
key activation in sequence, which is shown by lighting up the lights on top of each of
the key (small keyboard) and by emitting the associated recorded sound.
The robot's imitative behaviour, which results from phototaxis on the infra-red sensor
measurements, was implemented by predefining the network's connections between
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infra-red sensors and corresponding actuators. Note that, in contrast to the experi¬
ments of chapters 7 to 10, here, the robot's movements are not controlled directly by
the DRAMA output. The up-down and right-left movements are predefined as separ¬
ate processes (as described in section 11.1), which are activated by the activation of
the infra-red network units. Similarly, the random movements of the robot's head and
arms in response to the child's touch and the crying behaviour, used in the experiments
with children (see section 11.4), are also defined as separate rule-based processes, which
are activated by the activation of the corresponding switch network units.
11.3 Experiments
The potential of the robot's learning controller (DRAMA architecture) at learning
complex times series of sensor and actuator patterns was evaluated through two ex¬
periments, which we report in the following.
11.3.1 Learning dance patterns
In this experiment, the robot was taught four to eight 'dance' patterns, where each
dance pattern consists of a sequence of head and arm movements. We carried out five
tests1, performed by three different persons. The results of each test is to be found in
appendix C. The experimenter was free to choose the number of dance patterns and
the number of movements of each dance it wanted to teach. As a result, none of the
teaching was similar (there were dance patterns common to two teaching episodes but
the complete sets of dance patterns were different). In addition, as each experimenter
would move at different speed one could evaluate the performance of the DRAMA
network to adapt to variation in the input timing. In figure 11.3 we show an example
of the teaching of eight dance patterns.
In order to teach the robot, the demonstrator first performs herself the dance, moving
sequentially her arms and head, which the robot immediately imitates in response to
the infra-red reception of the sensors attached to the glasses of the demonstrator and
1 In fact, we did a lot more tests, as the robot was presented at SIRS'98 and SAB'98 conferences. The
robot was shown to learn correctly in all demonstrations done at these occasions. However, only the
ten tests done in the laboratory were recorded.
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the sensors which the demonstrator holds in her hands (see explanation of section 11.1).
At the end of the dance, the demonstrator presses a key on the keyboard. The robot
associates the pressing of the key (which activates the corresponding sensor unit) with
the complete sequence of actions which it has memorised. It updates the parameters
of the connections linking the sensor unit corresponding to the key to the actuator
units which have been activated by the different actions of the dance (recall that each
DRAMA unit keeps a memory of its activation for a fixed delay, see explanation in
section 4.3.5). The demonstrator repeats the same process for each key, teaching a
different dance pattern each time.
During the training, the demonstrator verifies if the robot has correctly learned the
dance patterns, by pressing again the keys. This activates retrieval of the associated
action sequence by reading backwards the DRAMA connections from the keyboard
switchs inputs to the robot's actuator outputs (as described in section 11.2). Note
that because the time delay between each action is recorded in the network's time
parameters, each action of the sequence is retrieved after the time delay as observed
during the demonstration.
The robot learned correctly to perform all the different dances. Each dance pattern was
learned after 1 to 3 trials, depending on the precision of the demonstrator's movements.
The imitation of the head movements was tricky to obtain, as the reception of the infra¬
red sensor on the demonstrator's glasses was very imprecise. This is due principally to
the fact that the infra-red beam is very narrow and that the heads of the robot and the
instructor were not at the same height, hence the imprecise focus of the beam. It took
between 10 to 15 minutes to teach the robot eight sequences. An example of teaching
of the eight sequences of figure 11.3 has been recorded with a video and is stored in
the DAI archives. In appendix C, we give the tables of results of all experimenters'
teaching examples, with a list of the taught dance patterns and the time needed for
the teaching.
Learning of the association results from a statistical process. Correct association
between the key and the corresponding action is learned once this has been recor¬
ded more often than other combinations relative to a given threshold. Teaching errors,
such as pressing the wrong key or showing the wrong actions, does not result in failure
















Figure 11.3: Examples of a teaching of eight dance patterns
of the learning but only delays its success. The correct sequence should be repeated a
number of times until the incorrect associations are discarded. Note that in this exper¬
iment the success of the learning depends strongly on choosing correctly the value of
the short term memory (memory of the unit activation), so that it is long enough to al¬
low association of the complete sequence and short enough to distinguish between two
sequences. This is especially tricky, when the timing performed by the different exper¬
imenter varies. However, all experimenters had no problem in adapting their teaching
speed to match that of the robot. We chose a memory duration of about 30 seconds
(25 cycles). In section 7.2.2, we reported on a quantitative evaluation of the influence
of the memory parameter on the success of the experiment and in section 5.2.1 we
proposed an algorithm for on-line tuning of this parameter together with the learning
of the connection parameters. We tried to use the algorithm in this experiment, but
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found out that learning was unsuccessful. This is due to the very slow convergence of
the algorithm, which makes the time for the teaching far too long (after half an hour, it
had still not learned a simple two-movements dance pattern). The simulations of sec¬
tion 5.2.1 had shown that it required about 37 teaching episodes for convergence of the
learning of one single sequence, given 20% of noise in the sequence timing. Given that
teaching one dance sequence requires about 1 minute of demonstration, learning each
dance sequence would require about 40 minutes. This seems extremely slow, especially
when compared to the 10 minutes required for the teaching of eight dance patterns in
the experiments with fixed parameter values.
11.3.2 Experiments on word combinations
In this experiment, the robot was taught combinations of keys to describe its actions
(movement of arm and head) and its perceptions of touch on its body parts (hands,
feet and mouth). The experiment was carried out by five different persons. The results
of these tests are shown in appendix C.
The experiment began with the demonstrator choosing eight words among the proposed
eleven, which were I, You, move, turn, touch, arm, foot, head, left, right, up/down.
The words were written on stickers, which the demonstrator put in front of each key
of the keyboard, to help her to remember the meaning of each key during the training.
The demonstrator then taught the robot to describe its actions (moving arms and head)
and its perceptions of touch (pressing of the switches) on its feet, arms and mouth, by
associating them with a combination of keys. These combinations of keys represented
English proto-sentences. An example of teaching was I move right arm, I turn head left,
You touch mouth, You touch left/right foot (see figure 11.4). In order to teach the robot,
the demonstrator first pressed the relevant switch or activated the robot's arm or head
by moving the corresponding sensors, and then pressed the corresponding keys on the
keyboard, one after the other, so as to preserve the sequential order. During training,
the demonstrator verified whether the robot learned the sequence, by pressing the
switch again or activating the robot's arm or head. This prompted the robot to retrieve
the key sequence, by reading backwards the DRAMA connections from the sensor-
actuator inputs to the keyboard switches' inputs, which resulted in the sequential
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activation of the light bulbs placed above each of the keys on the mini-keyboard,
as explained in section 11.1. Due to the property of the architecture at learning and
further retrieving the ordering and time delay between two sensors' activation (as shown
in the previous experiments on teaching action sequences, see section 11.3.1), the order
of the key sequence is conserved during the retrieval and, consequently, the grammatical
order of the sentence represented by the sequence was correctly reproduced.
All experiments were successful. However, in this experiment, some experimenters
found it difficult to adapt their typing rhythm to match the memory duration of 30
seconds. In addition, it was frequently the case that people typed other keys in error,
without being aware of the fact. They would then not understand why the learning
had failed, and instead of repeating the same teaching sequence (so as to erase the
incorrect first match) until learning occurs, they would try other sequences, which
would confuse further the robot. This resulted in a much slower learning rate than in
the experiment on teaching dance patterns, even though the complexity of the task
was similar in principle. It took from 5 to 20 minutes for the experimenters to teach
four to eight different sequences. In appendix C, we give the tables of result of all
experimenters' teaching examples, with a list of the taught word combinations and the
time needed for the teaching.
Learning in this experiment results from the same principle as in the previous exper¬
iment on teaching dance patterns. These two experiments differ only in the direction
of the association across the sensor space. In the dance experiment association was
done from the keyboard units to the actuator (infra-red) units, while in the second
experiment association was done from the actuator and body switch units to the key¬
board units. Because actuator, keyboard and body switch information are processed
similarly in the associative memory (training and retrieval processes are the same for
all units, independently of the original type of the information they represent), correct
learning and retrieval of the taught sequence in the second experiment results from the
same property of the retrieval mechanism, as described for the first experiment.
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i You Move Touch Arm Head Left Right
o
J n i 2 4 3
o
1 n 1 2 4 3
Figure 11.4: Examples of teaching of two word combinations for lifting up the robot's
right arm and pressing the switch on the robot's left arm.
Learning inference
An interesting result of this experiment was that, although the robot had been taught
only complete sentences, it had learned implicitly the conceptual meaning of each of
the words of the sentence. For instance, after having taught the two sentences you
touch left arm and I move right arm for pressing the switch on the robot's left arm
and activating the robot's movement of the right arm, pressing simultaneously the
switch on the robot's left arm and moving its right arm results in the robot lighting
up only the key corresponding to the word arm (note that if the demonstrator does
each action separately, the robot correctly retrieves the complete sequence of words
for each, as explained in the previous section). This results from the threshold-based
retrieval mechanism, which requires that all activated units agree in their vote for
another unit activation (see section 5.2 for explanation). In the previous example, the
arm unit is the only unit for which both the switch and actuator units agree. Similarly
the concepts of left or right can be retrieved if one moves the robot's left arm together
with touching the switch on the left foot, after having taught the two sentences I move
left arm, you touch left foot.
In table 11.1, we show the robot's learning development alongside the teaching. The
robot is first taught the sentence for the action of moving its right arm (that is, the
teacher moves her arm left up and down and the robot repeats the movement by lifting
its arm right up and down; then the teacher types the sequences of keys corresponding
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Table 11.1: Example of sentence teaching
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Activated sensor Taught sentence Retrieved sentence
Move right arm I move right arm
Touch left arm You touch left arm
Move right arm + touch left arm arm
Touch right foot You touch right foot
Touch left foot You touch left foot
Touch right foot + left feet You touch foot
Touch mouth You touch head
Touch right arm You touch
to the sentence). Following the same procedure, the teacher then teaches the sentence
You touch left arm, after having touched the switch placed in the left hand of the robot.
Next, when the teacher simultaneously lets the robot move the right arm and touches
the robot's left arm, the robot retrieves the word arm, which is the only invariant for
the two events. Note that, if the teacher activates each sensor (moving the right arm or
touching the left arm) separately, the robot retrieves the complete sentence associated
with each event. The teaching continues with the teacher teaching the robot the two
sentences You touch right foot, You touch left foot for touching separately the switches
placed on the robot's feet. Then, when the teacher presses simultaneously the two
foot switches, the robot retrieves the sentence You touch foot, where the three keys
standing for You, touch and foot are the only invariants for the three events, the words
left and right appearing only for each event separately. Next, the teacher teaches the
robot the sentence You touch head when inserting the baby bottle inside the robot's
mouth, which activates the switch in the robot's mouth. When the teacher presses the
switch on the robot's right arm (for which the robot has yet been taught no sentence),
the robot's retrieves the sentence You touch arm. This results from the fact that the
activation of each sensor (arm, foot, mouth) and action (moving arm and head) of the
robot is encoded, so as to encapsulate some of the body symmetries. In table 11.2, we
show the encoding. For instance, activation of the left foot corresponds to activating
three units, which represent the fact that the switch is a sensor, placed on the foot
on the left side of the body. Activation of the right arm movement activates three
units, corresponding to the notion of actuator, arm and placed in the right side of
the body. Similar decomposition of proprioception seems to exist in the human body
[Gross 96], as we can distinguish between perceptions on right and left sides of the
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body and between perceptions coming from upper or lower limbs (head, arms, legs).
Proprioception of touch and of actions is also different. We can also perceive a change
in our body inclination.
Table 11.2: Encoding of the doll's sensors and actuators.
Performed action Actuator Sensor Arm Foot Head Down Left Right
Move right arm 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Move left arm 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Move right head 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Move left head 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Touch right arm 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Touch left arm 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Touch right foot 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
Touch left foot 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
Touch mouth 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Rock body 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
This decomposition of the robot's perception leads to the fact that, although, in our
example of table 11.1, the robot has not yet been taught a sentence to describe the
action of moving its right arm, the network units corresponding to this action have
already been activated through previous teaching (e.g. the activation of the left arm
1
and the touching of the right arm switch at steps 1 and 2) and, thus, the connections
linking these units to the keyboard units have already been updated. By elimination
across the so far taught combinations, one can infer why the activation of the three
units for the right arm movement results in the activation of the three keyboard units,
corresponding to the words You, touch and arm.
From the eight word combinations which the demonstrators were given, they were able
to retrieve the concepts for I move associated with activation of the actuators, you
touch for pressing of a switch, as arm, foot, left and right. In addition, the robot had
learned implicitly the sequential order of word occurrence, by learning the time delay
duration (short or long) before activation of the corresponding key unit. For instance,
in the example of table 11.1, the robot inferred correctly the sentence You touch arm;
that is, it retrieved the correct word combination, in the correct order, although it had
not been taught this sequence previously. Note, finally, that the architecture is not
limited to learning only eight dance patterns or combinations of eight words. Only the
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hardware, that is the keyboard, was limited to contain only eight keys. There is no a
priori limitation on the number of words or patterns it could learn; this depends on
the number of inputs to the network, which fixes the maximal capacity of the network.
11.4 Tests with children
In the following section, we give a narrative account of the tests we carried out with
children. It is by no means meant to be a psychological analysis of the children's beha¬
viour, but rather it aims to give a qualitative assessment of the children's appreciation
of the game. Through these tests, we wished to evaluate the potential of a robotic doll
as a toy for children and in particular to evaluate the children's understanding and
interest in the particular game we proposed.
The robot doll was tested with nine children of five years old (six boys and three girls2).
The scenario of the game the children were asked to play consisted of the following:
1. The child is presented with the doll as if it were a young baby, who does not
know how to speak yet. The task of the child is then to teach the doll to speak.
The child is shown the keyboard; the meaning of each key is described by an icon
on top of it. A word is prerecorded in the pocket recorder for each key: (from left
to right) 'food', 'rocking', 'hello' (right arm up), 'Yeah' (two arms up), 'No' (side
movements of the head), 'hand', 'left foot', 'right foot'. The child is explained
that (s)he has to teach the doll the words on the keyboard.
2. The child is shown how (s)he can direct the movements of the doll's arms and
head by moving his/her own arms and head, while holding the two infra-red
emitters in each hand and wearing the glasses (the children liked very much
wearing glasses!).
3. After five minutes of play, the doll begins to cry (emitting a sharp continuous
sound). The child is told that the sound meant that the doll is crying and that
it cries because it wants something. "Do you know what the baby-doll wants?"
(All children responded immediately that "it wants to eat"). The child is then
2 This unequal proportion of boys to girls was involuntary.
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shown the baby feeding bottle and asked to feed the doll (which they did with
great pleasure). After some seconds of feeding, the baby stops crying and the
child is congratulated to have found out what the baby-doll wanted.
4. The child is then asked to teach the doll how to say that it wants to eat. The
child is shown how to teach the doll using the keys on the keyboard (first feed,
then press the first key on the left). The child is asked to feed the doll again,
which prompts the doll to say 'food' (retrieving of the correct association between
the mouth switch and the key, which activates reading the corresponding word
on the recorder). The child is then congratulated because (s)he has managed to
teach the doll.
5. The child is then asked to try to teach the doll another word of the keyboard.
(Children spontaneously tried to teach the words for hand or left/right foot.)
The child is asked to teach the doll to say 'hello'. For this, (s)he must first
wave the right arm, which prompts the doll to wave its left arm, and then press
the corresponding key on the keyboard. The child is then shown that if he/she
presses the key 'hello' again, the doll waves its arm and then say the word 'hello',
showing that it has well learned the correspondence between the key, waving the
left arm and saying hello. The child teaches the robot further to wave both arms
and say 'yeah' and to shake the head and say 'no'. (The experience had to be
repeated two or three times before the child would understand that the robot
was actually learning the relationship between actions and saying the words).
6. After five minutes of play, the doll begins to cry again and says 'food'. The child
feeds the doll and the doll stops crying.
7. The child carry on teaching other words on the keyboard.
8. The doll begins to cry again. (All children immediately said that the doll wanted
to eat and then tried to feed it. However, the doll did not stop crying.) The
child is then told that the doll probably wants to be rocked. The child is shown
how to gently rock the doll. After a couple of rocking movements, the doll stops
crying. The child is then asked to teach the doll to say the word 'rocking', by
first rocking the doll and then pressing the corresponding key.
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9. After five more minutes, the doll begins to cry again and (usually) says 'food'.
The child feeds the doll and the doll stops crying. End of the game.
At the end of the game, all children were asked the following questions: Did you like the
game? To which they all, apart from one, answered a definitive 'yes'. The child who
did not like it explained to his father that he did not like it because he had difficulty
understanding the words the doll was saying and pressing the switches on the doll's
body (critiques related to the hardware rather than to the game itself), he however
very much liked feeding the doll and having it moving when pressing the keys, as it
reminded him of his 'Tamagochi' (Japanese children's game; the child was Japanese).
Do you have a doll at home? Only three of them (boys) said they did not have one. Is
this doll different from another doll? They all said no (probably thinking of the shape
of the doll, see answer to next question). Do you like this doll? They all said 'yes'. Is
this doll better than other dolls? All children, apart from the child who did not like
the game, said 'yes'. Why? Answers were, e.g., 'because it can do things', 'because it
moves/speaks'. Is the doll a boy or a girl? 'a girl' (all). The doll has no name, which
name would you give to it: they gave names of some existing dolls or of some of their
own toys.
Figure 11.5: Kyo Takiguchi 'feeding' Robota
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The children took a real pleasure in the fact that the doll was responding to their
touching her. Little behaviours such as small random movements of the head and
arms had been implemented as a reaction to the child touching the switches on the
doll's hands, feet and mouth. The robot would then appear to sometimes wave the
head from left to right when the child tried to feed it, as if it did not want to be fed.
The children liked also the fact of being able to command the robot's arms and head
movements, although they took less pleasure in this than in touching the robot. One
reason is probably that they do not control well enough their own movements yet and
thus had problems to direct correctly the robot's movements. For the robot to respond
correctly to head and arms' movements, you had to make very precise movements (lift
the arms straight and in a narrow region around the middle of the robot's body, and
small slow sideways movements of the head). The children had problems to achieve
such precision. It was not clear whether all children had really understood the learning
process behind the robot's speaking, that is the relationship between their touching
the robot, pressing the keys, and the robot's consequent speaking, especially as some
children would press the wrong key, which would result in the robot speaking a different
word than the expected one. These observations suggest that the game reached the
limits of competence of so young children, as it required from them to concentrate for a
long period of time on a repetitive task. However, we should mention that most of the
children were keen on continuing playing with the doll after they had been told that
the game was finished (each game lasted for about 20 minutes; this limit was chosen in
order not to exceed the concentration capacity of young children). None of the children
had had time to teach the entire vocabulary during the game, nor to understand fully
all the different capabilities of the robot (especially to understand all the correlations
between their acting on the robot and the robot's movements and speaking). The
complexity of the robot seemed to intrigue them rather than to intimidate them.
It would now be interesting to carry out further test with older children and again with
young children, but in using a simplified program (no keyboard, teaching only dance
patterns). An interesting test would be to have the robot staying in the nursery for
several hours or days and observe the progression of understanding and interest of the
children over this particular game.
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Experiments reported in section 11.3 showed that the system was able to learn complic¬
ated action sequences and to distinguish between them by labelling them differently.
Important was that the sequences could be made of the same set of actions, ordered
differently, or of a subset of these actions, ordered similarly or differently than they
are in the longer sequences. This combinatorial property of the system was exploited
further to teach the robot to associate combinations of words, which formed English
proto-sentences, to describe its actions and perceptions of touch on different parts of
its body, e.g. I move left arm, you touch right foot. By the exclusion property of
the threshold-based retrieval mechanism (and because we chose an encoding or the
sensor measurements which encapsulated specific features represented by the taught
concepts), the concepts of left, right, I move, you touch, arm, foot could be extrac¬
ted from teaching complete sentences only. Moreover, the robot would also learn the
sequential ordering of words' appearance and would reproduce the sentence with the
same ordering as in the teaching.
This second experiment demonstrated that the learning architecture could allow learn¬
ing of a synthetic 'proto-language' which shares some properties with natural language:
1) each word (key in our experiment) can carry a specific meaning (e.g. arm, head,
right, left, etc.); 2) words can be combined and the combination can be given a dif¬
ferent meaning while not losing the meaning of each word taken separately (e.g. You
touch right arm, I move head right 3) different combinations of the same words can be
given different meanings, the meaning of each combination being determined by the
order of appearance of each word in the combination (e.g. different combinations of the
same basic actions make a different dance pattern3); 4) the conceptual meaning of each
word can be learned implicitly by only presenting them as part of complete sentences,
which can then be used to infer new word combinations; 5) precedence between words'
appearance in the combination is learned and can be used to infer the correct order
when constructing a new word combination.
3 This was not shown with the combinations of words, as we could not imagine two plausible com¬
binations using the same words, given the 11 words we had chosen; however, the principle behind
learning the dance sequences and the combination of words being the same, the observation made
for the dance experiments is also valid for the word combinations.
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Note that only simple sentence examples were used so far, in which the words could
easily be tied to the taught concepts. Moreover, the 'language' the robot was to learn
was regular; that is, the robot's learning task was to recognise temporal regularities
in the words' ordering across the taught sentences and to correlate the words' usage
with its sensors and actuators' activity. As such, these experiments were a first step
towards demonstrating the validity of the system (the learning architecture and the
imitative strategy) for teaching a robot a symbolic communication system, such as a
regular language. However, it remains to be shown how the system could scale up
to learning a complete language with grammar structure and irregularities. So far,
the architecture functioning is based on recognising only regularities. It is therefore
unclear whether it could account also for exception rules. Moreover, more studies of
the network capacity for learning sequences should be done to determine the model's
ability for handling complex recursions and combinations as found in natural language.
In page 239 we carry further this discussion.
Experiments done with children of 5 years old showed the potential of the system as
a game for children. The children enjoyed playing with the robot because they could
interact with it in different ways. The robot would respond to the children touching
specific parts of its body, by making small movements or little noises. It would mimic
the child's head and arm movements. It would speak words which are part of the
child's every-day vocabulary (e.g. food, hello, no). Imitation is a game that young
children like to play with each other and their parents, thus it was easy for them to
understand that they could interact with the robot in this way.
Communication and imitation were the principalmeans of interaction between the child
and the robot. They were easy to understand for the child as they are social interac¬
tions, which he has already mastered. More generally, communication and imitation
would also be important means of interaction between humans and robots. In section
1.1.4 and 1.1.3, we mentioned how verbal communication and imitation could be used
by the demonstrator to drive the robot's attention to the task she is demonstrating.
The experiments we reported here showed how, while imitating the movements of a
human demonstrator, a robot could be taught to perform and then label sequences of
movements. In our system, learning, communication and imitation behaviours result
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from the same processes, namely training and retrieval algorithms of the DRAMA ar¬
chitecture. This results in a computationally fast and cheap system, which allowed its
implementation in a computationally limited hardware system. Prom a robotic point of
view, these are important characteristics which makes the system particularly relevant
for further implementation for real time control and learning in more complex robotic
platforms (that is robots with finer sensor capabilities and more complex actuators,
which require more complex computation and are thus very sensitive to the speed of
computation). This will be discussed further in chapter 12.
11.6 Synthesis
This chapter reported on experiments, in which a mobile robot is taught by a human
instructor to perform sequences of actions. Teaching is based on an imitation game, in
which the robot mirrors the arm and head movements of the teacher. The instructor
teaches the robot to distinguish between action sequences by assigning them a different
label. The learning capability of the robot is provided by the DRAMA architecture.
The experiments were aimed at evaluating the architecture ability to learn sequences
with common subpatterns, as demonstrated in simulation in section 5.2. The ability
of the model to learn sequences and combinations of inputs was tested further in
an experiment in which the robot was taught English proto-sentences to describe its
actions and perceptions. For these experiments, we built and used a robot whose shape
and features look similar to that of a familiar doll. We tested the reaction of children
to the robot by having them playing a simplified teaching game.
Results demonstrated the validity of the set-up, namely the learning architecture and
the imitative strategy, to teaching a robot complex sequences and combinations of
sensor and actuator inputs. In particular, tests with children suggest that the imitative
and communicative behaviours of Robota makes it an interesting toy for children.
Moreover, if Robota was provided with more complex actuator capabilities, it would
also make an interesting robotic platform for research on human-robot interaction and
especially on robot learning from demonstration and by imitation.
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Chapter 12
Discussion
This chapter discusses the results of the work described in the previous chapters of this
thesis in comparison with other work in the area described earlier in chapter 2. The
first section discusses the theoretical performance of the DRAMA architecture, which
was presented in chapters 4 and 5. The second section discusses the experimental
performance of the DRAMA architecture, as demonstrated by the robotic experiments
reported in chapters 6 to 11. The last section presents a number of research directions
which follow from the work of this thesis.
12.1 DRAMA's theoretical performance
An important part of this thesis (chapters 4 and 5) was used to describe the DRAMA
(Dynamical Recurrent Associative Memory Architecture) architecture, which we de¬
veloped to allow learning of spatial and temporal regularities by an autonomous robot.
The model consists of a fully recurrent neural network without hidden units, which
uses Hebbian update rules. Similarly to time delay networks, it uses two weight para¬
meters for each connection, to record separately the time delay and the frequency of
co-occurrence of two input patterns. The DRAMA network differs from other struc¬
turally or functionally similar ANN models in two main aspects: 1) In contrast to
other time-delay recurrent neural networks, it is based on an unsupervised learning
algorithm, which uses Hebbian rules. 2) In contrast to other associative memory mod¬
els, such as Hebbian networks, the connections of the network are associated with two
parameters (instead of one) in order to keep a separate record of the spatial and tem-
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poral structure of the input patterns. In particular, the temporal parameter allows it
to record the real time of occurrence of the pattern.
In chapter 5, we analysed theoretically and through numerical simulations the prop¬
erties of the model. The model was shown to cope (that is, the capacity remains
maximal) with up to 30% of noise, where the noise corresponded to a 30% likelihood of
spurious unit activation when presenting the training patterns and a 30% variation of
time delay between consecutive activation of the input and output units of the pattern.
The model was shown to be able to learn time series of inputs, while the series can
overlap on one or more inputs (that is, it can learn several time series, where the series
can have several similar inputs but with a different ordering of occurrence).
Training and retrieval algorithms are of one-time-step length, which makes the model
computationally inexpensive and fast to run and, therefore, allows its implementation
for on-line learning of a computationally limited robot. The advantages of the model in
terms of fast and easy computation will be further discussed in the following sections.
In the following, we discuss the general properties of the model by comparison to
associative memory and recurrent neural networks, with which it shares several similar
properties.
12.1.1 The model as an associative memory
The DRAMA architecture has several characteristics in common with associative memory
models, such as Hebbian networks, as it uses a similar training algorithm (Hebbian
rules) and a similar retrieval algorithm (threshold-based). Similarly to Hebbian net¬
works which use a binary encoding for the patterns, the capacity of the DRAMA model
decreases when trained with patterns whose encoding overlaps, that is, patterns which
have common units active. In chapter 4, we described the Willshaw network which is
a bidirectional associative memory based on Hebbian rules. The development of the
DRAMA architecture was influenced by our study of this model. The DRAMA archi¬
tecture has some similarities with the Willshaw network. The retrieval rule which is
based on a threshold strategy where the thresholds act both on the connection weight
strength and on the number of active input units is similar to that used in the Will¬
shaw net (they are however different as the connection parameters have not the same
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function or use in the two models). The structure (in DRAMA there are asymmet¬
rical connection parameters and self-connections on the units) and the training rules
of the two networks are however different. The DRAMA architecture differs from
other Hebbian networks mainly in its recurrent structure (self-connections on the units
and bidirectional asymmetric connections between the units), while other models use
unidirectional or symmetric connections. The recurrent connections introduce a short-
term memory of the units' activity, which allows association of temporally delayed unit
activations, while the time delay between the two units' activation is unspecified, but
remains within the margin of the short-term memory duration. By transitivity of the
associations, time series of unit activations can be learned. Retrieval of the associations
is such that each unit activates its correlated unit only when the correct time delay
has passed. This property of DRAMA to introduce explicitly the time into one of
the connection parameters (the time parameter) is what distinguishes it most signific¬
antly from other models of associative memory. Associative memory models that can
learn sequences of patterns do exist ([Hattori h Hagiwara 96], [Kolen & Pollack 91],
[Rinkus 95], [Schwenker et al. 96]). However, in these models, the time delay between
each pattern occurrence is fixed and is equal to one processing cycle (it has therefore no
intrinsic relationship with the real time of pattern occurrence). That is, the patterns
of the series are presented sequentially to the net, without delay, and are retrieved
similarly.
Note, finally, that the DRAMA architecture, when used in the robotic experiments,
functions as an autoassociative memory on the robot's sensor-actuator state. However,
in contrast to other autoassociative networks such as Hopfield nets ([Hopfield & Tank 86])
or Boltzmann Machines ([Hinton & Sejnowski 86]), patterns are not stored as minima
of an energy function. Rather, because of the condition of orthogonality on the pat¬
terns, learning performs a sort of Principal Components Analysis (a well known cap¬
ability of networks using Hebbian rules ([Fyfe 95], [Oja 82],[Oja et al. 95]), where the
patterns form a basis of the input space.
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12.1.2 The model as a recurrent neural network
The structure of the DRAMA network is a fully recurrent network, without hidden
units. It is similar in function to time delay recurrent neural networks. However, it
differs from these models by the fact that it uses an unsupervised training algorithm,
based on Hebbian rules, while the other models use a supervised training algorithm,
such as the backpropagation algorithm and other derivatives [Pearlmutter 95]. The
advantage of using Hebbian rules is that training of the network requires only one-
time-step for each processing cycle, which allows it to process the information (e.g.
sensor information of the robot) in real time, while backpropagation needs several
time steps of computation (usually of order 100 to 1000) between each information
processing cycle. The drawback of using an unsupervised Hebbian learning algorithm
is that it cannot be used to train a network with hidden units, that is, with in¬
termediary units between input and output units, whose values are unknown. The
algorithms developed to train RNNs with hidden units are the Boltzmann machine
learning procedure [Hinton & Sejnowski 86], Backpropagation [Pineda 87] and other
similar procedures, which all require several time steps of computation for each in¬
formation processing cycle (which prevents on-line learning in computationally limited
robotic systems like ours). It would, however, be interesting to investigate how hidden
units could improve the network performance. "Hidden units makes it possible for the
network to discover and exploit regularities of the task at hand such as symmetries or
replicated structures" [Pearlmutter 95]. Therefore, using hidden units might improve
the network's ability for discriminating between redundant or overlapping patterns
and consequently increase the network's capacity, that is the number of patterns the
network can store, by allowing more overlap between the patterns before the network
fails to distinguish between them.
One may question why we did not use one of the previously developed models of recur¬
rent neural networks (e.g. Elman net [Elman 90], Jordan net [Jordan 86] or dynamical
recurrent net [Giles et al. 94]). There are several reasons for that. The first one is
that, because of hardware limitations, we were restricted to defining a system that
would use only integers (no floating points) and that should be computationally fast
(because of the limited on-board processing power). Recurrent neural networks using
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the backpropagation algorithm, as developed first by [Pineda 87], and other exten¬
sions [Pearlmutter 95] had to be eliminated because of their long time of computation
(multiple training steps) and their complex computation (calculating derivatives). As¬
sociative Hebbian networks were very attractive because of their simplicity. One may
argue in favour of buying a more powerful hardware system. Apart from the financial
aspect, there is a motivation to try to do the best with what is at our disposal. We are
not using expensive robots nor expensive sensors (no camera, laser, etc.), but we de¬
veloped a system that is capable of more complex cognition than the simple behaviours
of obstacle avoidance, wall following, etc.
12.1.3 Limitations of the model
There are a number of parameters which need to be fixed in the system, which are
the short-term memory (decay parameter), the threshold T and the error margin e.
The limitations of the model resulting from the arbitrary setting of those parameters
were discussed in chapter 5, in which an algorithm was presented for on-line tuning
of these parameters. The algorithm for tuning T and e has been used in the physical
experiments (chapters 7 to 11). The decay parameter was however fixed in those
experiments, because the algorithm was too slow to converge (as mentioned in chapter
11). For analysis of the effect of this parameter on the success of the robot's learning,
see experiments of section 7.2.2.
An important aspect of DRAMA is its use of time parameters in addition to the
confidence factors (which are similar to the usual synaptic weight of most Hebbian
networks) in order to explicitly encapsulate the temporal structure of the patterns, on
which it is trained. The first advantage of this encoding was that it made the model
easy to analyse; the temporal structure of the learned pattern was easily retrievable
as it was recorded in the parameter. In addition, it made the model capable of fast
computation (see section 5.1.3); this was an important requirement for the robotic
implementation of the model. A disadvantage of introducing a second parameter is
that it increases the stack memory. Also, introducing explicitly the time is somewhat
against the biological approach of connectionism, in which the temporal structure
of a pattern is implicitly represented through the dynamics of the connectivity of
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dynamic neurons (e.g. leaky-integrators). However, it is to be shown whether one of
the biological and non-biological models is more efficient than the other. More neurons
might be needed to represent the temporal structure in a biological type of model than
in the DRAMA network. It is thus likely that a biological model would not have a
better space efficiency. The processing time of the temporal information would also
probably not be faster in a biological model than in DRAMA, as both would rely on
the delayed firing rate of the neurons for the time processing.
We mentioned previously the DRAMA architecture's poor space efficiency, due to the
constraints on the patterns' encoding. This was not a disadvantage in the particular
robotic experiments we used it for. More important for us was the time efficiency and
the capacity at learning complex time series. However, it might be a disadvantage for
application using sensors with high sensitivity, such as a camera, which would require
a large number of units to represent the sensor information (one unit per pixel or set of
pixels). In this case, it might be relevant to pre-process the data using another ANN
architecture, such as a topographical map or a feed forward NN, for a preliminary
classification of the data1. Then, the reduced amount of information could be used
by the DRAMA network for higher level classification. Such an approach has been
followed by Tani [Tani 96], who uses a combination of a Hopfield associative memory
network and a RNN. The robot's camera information is processed by the Hopfield net
which determines categories of visual inputs. The recurrent neural network is trained
on the output of the Hopfield net and on the simultaneous motor state of the robot.
The net learns sequences of visual perception and action of the robot, while the robot
travels in a circling corridor. Because J. Tani used backpropagation algorithm to train
the RNN, he could not process the information on-line. It would be interesting to
carry out the same work using the DRAMA architecture, instead of the RNN with
backpropagation, and to determine whether it would allow to carry out successfully
and on-line the same computation.
1 Note that topographical maps are particularly relevant for sensors with high resolution as the clas¬
sification often relies on finding topological invariance in the input.
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In chapters 6 to 11, we reported on the implementation of the DRAMA architecture in a
number of robotic experiments, carried out in physical and simulated environments. In
these experiments, DRAMA was used to control both the robot's behaviour (retrieval
of sensor-actuator associations in the network) and its learning (update of the associ¬
ations). The experiments concerned teaching a robot a synthetic proto-language. The
teaching was based on an unsupervised strategy, using an imitative scenario. Teaching
was provided either by another robot (chapters 7, 8 and 10) or by a human instructor
(chapters 7 and 11). The imitative scenario in the teacher-learner robot experiments,
consisted of the learner robot following and, thus, replicating the movements of the
teacher robot. In the human-robot experiment of chapter 11, the doll robot mirrors
the demonstrator's arm and head movements.
In this section, we summarise the results of each of the robotic experiments of chapters
7 to 11 (chapter 6 gave an overview of the experiments of these chapters), and discuss
these in comparison with related works in robotics on robot learning of spatio-temporal
regularities and related works in computational linguistics, which study symbol ground¬
ing of an agent's perceptions.
12.2.1 Grounding of a robot's perceptions and actions
Chapter 7 presented experiments in which the robot was taught a vocabulary to label
its actions and perception of inclination, orientation, light and touch. The learning
task consisted of associating different radio signals with different combinations of in¬
clination, compass, light and touch sensor measurements and different motor states.
Learning resulted from a statistical process of elimination, provided by the DRAMA
architecture, where incorrect signal-measurement associations were discarded, based
on their frequency of occurrence.
Evaluation of the learning parameters
The difficulty of the task lay in choosing correctly the value of the learner agent's short-
term memory, as a function of the dispersion and featural description of the objects
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in the environment, so as to keep the number of incorrect associations low compared
to the number of correct associations. The longer the memory, the more objects are
remembered and associated with the same radio signals, thus the more difficult to ex¬
tract the relevant associations. On the other hand, the memory should be long enough
to allow the agent to make the relevant observations for the teaching. When teaching is
given by the teacher robot, which is followed by the learner robot, the minimal memory
duration corresponds to the time needed by the learner robot to reach the teacher's
previous position at the time of the teaching episode (signal emission), from which it
can make the same observations. In addition, the more features two objects have in
common, i.e. the bigger the overlap between the teaching patterns, the less good the
learning (since the DRAMA capacity decreases in the face of overlapping patterns). In
section 7.2.2, we studied, through simulated and physical experiments, the success of
the learning, while varying the short-term memory, the objects' dispersion and feature
description. These studies validated the above mentioned expectations.
The retrieval threshold factors T and e, which appear in the unit activation function
(given by equation 4.2, page 68) also determine the success of the learning, by fixing the
tradeoff between considering two units' recorded co-activation as spurious or relevant.
The threshold T determines this tradeoff as a function of the frequency of co-activation
of these two units (given by the confidence factor parameter of the connection linking
the two units). The more often the units have been co-activated, the more likely it
is that this co-activation is not random. The threshold e discards correlation due to
spurious unit activity by evaluating the average time delay of two units' co-activation
and considering as irrelevant the associations which show too large a variation of time
delay, relative to an error fixed by e, around the training time.
In section 5.1.4, we presented an algorithm to determine on-line the values of these
thresholds, i.e. to calculate these values at each time step. The idea was to use
the information on the ratio of spurious/relevant unit activations, reflected by the
current values of the network connection parameters. The calculation was based on
the assumption that incorrectly updated connections should have the lowest confidence
factor values (since they are not frequently updated) and the biggest variations of
time parameter (since there is no regularity in the time delay of co-activation of the
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units). The thresholds' values were calculated based on a Gaussian estimation of the
distribution of the parameter values of correct and incorrect connections. Through
numerical simulations, we showed that the capacity of the network was significantly
improved when calculating the threshold values at each processing cycle, than when
using fixed value thresholds. Further, in section 5.2.1, we presented an algorithm for
on-line tuning of the short-term memory value and tested it in simulation for learning
a sequence of nine patterns. The algorithm was shown to successfully converge up
to a proportion of 20% of noise, i.e. the likelihood of a spurious unit activation,
in the input. However, as the time needed for convergence was relatively long, the
algorithm was found to be too slow to be used reliably in physical robotic experiments.
It would now be very interesting to carry on with this investigation and to design
an algorithm for dynamical update of the DRAMA learning parameter to be used in
robotics experiments.
Note finally, that other factors also influence the success of an experiment, e.g. the
agent's sensor capabilities (range and sensitivity) and behaviour control (non homo¬
geneous travelling). Further implementation of the model in different robotic set-ups,
in particular in robots with more degrees of freedom and greater sensor sensitivity
would allow us to determine the real influence of these hardware characteristics on the
success of the learning. Note, however, that the fact that we implemented the archi¬
tecture in three different robotic set-ups (FischerTechnik vehicles, Lego vehicles and a
doll robot), using different sensors and applied in different environments, showed that
the success of the learning is not dependent on a particular type of hardware. How¬
ever, it might be improved by using finer sensor capabilities, which would give more
information to distinguish between the objects of the teaching (lowering the overlap
between teaching patterns and thus improving the network capacity), and better ac¬
tuator capacities, which would make the robot follow the other robot (chapters 7 and
8) more smoothly and thus be less liable to make incorrect measurements.
A last remark concerns the fact that the learning method we proposed is bottom-up,
starting from a fixed segmentation process of the information to an associative learning
process. It would also be interesting to investigate a bottom-up-bottom mechanism, as
proposed e.g. by [Grossberg & Merrill 92] and discussed by [Mozer 93], where feedback
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from the associative memory can activate a tuning mechanism of the threshold para¬
meters of the event recognition modules. Such a method was used by Tani [Tani 96]
in an experiment on robot learning of sequences for action-perception. His model is
composed of a Hopfield Associative memory, for classifying inputs from a CCD camera,
and an RNN, for learning sequences of action-perception (camera features). The two
networks are trained simultaneously, while each network's training algorithm is based
on a minimisation of the prediction error of the two networks. We compare further our
work with his in page 12.2.4.
Simulation versus physical experiments
Experiments of sections 7.1.3, 7.2.2 and of chapter 10 were carried out both in simulated
and physical environments. Simulation studies were carried out in order to determine
the feasibility of the experiments by studying their successes and failures in a more
reliable environment. The main advantage of simulations over physical experiments
is that they are repeatable, faster (simulating a 1 hour experiment takes about 5
minutes) and do not suffer unexpected hardware breakdown. The disadvantages in
terms of model faithfulness are, of course, well known (for a more complete discussion
of this see [Torrance 92a]). Physical experiments were carried out because it was our
original aim to have a real robot capable of learning a synthetic language and of learning
sequences of perception-action.
In section 7.2.2 and chapter 10, simulation studies were carried out before physical
experiments in order to demonstrate and test the stability and success of the learning
in the particular set-ups. However, as mentioned in section 7.2.2, physical and sim¬
ulated worlds differ in many aspects. For instance in the simulation a poor account
is given of the physics of the sensors and the world features (a simple field of view
is defined for the lightening whose intensity is invariant over time, the inclination of
the hills is perfect at all points, etc.). Because of this, the results of simulations and
physical experiments could only be compared qualitatively. In all experiments, phys¬
ical and simulated experiments were consistent in showing successful learning in each
experiment. In particular, physical and simulated studies of section 7.2.2 pointed out
the same effect of the short-term memory, object dispersion and featural description
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on the learning success.
Recently, there has been a number of works, in which people first developed the ro¬
bot controller in simulation and then tested it into real robots, e.g. ([Lee et al. 96],
[Martinoli & Mondada 95], [Nolfi 97a], [Miglino et al. 95], [Wilson et al. 97]). Partic¬
ularly handy for this kind of experiments is the Khepera robot [Mondada et al. 93],
which has been developed together with a simulator. Because of its small size, the
Khepera requires the building of a specific environment for the experiments. This
environment is often simpler than, e.g., an office environment, which makes it easier
to simulate. The robot is often working alone [Miglino et al. 95, Lee et al. 96] or to¬
gether with other Khepera robots [Martinoli & Mondada 95], which again reduces the
uncertainty of the task at hand (in comparison to an inhabited office environment).
The remaining differences between simulated and physical worlds in these experiments
(similarly to ours) are related to the physics of the robot's perceptions (the robot's
real sensors are bound to give imperfect measurements, and physical light and infra¬
red emissions are difficult to simulate) and the robot's actions (friction effects of the
motors on the ground are often not simulated and the acceleration and speed of the
motors in the physical world is often variable due to mechanical defects of the gears). It
would then be interesting to test how the robot's controller developed in the simulation
can cope with the physical noise. In this case, it is advantageous to develop an adaptive
controller, provided with learning mechanisms to better cope with large variations in
the environmental dynamics. Connectionist models have been shown by these other
authors to be good models of robot controllers for this purpose. Our work validated
these results, in the sense that we used a connectionist architecture (DRAMA), which
was shown to successfully cope with the noise of the physical experiments.
Comparison with work on robot grounding of perceptions and actions
Similar experiments on grounding radio signals in a robot's sensor capabilities were
carried out previously by Yanco and Stein [Yanco & Stein 93] and Steels and Vogt
[Steels & Vogt 97], who used respectively reinforcement learning and evolutionary tech¬
niques (see section 2.3.1 for a more detailed description of these experiments). Their
experiments showed that a vocabulary of 5 and 3 words was learned after 900 and 60
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training examples, respectively. Our method seems then faster at learning a vocabu¬
lary of large or the same size. In the experiment of section 7.1.3, we reported on an
experiment in which the robot learned a vocabulary of 8 words to describe four actions
and four perceptions of orientation. The robot learned the vocabulary in less than 30
teaching examples, which correspond to about 15 to 30 minutes of physical experiment.
In addition, our learning method is more general than the above mentioned methods,
as it makes no restriction on the type of perception the robots could talk about. In
Yanco & Stein's work [Yanco & Stein 93], the vocabulary consisted only of the robot's
actions because the learning algorithm was based on an action-selection mechanisms. In
Steels & Vogt [Steels & Vogt 97], the vocabulary concerned only the robots' external
perceptions as these were the only perceptions they could share. By contrast, the
mutual following strategy we use in our work allows the two agents to share a common
context, namely sharing external (facing the same direction) and internal perceptions
(performing the same movement, travelling the same distance and on the same ground).
When aligning itself behind the teacher, the learner agent naturally points in the
direction the teacher 'looks' at. While we avoid the problem of the mirror effect2
occurring in pointing, we however introduce another problem lying in the fact that the
learner cannot see over the teacher's body. In our experiments this is partly solved
by the two agents moving and the learner eventually reaching the teacher's previous
position. This obstruction problem also occurs in Steels & Vogt's pointing model
[Steels & Vogt 97], as in their experiments the two robots spoke also about objects to
their sides, which one of the agents could not see. In addition, because the learning
mechanism we use is based simply on mutual associations between inputs from any
sensor or actuator systems of the agent, the vocabulary can potentially concern any
proprio and extero perceptions of the agent. In this thesis, we presented experiments
where the robot was taught a vocabulary about its external perceptions of objects
(section 7.2.2 and chapter 8) and internal perceptions of inclination, orientation, touch
2 In Steels and Vogt's experiments [Steels & Vogt 97], the teacher robot points 'verbally' by indicating
the quadrant in which to look at relative to itself; however, there is a left right symmetry between
the two agents in their definition of quadrants for all objects lying between them; this effect was,
however, first not considered by the authors and did explain why the agents could never agree on
more than a third of the vocabulary (only a third of the same 'quadrant' space can be seen by both
agents); on the suggestion of the present author, they did take this effect into account for later
experiments and were able to improve the agents' learning performance to a maximum of 90% of
success [Vogt 98].
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and movements (sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.1 and chapters 10 and 11).
On the other hand, a disadvantage of our following strategy over a more precise point¬
ing mechanism is that we are restricted to speaking only about static events or events
that last long enough for the learner to eventually see them. In particular, a 'fin¬
ger' pointing mechanism, which is more accurate than our 'body' pointing mechanism,
would be more appropriate in an environment where features cannot be spatially sep¬
arated (as in the eyes and face example which we described in section 3.4). Scasselatti
et al. [Marjanovic et al. 96, Scassellati 98] investigate a complex cognitive mechanism,
implemented on a humanoid robot, which allows the robot to direct its gaze in the
direction at which a human demonstrator is pointing.
12.2.2 Grounding of perceptions of a group of robots
In chapter 8, we showed, through simulation studies, that the learning strategy scaled
up successfully to teaching a group of robots a vocabulary about objects' locations.
In particular, we carried out studies in which we demonstrated the importance of the
following strategy for good transmission of the vocabulary.
These experiments can be compared to computational linguistics studies, which in¬
vestigated the development and evolution of a language among a group of artificial
agents, e.g. [Arita & Koyama 98, Kirby & Hurford 97b, MacLennan 91, Di Paulo 98,
Steels 96b] (see section 2.3.1 for an overview of research directions in this area). Simil¬
arly to these studies, the learning strategy of our experiment is based on unsupervised
associative learning, where correct categorisation of sensor perceptions into concepts
(words of the vocabulary) results from a process of statistical elimination among all
possible meaning-object pairs, where the most likely pairs, i.e. the most frequently
observed, are chosen. In agreement with these experiments, we showed that the pop¬
ulation of agents would converge successfully to the same language. However, our
study differs from those works, as we investigate the correct transmission of a single
predefined vocabulary by one teacher agent to a group of learner agents, while these
other works study the emergence of a shared vocabulary between agents which have
none to start with. But, since the process underlying the success of their and our
experiments is the same, namely statistical elimination of incorrect pairings, we obtain
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similar results, which we however interpret differently. For instance, in our simulation,
the learner agents were allowed to teach the vocabulary when confident enough in their
word-meaning pairings. We varied the level of confidence and showed that, when this
was not sufficiently high, the experiment would fail, that is, the agents would not con¬
verge to the same definition of the vocabulary. The experiment fails because the agents
make on average more incorrect associations than correct ones. We stopped the simu¬
lations, when more than fifty percent of the agents were unsuccessful in their learning.
But, if we had carried the study further, we would have been able to define whether all
agents would converge to another definition of the vocabulary or whether they would
continuously switch from one definition to another, as a result of too many misinter¬
pretations of the vocabulary. We did not study this aspect as it was not our primary
interest, and also because the simulations were computationally heavy and slow (as we
simulate the physical interactions of the agents). However, this would be an interest¬
ing extension of the present work. In the above mentioned Computational Linguistics
studies, people investigated especially this aspect of the simulation. They showed how
a language can evolve, that is, change its definition, to produce 'dialects', when dif¬
ferent populations of agents with different languages are put in contact [Steels 97b] or
when erroneous transmission of the language across generations of agents occurs as a
result of misinterpretation of the pairings [Arita & Koyama 98].
An important difference between our study and the Computational Linguistics' ones
lies in the fact that we simulate the behaviours of the agents. That is, we give a
physical description of the agents, in providing them with a body, sensors and ac¬
tuators, and of their interactions, in defining behaviours for the agents and giving
a temporal and spatial account of the agents' actions. As we mentioned in section
3.4, other computational studies of the development and evolution of communication
gave only a poor account, or none at all, of the physical features of the agents and
their environment. However, although these studies used disembodied a-behavioural
agents, their results have sometimes been interpreted (with exaggeration in our opin¬
ion) in terms of the agents' behavioural skills. E.g., in their simulation study, 01-
iphant and Batali [Oliphant & Batali 97] show that imitation is not a factor enhan¬
cing the evolution of communication. This result seems to contradict ours, as, in
our simulations, the ability of following and so imitating another robot's movement
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is advantageous. The problem lies in our different definition of imitation or imit¬
ative behaviour. The agents' imitative capability in Oliphant and Batali's work is
not a behavioural skill, which would involve at minimum a definition of the agent's
actuators and the agent's observation of the second agent's actions and of the map¬
ping mechanism which interprets the observed actions into the agent's own set of ac¬
tions [Dautenhahn 95, Demiris & Hayes 96, Meltzoff 96]. The same critique applies to
Schmajuk and Zanutto's [Schmajuk h Zanutto 97] neural model of conditional learn¬
ing, in which imitation consists only of feeding the observer agent's network with the
data given to the observed agent's network. Again, in this work, no description is
given of the type and functioning of the mechanism, resulting in the data transfer.
In Oliphant and Batali's work, imitation is for an agent to match its statistical func¬
tion of word-meaning associations, a purely cognitive functionality, with the one of a
second agent; in other words, one agent learns the language by strictly reproducing
each word-pair association as produced by the other agent. The authors conclude that
this 'imitative' learning procedure is not advantageous for the development of com¬
munication as it only allows for copying a currently existing communicative system
and does not allow for its modification and further improvement. These authors' work
and their results relative to the influence of imitative behaviour on the development of
communication is thus not comparable to ours as we are not approaching the problem
from the same angle. In our model, imitative behaviour is not the learning mechanism
per se, but acts alongside associative learning to constrain association on relevant data.
12.2.3 Using the robot's communicative ability
In chapter 9, we presented three case study experiments, which showed how the robot's
understanding of a vocabulary to describe its actions or perceptions can be used 1)
by the robot to speed up its search process for another robot, which is speaking its
location, 2) by a group of robots to improve their learning performance, 3) by a human
to direct the robot's path across an office environment.
Research in collaborative robotics investigates the advantage of using explicit commu¬
nication to improve a group of robots' performance (see section 2.2.1 for a description
of some of these works and their results). Similarly to these works, we showed through
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simulation studies (experiment of section 8.2) how explicit symbolic communication
could be used by a group of robots to transmit information about objects' location in
the environment, which resulted in speeding up the robots' learning of these locations,
compared to doing so through a random search. In particular, long distance communic¬
ation was advantageous in our experiment compared to short distance communication,
as it allowed more agents to get access faster to the information (a protocol for the
communication prevented clashes in the transmission across multiple agents).
The experiment of section 9.1 showed another case study of the usefulness of commu¬
nication for the interaction of two autonomous robots. In this experiment, a 'child'
robot finds its 'mother' robot, while it can not see it, by successfully interpreting the
mother's signals which indicate its location and consequently directing itself towards
the mother's location. The experiment was meant as an illustration of the use of sym¬
bolic communication to improve the performance of a robot, whose other sensors have
poor sensitivity. This result correlates with those of Mataric [Mataric 97b] and Parker
[Parker 94a]. Independently, they showed how the use of explicit communication to
transmit information, to which the robots do not have access (due to limitation in the
sensor competence), could enhance the performance of a group of robots engaged in
collaborative tasks (see also section 2.2.1).
The importance of communication in human-robot interaction, for either commanding
or teaching the robot has been evaluated by numerous works in robotics (see section
2.2.1 for an overview). The recent development of speech processors, which are al¬
gorithms and hardware capable of understanding and producing natural language, has
enabled them to be used to communicate with a robot for different applications, A
number of works report on teaching a robot names for locations in an office environ¬
ment, where the communication protocol is either built-in [Asoh et al. 97, Tatsuno 96],
or is learned by the robot as part of the landmark learning task [Henis & Levinson 95,
Torrance 92b]. Similarly, in section 9.3, we showed an example of use of the robot's
understanding of a vocabulary to command it. In this experiment, the robot's under¬
standing of a 4-word vocabulary, which labels four compass directions, is used by a
human instructor to direct the robot's path in an office environment, by having the
robot turning towards the compass direction labelled by the instructor's signal.
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Our specific interest behind running these experiments was to show how easy it was
to use the information which had been stored previously in the DRAMA architec¬
ture. Each of the three experiments was run after a first experimental stage, during
which the robot had been taught the vocabulary. Retrieval of the stored word-meaning
associations, namely association of radio signals with combinations of sensor measure¬
ments and actuator states, required the implementation of simple mechanisms aside
from the original retrieval mechanism of the DRAMA network (described in chapter
4). Moreover, retrieval was done in real time.
In the experiment of section 9.3, there was also a specific interest in having the robot
first learning the mapping radio signal-compass measurement, as it was difficult to set
this one by hand. The magnetic field sensed by the robot was different when the robot
was running, due to magnetic effects of the motors and of the electrical connection to
the Dodgem cage, than when it was unpowered (which corresponded to what we could
measure with a potentiometer).
12.2.4 Grounding of a robot's sequences of actions and perceptions
Chapters 10 and 11 reported on experiments in which the robot associated consecut¬
ively series of inputs, delayed in time, which led it to learning sequences of perceptions
(chapters 10 and section 11.3.1) and actions (section 11.3.2). These experiments were
meant to demonstrate the DRAMA architecture ability for learning spatio-temporal
regularities in multi-modal inputs of a robot. In chapter 10, the robot learned the
timing and ordering of a sequence of compass, radio and light measurements, result¬
ing from its regular wandering in a series of three corridors (which accounted for the
regularity of compass and light measurement) and from the regular radio signal trans¬
missions of the teacher robot which it followed along the corridors. In chapter 11, we
presented experiments with Robota, the doll robot, which associated series of actions
with different sensor activations (activation of the keys of the keyboard); each key rep¬
resented labels for each of the series of actions, or, in other word, each key represented a
different starting state for retrieval of the sensor-actuator sequence. In section 11.3.2,
Robota associated consecutive activation of keys of the keyboard with activation of
other sensors (placed on parts of its body) and actuators. This was used to teach the
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robot to label its perception of touch on its body and its actions using English proto-
sentences, represented by the particular ordering of the keys in the sequence, where
each key represented a different word.
The experiments of chapter 11 demonstrated the ability of the network for learning
several time series with overlapping states. It also showed the ability of the network to
deal with variable time delay of occurrence between two inputs; since the experiments
were done by different demonstrators, it was seldom the case that two demonstrators
will produce the taught sequence with the same frequency or even that the same
demonstrator would repeat the sequence with the same time rate.
There has been a number of studies in robotics in which the robot learned spatio-
temporal regularities in its sensor inputs. These works used, for instance, a two-
layer topographical map to store separately the spatial and temporal regularities (in
each layer) of the robot's visual information (CCD camera and infra-red sensors)
[Gaussier et al. 98b, Harris & Recce 97, Nehmzow 98], or a recurrent neural network
to predict a robot's perception-action sequences, when travelling in a corridor [Tani 96].
Our experiment, using the DRAMA architecture, has two advantages compared to
these works: 1) learning and retrieval can be performed on-line, by contrast to
[Nehmzow 98, Tani 96] works where it was done off-line, 2) learning concerns several
sensor and actuator modalities, as opposed to all four above mentioned works, which
consider only association from the robot's sensor perception to the robot's actions.
In our experiments, learning of several time series was used by the robot to reproduce
the series, one series at a time, when prompted to do so, by presenting it the first
state of the series, e.g. activating the key in the experiment of section 11.3.1. In
the works of [Tani 96] and [Gaussier et al. 98a], retrieval of the learned sequences of
inputs was used to determine the robot's path towards a given goal, by choosing the
shortest one among the possible set of retrieved sequences. Given the property of the
DRAMA architecture at learning time series with similar states, it is expected that
the network could be used for learning different paths followed by the robot in its
wandering, where the paths could have common branching points. Then, retrieval of
the learned sequence could be used to determine the robot's path, similarly to Tani
and Gaussier's experiments.
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12.2.5 Imitative behaviour
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As we mentioned in section 3.1 (p. 39), we used a broad definition of the term imitation
throughout the thesis, that is, 'a behaviour skill, which leads to some sort of similarity
in behaviour among two or more individuals'. The following behaviour, which we use
in the experiments of chapters 7 to 10, is only an implicit means of producing imitative
behaviour, as when the learner agent follows the teacher agent, it implicitly replicates
the teacher's movements in the 2-D plane. In the experiments of chapter 11, the robot's
imitative behaviour consisted of mirroring the arm and head movements of a human
demonstrator. The mechanism behind the imitative process was very simple and was
based on phototaxis of infra-red detectors. The robot and demonstrator were linked
through a wiring of infra-red sensors, each of them carrying one part of an infra-red
emitter-detector pair. Each movement of the demonstrator (and thus of one infra-red
sensor) was detected by the robot's correlated infra-red receptor and indicated to the
robot which movement to replicate.
Therefore, the mechanisms at the basis of our robots' imitative behaviour are by no
means a model of similar mechanisms in animals. As mentioned in section 3.3, imitation
requires complex cognitive capabilities in order to identify the movements to imitate
and to transfer the observation of a movement to its own actuator system, so as to
replicate the movement. Models of imitative behaviour, which address some of these
issues, have been implemented recently in robotic experiments ([Demiris et al. 97],
[Scassellati 98], [Kuniyoshi & Inoue 94] and [Cooke et al. 97]), in which a humanoid
robot imitates the arm and head movements of a human demonstrator. The robot's
imitative behaviour, in these works, results from complex algorithms which create
a mapping between the robot's visual stimuli (recognition of the movements of the
different limbs of the demonstrator) and the robot's motor commands. These works
are impressive by the finesse of their result. In all these works, the robot's imitation
of the movement is smooth, that is it replicates the observed movement continuously
and in the three dimensions.
We kept the mechanisms allowing imitative behaviour simple on purpose, in order not
to overload the computation of the robot (as mentioned earlier, keeping the computa-
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tion fast and inexpensive was an important criterion to have the robot functioning in
real time). Note that, the infra-red strategy used with the doll robot could possibly
scale up to a humanoid robot, where all body joints of human and robot would be
linked. This decomposition of human body movements through emissions of infra-red
sensors is a method used frequently by scientists for analysing people's gait [Lakany 97].
It would then be interesting to use this infra-red set-up to have a human instructor
teaching a humanoid robot complex sequences of movements, while the robot would
mirror the human movements. Of course, in the case of actuators with several degrees
of freedom, the movement replication mechanism should be more complex than the
simple photo-taxis mechanism we used with the doll robot, so as to take into account
the mechanical constraints resulting from the complex physical structure of the robot.
12.3 Overall synthesis and outlook
This thesis addressed, on the one hand, the rather general problem of robot learning
in a dynamic environment, while developing the DRAMA architecture. On the other
hand, it focussed on a more specific problem, that is grounding symbolic representation
in an autonomous robot, for the implementation of DRAMA in robotic experiments.
There are now several research directions, which follow from the work presented here.
We sketch some of these in the following first subsection. Most of the ideas presented
here have been mentioned earlier in this thesis. We here put these together, so as to
give a general overview of the potential extensions of this work. Finally, we conclude
this section with a broad discussion on the issue of following a cognitivist versus a
behaviour-based approach for studying the development of a language. This relates to
the approach and hypotheses, which underlie the work of this thesis. We here contrast
our approach to that generally taken by works in this area.
12.3.1 Future work and perspectives
This thesis presented a novel connectionist model, DRAMA, which allows learning
of spatio-temporal regularities and of time series. Important characteristics of the
model were stressed, such as 1) fast computation for the model to react in real-time,
which was shown by the model's implementation for on-line and on-board learning of
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a computationally limited robot; 2) robustness and adaptability in the face of varying
environmental constraints, which was demonstrated by the successful implementation
of the model in robotic learning tasks, involving a proportion of 30% of noisy/incorrect
data; 3) as little built-in knowledge as possible to keep the system unspecific to a
particular type of implementation (task, agent or environment), which was verified by
the implementation of the model in different types of robotic agents (simulated and
real vehicles and a doll-shaped robot), used in different environments and for different
learning tasks.
Further implementations of the model
The DRAMA ability for dynamic learning of spatio-temporal regularities and of time
series is very general. Moreover, its unspecificity to a particular experimental set-up
makes it relevant for a wide range of other robotic (and perhaps non-robotics) tasks.
As we discussed in section 1.1.1 and 3.4, a robot is embedded in dynamic interactions
with its environment. Learning from these requires the ability for correlating sensor
and actuator information spatially — in order to categorise its perceptions — and
temporally — in order to record the history of its perceptions and actions, which
can then be used for predicting its perception and planning its actions. In chapter
10, we presented an experiment in which the robot learned time series of perception
when travelling in a series of corridors. This experiment was a first step towards
more complex experiments, involving learning of several perception-action series. For
instance, we suggested, in page 234, the re-implementation of the experiments done by
[Gaussier et al. 98a, Tani 96] for learning the robot's different paths across a complex
environment. The DRAMA ability to learn several time series with common patterns,
demonstrated by the experiments of chapter 11, should allow the model to cope with the
high redundancy in the perception-action sequences, involved in the above mentioned
tasks. In addition, the DRAMA ability to make spatial correlations across all the
sensors of the robot, was shown to allow learning of landmarks, that is recognition
of objects and learning of their locations. This suggests yet another kind of robotic
learning task in which to implement the model.
Finally, another interesting implementation of the model would be the learning of
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complex motor skills, that is of long and complex action sequences. In particular, we
think of experiments on robot learning by imitation, whereby the robot first observes
and then replicates the movement performed by a demonstrator. The experiments we
carried out with the doll robot in chapter 11, in which the robot learned several action
sequences by replicating those shown by a human demonstrator, was a first step in
this direction. In section 12.2.5, we discuss scaling up of this experiment to teaching a
robot with more degrees of freedom, such as a humanoid robot.
In the previous discussion, we mentioned that there might be limitations in the com¬
plexity of the tasks the model could learn. For instance, it is not clear whether the lack
of hidden units limits the model's computational abilities for spatial categorisation of
the input information. Also, the fact that the network takes only integer inputs, presen¬
ted in a discrete time scale, prevents it from learning continuous spatial and temporal
correlations in the inputs. However, hardware constraints in most robotic experiments
result in a discrete scaling of the sensor information. Finally, the necessity of keeping
the overlap between the patterns' encoding minimal (with ideally orthogonal encoding
for all the patterns) might limit the use of the model in experiments requiring a high
space efficiency for storage of a large number of patterns. Further implementations of
the model will help in defining the real limitations of the model, which could then lead
to further development and improvement of the model's functioning. We address some
of these in the following.
Further analysis and development of the model
There are a number of theoretical points relative to the architecture's functioning,
which would be interesting to investigate. For instance, because the network takes
a finite number of states, its dynamics could be studied by comparison to a Finite
State Machine or to Hidden Markov Models (as mentioned in section 5.2.2). The
network's ability for learning time series, that is the number of time series it can learn
before unsuccessful retrieval of one series, should be calculated. So far, we gave only
the network's ability for making bi-directional associations (see pp. 85, 91). Finally,
it would be interesting to further develop the algorithm for dynamic tuning of the
retrieval thresholds and the short-term memory parameter, which we showed to have
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a significant influence on the success of the learning.
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Learning of a language An important part of this thesis described experiments
in which a robot learned a symbolic representation of its perceptions, following the
teaching given by another agent, a human instructor or another robot. We showed
that the robot could be taught a lexicon, i.e. a set of labels, to describe several of
its internal and external perceptions, such as its body inclination and orientation,
its measure of energy consumption (as a measure of distance travelled between two
points), its different actions, as well as its observation of features belonging to objects
in the environment. Further, we exploited the DRAMA ability at learning time series
for teaching the robot combinations of the terms of the lexicon, so as to form English
proto-sentences.
The success of these experiments opens the way to further implementation of the model
in experiments on teaching a robot a complete language, which includes a syntax and
other grammatical rules. The fact that the DRAMA architecture is comparable in
function to a Hidden Markov model or other recurrent neural networks, which are
models currently used in techniques of Natural Language Processing, suggests that the
model could scale up successfully to learning a regular language. Further experiments
in this direction will allow us to determine the model's capability and limitations (e.g.
the need for hidden units) for performing such a learning task. Note that learning
of irregular languages, such as human languages, which requires the understanding of
ambiguity and the integration of exceptions to grammatical rules, are still a long way
from the very simple model we have proposed so far.
Moreover, the experiments demonstrated the importance and utility of the imitative
strategy as a means for setting up a shared set of perceptions between the communic¬
ative agents. This suggests to continue developing more complex imitative scenarios,
which would then allow transmitting more complex forms of communication. This
could, for instance, be the development of the robot's capability for imitating facial
expressions (as currently investigated by [Breazeal & Scassellati 98]), used then for
transmitting symbolic expressions to label human states of emotions. The robot's abil¬
ity at replicating complex action sequences (as suggested earlier in this section) and
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at learning long perception-action sequences could be used to teach the robot more
complex conceptual notions for describing its behaviour. Behaviour relates here to
sequences of perception-action, embedded in a particular context (involving long-term
goals and some history of motivations behind performing the actions). In this case,
the robot's internal state would be more complex than simply the robot's sensor and
actuator state (e.g., it would also include the value of different motivational factors)
and, therefore, higher-level conceptual information (e.g., concerning goals, rewards,
etc.) could be transmitted through the language.
Last thought We hope that 1) this work will lead to the development of autonomous,
social robots which are learning and communicating in real-world scenarios, using a
rich sensor-motor repertoire of action and interaction with the environment, and 2)
that along these studies we can contribute to imitation and language research with a
particular focus on the role of the concrete embodiment of a robot. We extend this
last thought in the following and final subsection.
12.3.2 Cognitivist versus behaviour-based approach
We built our approach on the assumption that grounding of communication creates
constraints not only on the cognitive capabilities of the agent but also and especially
on its behavioural capacities. We distinguished between behavioural and cognitive
capabilities, where the former do not result only from the outcome of the agent's cog¬
nitive processes, but from the interaction of these processes' outputs, i.e. the agent's
actions, with the dynamics of the agent's environment (see sections 1.1.1). We defined
key features for the learning capacities, such as a selective mechanism for the discret¬
isation of sensor perception, a short-term memory of perceptual events and associative
capacities, and provided these in our experiments by using the DRAMA architecture.
In chapter 3, we pointed out the importance of a basic behavioural social relation¬
ship between the two communicative agents to act as an attentional mechanism for
eliminating irrelevant information, which could not always be discarded by means of
combinatorial analysis only. We then provided our agents with a basic ability of imit¬
ation, namely mutual following of teacher and learner robots in chapters 7 and 8, and
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mirror imitation of arm and head movements of a human demonstrator in chapter 11.
This movement imitation scenario creates a spatial and temporal binding between the
the teacher and learner agents, which allows them to share a similar set of perceptions.
However, although we used a simple protocol, namely phototaxis, for achieving this
basic 'social' interaction, this proved to be a powerful 'external' (behavioural instead
of cognitive) attentional mechanism.
We followed a behaviour-oriented (rather than a pure cognitivist) approach to the
problem of grounding communication, by investigating the influence of social and be¬
havioural aspects on the development of communication. Our approach differs from
previous studies of the influence of sociality on the development of communication
(e.g. [Dunbar 93, Parisi & Floreano 92, Di Paulo 98, Worden 98]), as we give a com¬
plete spatial and temporal description of our agents' behaviour. This allowed us to
point out the influence on the success of the learning of environmental factors (section
7.2.2), such as the featural description and relative dispersion of the objects relevant
for the teaching in the environment, and of two parameters of the learning architec¬
ture (short-term memory duration and long-term memory capacity). In addition, we
showed the importance of having a spatial and temporal synchronisation between the
two communicative agents to allow sharing of a common perceptual context. The role
of context is a key issue in sociality and social understanding. In particular, studies
of (first or second) language acquisition demonstrated the importance of a meaning¬
ful social and linguistic context for inferring the correct meaning of spoken words or
gestural signals ([Harley 94]). Our robotic implementation of the symbol grounding
problem confirmed these ideas and showed that a simple movement imitation strategy
is an interesting scenario for the transmission of a language, as it is an easy means for
getting the agents to share a common context of perceptions. Nevertheless, however
similar the two agents' perceptions could be, they would never be exactly the same and
therefore the agent's learning capacities should be sufficiently complex to compensate
for these differences. Not only should it be able to associate temporally delayed pat¬
terns, but this under a great amount of noisy and spurious data, two performance
criteria which have been shown to be satisfied by the DRAMA learning architecture.
Whether used for grooming [Dunbar 93] or for transmitting information, communic-
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ation is an interactive process between the two communicative agents and as such is
a social interaction. Communication does not exist without the physical means of its
production and reception. Whatever the level of interpretation chosen for the commu¬
nicative signals, it is about the physical perception the communicative agents have of
their world. As Steven Harnad puts it [Harnad 98]: "even at such abstract cognitive
heights, [referring to] the highest level of abstraction of natural language when our
interactions with objects are based only on the interactions between names and de¬
scriptions, [...] embodiment is never escaped, for the power of names and propositions
is completely parasitic on the meanings of those names, and those must all eventually
be grounded in the sensorimotor interactions with the kinds of objects they designate,
and the sensorimotor invariants on the basis of which the names are assigned". This
requires very complex cognitive processes of segmentation of sensor information, se¬
quence processing and spatial and temporal mapping. A model of the evolution of
communication in terms of the agents' cognitive capabilities should then encapsulate
a description of all the required cognitive functions, as if we consider the progression
of brain evolution (e.g. from fish to apes and humans), the 'brain' of an individual
animal has always evolved as a whole, as a complete organ; although different areas
have differentiated and specialised, e.g. when comparing 'primitive' with 'advanced'
vertebrates (compare reptiles and mammals), different parts of the body plan of a spe¬
cies and therefore different parts of the nervous system have not evolved independently
from each other and from the rest of the body. However, the computational models of
the evolution of communication produced so far have generally deliberately left aside
most of the so called 'low-level' cognitive functions, such as sensory perception, episodic
memory, and focus of attention.
Note, finally, that the evolution of the brain functionality cannot be separated from
the agent's behaviour, as these cognitive processes have been shaped by the constraints
created by the agent's interactions with its environment. The body of an animal is
a functionally and physiologically well integrated system. Thus, perception, action,
communication and cognition are intrinsically interrelated in an embodied system. Our
perception of the world is linked to our way of interpreting the world and talking about
events in and actions upon this world. Such a system, or behavioral account of cognitive
processes, is closely related to the enactivist position [Maturana 88, Varela et al. 93].
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Similar positions are discussed in the area of embodied artificial intelligence (EAI), see
[Prem 98] for a discussion of implications of embodiment for cognitive theories (and
section 1.1). As Erich Prem points out, cognitive science and linguistics research has
strongly focused on formal aspects and neglected, e.g. the notion of time, situated-
ness and interaction dynamics in animal cognition. "Getting the interaction dynamics
right" is, according to Prem, a key principle of EAI research. This statement and the
position to which it relates is confirmed by the findings of our experiments on robot
communication grounded in social interaction dynamics. This brings us, then, to con¬
clude in suggesting that a behaviour-oriented approach, as e.g. an enactivist position,
might be more appropriate than a pure cognitivist one for describing the cognitive
processes involved in solving the symbol grounding problem.
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Chapter 13
Conclusion
This thesis has been concerned with extending our understanding of the problem of
transmitting a symbolic and conceptual representation of the world to robotic agents,
while grounding these representations in the robot's own sensori-motor perceptions.
The main contribution of this work has been to integrate three different research direc¬
tions in AI, which so far have been independently investigated. These were the design
of connectionist models for learning in autonomous robots, the study of the use of so¬
cial skills, such as imitation and communication, for robot teaching by demonstration,
and the development of agents capable of understanding a language. The aim of the
thesis was to build autonomous robots capable of learning a synthetic language.
There were three stages of development of this work. We first determined a num¬
ber of key features for the cognitive and behavioural skills of the robot, which would
allow the robot to learn a language taught by another agent, a robot or a human.
In line with studies of Linguistics, we required for the agent to possess associative
capabilities for spatio-temporal association across multiple sensor-actuator modalities.
Inspired psychological studies of the development of language in children, we required
behavioural skills for the robot to coordinate its actions with that of a second agent.
This behavioural co-ordination is achieved, in our experiments, through movement
imitation. In a second stage, we developed a connectionist architecture, DRAMA (Dy¬
namical Recurrent Associative Memory Architecture), which allows learning of spatial
regularities and time series. By fixing parts of the DRAMA network connectivity, we
implemented phototaxis behaviour, which resulted in the robot's imitating behaviour,
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i.e. following or mirroring the movements of a human or of a robot demonstrator. In
a third stage, we validated the architecture in several robotic experiments for teaching
a robot a synthetic proto-language. The complexity of the experiments was gradually
increased, such as to verify different aspects of the system. We used three different
robotic systems, two types of wheeled-based robots and a doll-shaped robot, in dif¬
ferent environments, and thus demonstrated the generality of the system relative to
the experimental set-up. We evaluated the DRAMA architecture's ability for learning
spatio-temporal regularities across the sensor-actuator space of the robot, by teach¬
ing the robot a vocabulary to label both its proprio- and exteroceptions. We then
validated the imitative scenario, as a means for transmitting a language to heterogen¬
eous agents, by having the robot taught by a human and by a morphologically different
robot. Further, we showed that the system scales up successfully to grounding a vocab¬
ulary among a group of robots. We demonstrated the architecture's ability for learning
time series, by having the robot learning sequences of actions, dance patterns, and of
perceptions, while travelling in a maze. We then used this architecture's property for
teaching the robot combinations of words, leading to its learning of English proto-
sentences to describe its actions and perceptions. Finally, we tested the importance of
communicative and imitative skills for a robot in interaction with humans, by having
children playing with the doll robot. The game consisted of teaching the robot a simple
vocabulary to describe its body parts. The interest which the children showed during




The contributions of this work to related works in AI are the following:
Learning robots: There has been a number of works using connectionist models to
allow learning of an autonomous robot. However, the current state of the art
does not provide a model which allows both complex learning capability, such
as learning of time series, and on-line processing of the learning. We presented
a novel connectionist architecture, DRAMA, which allows learning of spatio-
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temporal regularities and time series, and which is sufficiently computationally
fast and inexpensive to perform in real-time. We demonstrated this property, by
implementing the architecture for on-line learning and control of computationally
limited autonomous robots.
Robot learning by demonstration: Recent work in robot learning by demonstra¬
tion investigated learning by imitation as a means for teaching a robot complex
motor skills. Following this line of research, we showed that imitation can also
be used to teach a robot a language to describe both its proprio- and extero-
ceptions. We implemented the robot's learning and imitative behaviours, using
a single connectionist architecture, DRAMA. We validated the system through
experiments, in which a robot was taught by a human demonstrator to perform
and label sequences of actions.
Robot grounding of a language: There has been a few works, which investigated
experimentally a robot learning of a vocabulary, where the vocabulary concerned
a specific and limited set of the robot's perceptions. Our work made a major step
forward from those previous studies. We developed a system capable of learning
a vocabulary, but also of learning combinations of words of the vocabulary, which
form English proto-sentences, to label combinations and sequences of the robot's
perceptions. We carried out extensive studies, which demonstrated the validity
of the system in several robotic set-ups, in two agents, human-robot and robot-
robot, and in multi-agent systems, for teaching a range of different concepts.
These experiments and their results suggest the application of our model to
experiments on robot learning of a complete regular language, composed of a
large lexicon and of syntactical rules for combining the terms of the lexicon.
Situated embodied robots: Recent trends in robotics emphasize the importance of
notions of situatedness and embodiment for the design of robotic agents. This
work participated in this line of research by addressing the symbol grounding
problem from a behaviouristic by opposition to a pure cognitivist point of view,
for which the notions of embodiment and situatedness are key issues for sym¬
bolic cognition. This approach of ours brings a novel contribution to research in
Computational Linguistics and related areas, which have for most ignored this
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behavioural aspect in their simulation of the language development.
We view this thesis as a first step towards the development of robots with high level
cognition, which would allow complex interactions with a human. It is our hope that
parts of this work, such as the DRAMA architecture and the imitative scenario of the
experiments, will be reused by others in more complex experiments. There are now
several directions of research, which would be interesting to investigate. Some of these
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Results of chapter 8: Grounding
in a group of robots
The eight pictures of this section show snapshots of one simulation, which illustrate
the dynamics of movement of the group of robots and the learning progress of the
eight learner robots. The learner robots are in blue-green (for coloured versions of the
thesis) or in light grey (for non-coloured ones). The teacher robot is in red (or dark
grey). On top of the figure, we see the result of each robot's speaking. At step 1, i.e.
1st image (read from left to right, top to bottom), the teacher robot (2nd column)
speaks, sending the radio signal '16' to label the coloured patch on the middle of the
arena, onto which it runs. The learner robot Nol, which follows it, says nothing, i.e.
it outputs '0'. It has not yet see the object and has not yet made the signal-object
matching. The same happens at step 13 (3rd image), where the teacher robot sends
the signal '128' to label the patch on the middle of the right side of the arena, which it
detects by being close enough to see it (note that the robots detect the patches from
a short distance away from them). However, at steps 31, 45, 87 and 105 (images 5
to 8), the learner robot (i.e. learner No 3 in images 5, 6 and 8 and learner No 9 in
image 7), which follows most closely the teacher robot, emits the correct signal, that
is it outputs the same signal as the teacher. This shows that it has made the correct
signal-object association, as it is now close enough to detect the patch and to associate
this observation with the teacher's signal. Images 2,3 and 4 shows how the robots
manage to form columns, by competition of avoidance and following behaviours.
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Prom left to right and top to bottom: simulation stage at steps 2, 8, 13 and 18.
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Dialogue: 1 23456789 Dialogue: 123456789
0 64 64 000000 088000000
Dialogue: 1 23456789 Dialogue: 1 23456789
0 0000002 0 32 32 000000
From left to right and top to bottom: simulation stage at steps 31, 45, 87 and 105.
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Appendix B
Results of chapter 10: Learning
sequences of perceptions
The six pictures of this section show the progress of the learning of the learner robot.
On top of the figure, we see the result of each robot's speaking. The three first images
(read from left to right, top to bottom) show the result for the first cycling of the robots
alongside the three corridors. At cycle 1, only the teacher robot (2nd column) speaks,
sending the three radio signals '16-4-8' for the three signals 'South (orientation in 1st
corridor) - Object (patch on second corridor) - North (orientation in 3rd corridor)'.
The learner robot says nothing, i.e. its output is '0'. The next three figures show the
simulation step, at which the learner robot answers correctly to the teacher for the
first time, and this for the three signals. Correct answers for the signals '16' and '4' for
the two first corridors are obtained at the 5th cycle, while correct answer for the third
corridor, signal '8' is retrieved at the 4th cycle. This means that the learner needed to
be taught four to five times the same signal before succeeding in making the correct
signal-object association.
Dialogue: 0 16 Cycle: 1 Dialogue: 0 4 Cycle: 1
1 1 1 1 i
1
< ■
I 1 1 1 1
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Appendix C
Results of chapter 11:
Experiments with Robota, the
doll robot
C.l Results of section 11.3.1: learning dance pattern
The tables below show ten different teachings of action sequences, performed by 3
different persons. The names of the persons as well as the average timing it took them
for the teaching is given in the tables' captions. The columns of the table represent
the four different actions the robot could perform. The lines of the tables refers to
each key of keyboard. For each key, there is a different combination of actions. The
ordering of the actions is given in the number following the 'x', e.g. 'x(l)' and 'x(4)'
means first and fourth action of the sequence respectively.
















7 x(2) x(l) x(3)
8 x(2) x(l)
Figure C.l: Left: G. Hayes; time~10-15 min. Right: A-J Ijspeert; time~10 min.
Arm left Arm right Head left Head right
1 x(2) x(l)
2 x(2) x(3) x(l)
3 x(l) x(2) x(3)
4 x(l) x(2)




Arm left Arm right Head left Head right
1 x(l) x(2) x(3)
2 x(2) x(l) x(3) x(4)





8 x(3) x(l) x(2)
Figure C.2: Name: A-J Ijspeert; time~10 and 15 min. resp.
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5 x(2) x(l) x(3)
6 x(2) x(l) x(3) x(4)
7 x(4) x(3) x(l) x(2)
8 x(3) x(l) x(2) x(4)
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Arm left Arm right Head left Head right
1 x(2) x(l)
2 x(l) x(2)
3 x(l) x(2) x(3)
4 x(2) x(l)
5 x(3) x(l) x(2)
6 x(l) x(2)
7 x(2) x(3) x(l)
8 x(3) x(4) x(l) x(2)
Figure C.3: Name: A. Billard; time~15 and 10 min. resp
Arm left Arm right Head left Head right Arm left Arm right Head left Head right
1 x(l) 1 x(2) x(l)
2 x(l) 2 x(l) x(2)
3 x(l) x(2) x(3) 3 x(l) x(2) x(3)
4 x(2) x(l) x(3) x(4) 4 x(2) x(l)
5 x(l) x(2) 5 x(3) x(l) x(2)
6 x(2) x(l) 6 x(l) x(2)
7 x(2) x(l) 7 x(2) x(3) x(l)
8 x(l) x(2) 8 x(3) x(4) x(l) x(2)
Arm left Arm right Head left Head right Arm left Arm right Head left Head right
1 x(l) x(2) 1 x(2) x(l) x(3)
2 x(2) x(l) 2 x(l) x(2)
3 x(l) x(2) 3 x(3) x(l) x(2)
4 x(l) x(2) 4 x(l) x(2)
5 x(l) x(2) 5 x(l) x(2)
6 x(l) x(2) x(3) 6 x(2) x(l)
7 x(2) x(l) x(4) x(3) 7 x(l) x(2) x(3)
8 x(l) x(2) 8 x(2) x(l)
Figure C.4: Name: A. Billard; time~10 min. for all
C.2 Results of section 11.3.2: experiment on word com¬
binations
The tables below show five different teachings of word combinations, performed by 5
different persons. The names of the persons as well as the average timing it took them
for the teaching is given in the tables' captions. The columns of the table represent the
keyboard keys, each key has a different meaning for each experiment, depending on
the choice of the instructor. The lines of the tables show the key combination, which
the robot was taught for its sensor and actuator activation. 'Hand L' means touching
the switch in the left hand, while 'Arm L' means lifting the left arm. The lx' in the
tables represent the taught keys, the 'R' represent the key retrieved without teaching.
Choice: I move you touch arm up/down left right
Hand L
Hand R
Foot L X X X
Foot R
Mouth
Incl. X X X X
Arm L X X
Arm R X X X X
Head L X X X
Head R R R
Table C.l: Name: R. Kortenmann; time~20min.
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Choice: I move touch left foot arm head -
Hand L X X X X
Hand R




Arm L X X X X
Arm R
Head L R R
Head R X X
Table C.2: Name: G. Hayes; time~10 min
Choice: I move foot touch arm up-down left right
Hand L R
Hand R X X X X
Foot L X X X X
Foot R X X X X
Mouth
Incl.




Table C.3: Name: A. Espinoza; time~5 min
Choice: You I touch turn foot head left right
Hand L
Hand R






Head L X X X X
Head R X X X X
Table C.4: Name: A. Ijspeert; time~10 min
Choice: foot head arm right left you touch I move
Hand L X X X X
Hand R R R R
Foot L X X X X
Foot R X X X X
Mouth X X X
Incl. X X
Arm L X X X
Arm R X X X
Head L
Head R
Table C.5: Name: A. Billard; time~5 min
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